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Rhodri Morgan #CDF2026 08102013

00:00 Rhodri Morgan: Thank you, Rita, Diolch. So what is the context for the LDP? At one level, 
it's a fairly simple allocation of land for housing and employment with all the transportation 
implications then for today's citizens and the future citizens to enable them to fulfill their potential. 
It is not an exercise in civic boosterism. But it does have to take place against the context of trying 
to work out which cities worldwide are going to do reasonably well, explosively well, badly or very 
badly, or just simply average. And the cities which will prosper -- and when we say "cities", 
basically, at the global level, we don't actually mean cities, we mean city regions -- are those which 
have the education and skills; those which have the infrastructure, including these days the IT 
infrastructure; and those which have the environment, which includes, these days, the kind of 
cultural and scientific and technological buzz, to attract and hold enterprising people; that is not just  
people who fill jobs but actually create jobs. And if you fly from Sydney to London on a clear day, 
you will see lots of cities on the way if you can look down. And by and large, most of them will be 
about 10 times the size of Cardiff. You know what I mean, Manila, Bangkok and Jakarta and 
Mumbai, and so forth.

01:41 RM: I mean, world cities are, by and large, 3.5 to 4.5 million people, minimum, and 
obviously, Cardiff is not in that league. We're one-tenth of that size so we're not going ever to be a 
world city, and in a way, it's quite convenient for Cardiff that we are only 150 miles from a world 
city when we exist within the ambit of a world city in London, that's only 150 miles away. And we 
have to work out, what is the most profitable way for a city that can itself not be a world city, 
benefiting from the fact that there's one that we can nest against only 150 miles away. And you can 
sell the importance of that in that if you switch context from Wales and London to France, the most 
rapidly growing parts of France, urban areas in France are not in Paris and not in the Île-de-France, 
the equivalent of the home counties. They're in fact the Rennes city region and the Nantes city 
region. And I can tell you now, it's not because of the night life. There's more night life in Dinas 
Powis than there is in Rennes or Nantes. Nevertheless, they're more rapidly growing than Paris. 
Why? Well, because the 30-somethings like go in there because they can't get a flick on the property 
ladder in Paris.

02:59 RM: Now, whether you could ever see something... Got the TGV, of course... Whether you 
could ever see anything like that happening in Brazil, Cardiff, Swansea, we don't know. So Cardiff 
has a symbiotic relationship with its city region, but its city region has been declining for 90 years. 
The hinterland has been declining since the 1920s and it's remarkable that Cardiff has managed to 
survive a 90-year long decline. Normally, cities do well as service centres for their catchment areas. 
Now Cardiff was growing explosively because its catchment area was growing explosively until the 
1920s, but since then, has been... The catchment area has been declining and Cardiff has survived 
that. Population growth appears to be strong in Cardiff. Again, surviving the impact of the recession 
of the past five years, the worst in 75 years. Population of England is growing rapidly. The 
population of Northern Ireland even more rapidly. Scotland relatively slowly. Wales, in between 
England and Scotland. But Cardiff seems to be growing at a quite English type level, if you like, 
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like the urbanized areas of England, rather than like the rest of Wales.

04:09 RM: But we do need the LDP for Cardiff to interlock with the LDP for the city region and 
the process for doing that is not really strong enough. And because the LDP concept pre-dates the 
city region concept having been adopted and the lack of a city region level of government in Wales 
is a tragedy. We all know that, and it goes back 40 or 50 years now to two very bad decisions made. 
One during a Labour government period; one in a Conservative government period. In the late '60s 
Roy Jenkins as Home Secretary decided to go for constabularies based on a Gwent Constabulary 
and a Glamorgan Constabulary, when logically, in all operational terms, it should have been in East 
Glamorgan in Gwent Constabulary 'cause there's a lot more contact between the police and 
criminals in Cardiff and Newport than there is in Cardiff and Swansea. But as even a man of Gwent 
himself, probably, he probably went for the Gwent Constabulary and the Glamorgan Constabulary. 
That's a small decision.

05:06 RM: The really serious decision was made by the Conservatives when having put forward 
East Glamorgan as a county level of government in the '72 white paper, they then got pressed by the 
Conservatives in South Glamorgan to abandon East Wales. Therefore, the East Wales city region, 
which probably, if the constabulary boundaries had been right, would eventually have merged with 
Gwent, we don't have the city region. And even though the Conservatives later abolished the met 
counties which were set up in England and Scotland, and we didn't have one in Wales because of 
this tragedy, the met county concept stayed quite strong in areas like Greater Manchester and 
Merseyside, because of the glue of tram systems, the Greater Manchester Airport, ownership pattern 
and all of that might have happened in Wales, but we do have this pattern of coming up to the big 
decisions; whether to have a big met county called "East Glamorgan" with a million people in it, 
that would be able to look in the eye of the English met counties being set up at the same time, and 
then we don't actually do them. Similar to what happened over the centuries at Newtown as well, 
which we've almost had by ragbag and bobtail accident now, but where we could have had a 
properly planned Llantrisant new town.

06:28 RM: Now, let's look again, then, we do have a Cardiff LDP, we don't have a Southeast Wales 
LDP and the one that we would have had and we're trying to look forward now to what is going to 
drive growth and how sound are the estimates for population which seemed to have survived not 
quite intact but 90% intact, the impact of the recession. Although the original population estimates 
were drawn up just as the recession was taking hold in 2007-8. But maybe you can shave 10% off 
those population estimates and that's it. Now, many people have spoken about trying to marry the 
land use that is there, latently for Cardiff, that if you've got strong latent population growth in 
Cardiff, which these estimates seem to indicate despite the impact of the recession, well, can't you 
share it with the Valleys? 

07:25 RM: Now, a fair point, except of course that, every time the Valleys do well, that is going to 
drive further population growth in Cardiff, because if the Valleys are growing rapidly, then the 
service center for the Valleys, I.e. Cardiff, will grow rapidly. Now what you've seen over the past 90 
years has been implosion of their catchment area but nevertheless Cardiff surviving because of 
urban advantages. But then what you've had is, if you did manage to see a possibility of the Valleys 
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recovering their mojo, then that is going to further increase, not decrease, the demand for 
population wishing to settle in Cardiff. The greater the growth of prosperity or recovery of 
prosperity in the Valleys the greater the population growth that is likely to happen in Cardiff. That's 
the cast iron law of catchment areas and urban areas.

08:23 RM: When you've tried to say, therefore, "Well, okay, how does it look as though the Cardiff 
area is going to prosper or not? Do we have these essentials of skills and educational qualities? Do 
we have the IT infrastructure and transportation infrastructure, and do we have the environment and 
cultural buzz?" And I would say probably we do, in the sense of many things that have not been 
present over the past 20 years are now that is the prospect for rail electrification to London by 2017, 
and the growth of research at Cardiff University, which we have not had before, but if you look at 
what's happening in Maindy Road before, that is unique for Cardiff. And again, big cities tend to 
have big headquarters of Fortune 100 companies, not had that in Cardiff before but we do now, with 
the new Admiral building going up. That's what cities are for in some ways and then likewise, in the 
way...

09:24 RM: Well, Cardiff city even being in the premier division if they can stay there, does put 
Cardiff on the map, certainly in Asia, in a way that has never happened before, not since the decline 
of the coal trade. And then one last part I wanted to mention is this extremely unusual shape of the 
Cardiff city region and what the impact of that is going to be. Cardiff is very, very unusual as a city 
region in that, there are more people living in the outer circle than in the inner circle. Normally, 
cities have densely populated cores, followed by reasonably densely populated suburbs, followed 
by low-density exurbs and then you have open countryside, Dublin being a classic example where 
you've got a natural green belt of about 200 miles around Dublin.

10:10 RM: Cardiff is the complete opposite of that, in that if you put a pin in the middle of your 
compass point in the middle of Cardiff, and go from north to 10 miles, there are more people living 
from 10 to 20 miles from that pin in outside City Hall than there are from north to 10 miles. No 
other city in the world, probably, would conform to that pattern. But of course, it's also confined 
within the Valleys format which gives a huge advantage to the development of public transport 
which I'm sure Mark Barry will talk about later. Therefore can we use what could be a negative and 
turn it into a positive, that the Valleys format, this hand-and-finger pattern, which you see in 
Cardiff, can that be turned into a big advantage of being a low-density metropolis with very high 
access to green countryside across the region? And then people do talk a lot about, "Well, yes, but 
how big a Cardiff, will we lose all our advantages as a pleasant city?" And this is my final point.

11:09 RM: Well if the Valleys had not started to decline in the 1920s but had continued not to have 
a catastrophic future over-dependent on a declining coal industry over the past 90 odd years, then 
Cardiff would undoubtedly be a city of half a million today, say. And if they'd have discovered oil 
underneath the coal measures then Cardiff would be a city of a million people today because the 
Valleys would have continued to prosper, that would have driven the growth of service industries 
and shopping and repair industries and all the things that cities do for their hinterland. Because the 
hinterland has not developed, in fact, it's declined, then Cardiff has had to survive that, nevertheless, 
it has managed over the past 90 years to convert itself and not be over-dependent on what has 
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happened to the coal mining Valleys.

12:00 RM: The normal pattern of growth would have been maybe to be a half a million in Cardiff 
today, that hasn't happened because the decline in the hinterland. Now we got to work out, well, can 
we use the whole of the hinterland and Cardiff to give a kind of future that most people in Cardiff 
would want for their children, utilising this unique physical pattern of more people living in the 
outer circles than in the circle, the hand-and-fingers pattern of the geography, and the advantages 
that we have got, so that without the mistake of civic boosterism, we can nevertheless have one of 
the most interesting low-density metropolises anywhere in the world. Thank you.

This transcript is provided ‘as is’.  Although it has been carefully checked against the 
recording you should always check the original source if you are making an important 
reference. Please cite as:
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debate the Cardiff Council Local Development Plan. Published at http://
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Prof Kevin Morgan #CDF2026 08102013

00:00 Kevin Morgan: Good evening everybody. First of all, can I thank Cardiff Civic Society for 
organising this event. We have too few of these events in Cardiff and it's great to see some genuine 
public debate about issues that affect us all. I've been asked to speak very briefly about the city 
region, how the LDP will fit into this city region idea. And right away can I offer some kind of full 
disclosure, so I don't want to be here under any false pretences. I'm partly working for the Minister 
Edwina Hart, as an advisor on the city region. I'm happy to talk about that if anybody has got any 
questions about it. But it doesn't affect, I don't believe what I've got to say this evening. Very, very 
briefly 'cause I think we have to maximize the time that we've got for discussion. I just want to say 
a couple of things about the context in which the LDP will be discussed. We've had four excellent 
presentations, so I don't propose to go over those details again. First of all, the external context. It 
seems to me that we need to be aware that cities and their regional hinterlands are reconnecting all 
over the world, not just in Europe, not just in the UK, all over the world. It is a global phenomenon 
and it's quite frankly left us behind.

01:16 KM: The leading city region in the United Kingdom is Manchester, forming a combined 
authority, 10 authorities in Greater Manchester. But Greater Manchester, although its a leader in the 
UK, is 20 years behind the European leader which is Stuttgart and as you know Stuttgart is Cardiff's 
twin city. Why is it that we've learnt almost nothing from our main twin city in the European 
Union? Stuttgart for me is a model of sustainable economic development with what they've done 
with public transport, building transport corridors throughout the region and organizing commercial 
and residential development along those public transport corridors. It's called the S-Bahn system. 
That is a model for me and I'm delighted that we'll be organizing a fact-finding mission from 
Southeast Wales to Stuttgart in December. I can send anybody information on that. So that's the 
external context. We have quite frankly been left behind and we're 20 years behind our sister city in 
Stuttgart.

02:22 KM: What about the internal context here in Wales? I have to say, putting it absolutely 
bluntly, that we are facing an existential crisis in Wales. Let's put it absolutely bluntly. And we're 
too parochial and self-referential in our comparisons with the rest of the world and with Europe, to 
appreciate it. Whenever I... I work with the European Commission on the future of regions in 
Brussels, whenever they put up a map of regions for the next financial budgetary period, that is 
2014 to 2020, there is one big dash of red on that map for the United Kingdom. It's not Welsh 
labour, it's no Welsh devolution, it's a picture of the only big less developed region as it's officially 
called in the United Kingdom. Yes, it's a bit in Cornwall.

03:15 KM: We are the only less developed region in the UK left in the European Union in terms of 
official regional aid, West Wales and the Valleys, largely the Valleys. So there's an existential crisis 
in my view. Yes, unemployment is a problem. Yes, economic inactivity is a problem. But I believe 
what separates the Valleys from any other part of the United Kingdom where we're in a league of 
our own, is in terms of limiting long-term illness. Of the top 10 local authorities of the UK in terms 
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of that league, the league that nobody wants to win by the way, the Valleys are six out of 10 top 
spots, or the worst spots, if you will. So it's health, it's development, it's sustainability. There is an 
existential developmental crisis in my view. And that's the context in which I approach debates 
about the city region. They're not just technical debates about boundaries, they create planning 
capacities for us to begin to really raise our game in terms of sustainable development. That is, in 
terms of creating better, more sustainable jobs with living wages, but also rippling through to public 
health and well-being. And this is why the city region projects for me that I've been following most 
closely in recent times... Mark Barry's done wonderful work as an ambassador for thinking about 
the metro.

04:45 KM: The metro is not just a transport program. The metro is a regional transformation policy 
and the hallmarks, when this report comes out, the hallmarks of it for me are connectivity, 
inclusivity and sustainability. It can help us to transform our city region if we've got the wit, the 
resources and the imagination to do so. So the metro is in a league of its own as a city regional 
project. So too is the Innovation Campus with Cardiff University is building on Maindy Road. It's 
an asset in this city for the region, a bit like John Lewis if you like. It could never be there if it 
wasn't for the city region, and the Innovation Campus can help us to drive higher quality jobs for 
the whole city region. And let's not forget, because politicians tend to forget it, another great city 
region project is the Valleys Regional Park which links up all the green infrastructure in the region. 
And our Stuttgart friends tell us that's where they began to build their city region, by municipalities 
putting together their green infrastructure to create something wider than any one particular 
municipality.

06:00 KM: And that brings me to the fourth point. We haven't heard much tonight about politics. 
And politics will make or break this vision. Many times I've been told over the last 10 years that it's 
very difficult to organize a cooperation, an agreement in Southeast Wales because there's 10 local 
authorities that have to get around the table, 10 local authority leaders that have to come to some 
common agreement. And whenever I hear that, I remind them about Stuttgart where there was 179 
municipalities. 179 municipalities, each with an incredibly strong powerful mayor, with powers 
embedded in the German constitution. And if those 179 could get together and forge a city regional 
government then I'm sure that we can do likewise. The challenge right now... Edwina Hart, I hope is 
gonna announce the city region governance arrangements very shortly, and there on the city region 
group, if you will, we'll see some local authority leaders, those they have elected to sit on it, we'll 
see representatives of the business community, we'll see representatives of further and higher 
education, I hope. And indeed, I hope we'll see representatives of civil society.

07:14 KM: That's taken us 70 or 80 years as Rhodri and Mark pointed out in that wonderful clip of 
Mark Barry's book, by the way, which is one of my favorite all-time books by Hilary Marquand 
which is called, "South Wales Needs a Plan," a fantastic book which is as fresh today as it was when 
it was written in the 1930s. There's a challenge, we need to start raising our game to create a 
strategic planning authority which has the powers to control transport, economic development, land 
use planning, green infrastructure, so on and so forth. I respect everything that John Punter has said. 
He is a foremost urban planner in Wales and a colleague of mine in Cardiff University. We differ in 
terms of the idea of allocating growth. John is a compact city man. I'm a city regional person.
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08:05 KM: Well, I think some of that growth should be shared and I don't believe travelling in 
necessarily constitutes unsustainable behaviour because we could go for the Stuttgart model where 
you've got a very robust public transport system, we can organize housing and development along 
those public transport corridors. We don't need to be so car dependent. What we really lack in Wales 
is not resources or this or that, it's the imagination and the ambition to put something together. And 
Mark Barry's example of the electrification of the Valleys line was testament to a wonderful 
political coalition going right across the political spectrum showing that we can achieve so much 
more by working in concert than we can working separately. Thank you very much.
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Prof Dylan Jones-Evans #CDF2026 08102013

00:00 Professor Dylan Jones-Evans: Thank you very much. This is quite interesting for me 
because, I don't expect to approach this conversation about the LDP from either being a politician or 
a planner, but actually trying to look at it from my own sort of background, as a professor of 
Entrepreneurship Strategy and Regional Development. And the first thing that I'd really like to 
focus on is, what is the vision for the LDP? What is the vision for Cardiff? Because I think that's the 
main points that Cardiff Council has to consider before they actually adopt this particular plan. So, 
what is the economic vision for the city? 

00:42 DJ-E: Now, I don't know how many of you actually read the 104-page LDP. I did it over the 
weekend, which, sort of, was an interesting experience. And actually within it, it actually says, that 
the Cardiff... It does have a vision. There are seven key strategic objectives. And one focuses on 
Cardiff having a thriving and prosperous economy, which will, and I quote, "Build strong futures 
for children, young people, by focusing on education, training, employment opportunities, improve 
opportunity for the creation of quality and sustainable employment, and finally create an 
environment that develops, attracts and retains skilled workers, businesses and entrepreneurs to 
Cardiff."

01:20 DJ-E: But the problem is, when you read it, you don't get the sense that there's any detail that 
helps achieve any of these worthwhile objectives. More importantly, that there's any link to any 
coherent economic strategy for the city that will guide its development over the next decade or 
more. And of course, it's all well and good to say that this plan will create 40,000 jobs, but where, 
and how? The LDP doesn't even give us any direction of that. So is this, when you read it, it's like... 
It's yet again, adopting what most local authorities do, which is this, "Field of Dreams, if you build 
it, they will come" sort of approach to economic development, based on past projections that may 
have little relevance at all to the economic landscape going forward.

02:14 DJ-E: So, I thought I'd look at this quite differently and think about how the LDP should 
think of how that can work around an economic strategy, from having an economic strategy that 
actually works around an LDP. But what should a strategy like that look at, and what should an 
LDP focus on? So, as I said, I appreciate and understand the continuing sort of focus on bringing 
greater investment into the city, and we've got the attractions of the new enterprise zone, the 
excellent work already done by Financial & Professional Services Sector Panel, to try and bring 
businesses into Cardiff. But the issue there is really, is that the LDP seems to be entirely focused 
just on that, just on actually bringing more investment into the city. And I think that's quite different 
to what seems to be happening in the rest of the world.

03:13 DJ-E: Rhodri made some good points about what's happening in other cities. What you tend 
to find when you look very carefully at what's happening as a city level and a state level across the 
world, then the focus has moved away from this competition between regions to attract businesses 
to that particular city region, to the city, to the region as a whole. It's actually trying to develop its 
own indigenous business potential. One of the most fascinating reports that I actually read over the 
last two years actually came from the USA which is very odd, because it was very much an 
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economic development driver in terms of how states, in particular, should develop. And this applies 
to both city regions and cities at the same time.

04:01 DJ-E: It was written by, I'm sure you've never heard of this, 'cause I hadn't 'til I seen the 
report, the National Governor's Association, which is the only time the Democrats and Republicans 
actually worked together, to actually trying to achieve something in the US. And it was called 
"Growing State Economies". And what it really focused on was, what sort of strategy you could 
have, rather than having all the states compete against each other, to actually try and develop their 
economies by bringing, offering different tax breaks to bring sort of companies in. But how could 
you develop the entrepreneur potential of different states? And it was about identifying the 
innovation, the enterprise, and the strategic assets of a particular state, or a city, and how then you 
develop a policy around that.

04:45 DJ-E: The question is, have you ever heard about something like that actually coming out of 
County Hall anytime during the last 20 to 30 years? And what we see about the economy at the 
moment is that we've gone through probably the worst recession since the 1920s, as large firms 
have shed the majority of jobs during that period, and we see every single research study shows that  
the majority of new jobs, either in recession or in a growth period, are created by businesses less 
than five years old. And the question is, we're going to create 40,000 jobs within Cardiff, according 
to the LDP, has the LDP looked at how it will create its strategy for encouraging such businesses? 
So, if small firms, if new firms, are going to be creating those jobs, what is the LDP telling us it will 
do to encourage that, to actually set up an environment in which such businesses can thrive? 
Because the Council's own figures show that Cardiff has one of the lowest rates of new business 
starts, and has one of the lowest rates of actual business density anywhere in the UK.

05:54 DJ-E: So, if you look at the document, I said I did read it, you could argue there is some 
commitment to entrepreneurship. It's mentioned three times in a 104 pages, so if Cardiff is gonna 
reach its full potential, then I believe that we must focus on developing indigenous businesses and 
that must be at the heart of that particular economic policy. The question is of course, how should 
the LDP reflect such a strategy, because you could argue after reading from cover-to-cover that it 
currently doesn't. I'd like to see, for example, how Cardiff Council could develop an ecosystem 
which brings people together. It's one of the most important things that a local, city or regional 
government can do, is to encourage business growth and business development, because it creates 
jobs, it raises living standards and especially with more deprived communities.

06:53 DJ-E: And again Cardiff Council has not looked at this in any real depth. And what we have 
here is an LDP effectively that is isolated from the reality of where the new jobs are gonna come 
from and how those jobs are gonna be developed. So what I'd like to see, the discussion potentially 
tonight is, what aspects of the LDP you feel should reflect such an approach. We talk about creating 
a physical and economic environment that develops, attracts and retains skilled workers, businesses 
and entrepreneurs to Cardiff, but how is it gonna do that? We talk about inward investments being 
important, but we also see the development of new companies and fast-growing sectors as critical to 
growth.
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07:40 DJ-E: You look at cities such as Helsinki, Hong Kong, New York, San Francisco and yes, 
Colorado, Boulder, in Colorado, a city of a 100,000 people that is now the most entrepreneurial city  
in the world. What can we learn from them or what are they doing differently? Because if we're 
gonna focus on developing a high skilled workforce; we have three universities, we have particular 
sectors, but there's nothing in the LDP that says how it is going to aid and support the development 
of those particular industries.

08:13 DJ-E: One of the things that comes through very clearly is that we talk about the industrial 
developments on either side of the city. And yet if you look at how an entrepreneurial community 
develops and has developed over the last five years since the recession, it's through things like 
incubators, accelerators, smaller business parks, usually located around places like universities. 
There is very little within this particular plan that actually gives me confidence that such businesses 
will thrive and grow in Cardiff under the current conditions.

08:44 DJ-E: So hopefully, perhaps some of tonight's discussion afterwards will be devoted not 
necessarily to the LDP, but really what's needed to drive Cardiff forward as a city of the future. And 
actually, it's not whether the LDP itself is fit for purpose but whether the overall economic strategy 
it purports to support is actually fit for purpose for Cardiff in the future. 
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Mark Barry #CDF2026 08102013

00:00 Mark Barry: A bit of background. I grew up in Cardiff. I spent a lot of time away as well. 
I've worked and lived in Manchester, London, overseas, Milan, and I've seen different places, and I 
guess, developed a view of how we can do things differently and better in terms of the urban 
environment and connectivity. As some of you might know, I run a biotech company in Cardiff, 
which I founded in 2003, and I ended up in transport just a few years ago because it's something I'm 
really passionate about, how this place works. What's happened in the last few years, I think, I don't 
think anyone seriously expected in 2009 that we would have the electrification of the Valley lines. It 
wasn't on the agenda. We kind of hoped you might get electrification in the Great Western Main 
Line.

00:43 MB: Well, with the business community and people banging actually constantly, we've 
achieved what I think are two major committed infrastructure projects. Over the last 12 months, the 
whole debate on the city region and how this place works as a region, how it's progressed, upped 
the political agenda. I've now been asked as some of you know to do a report for the Minister, so I 
can't talk about the detail of that. I actually handed in all the paperwork last Monday, and there's a 
lot in there I think people will be pleased about in terms of how this region might function in the 
future. I'm gonna talk about the generalities, about the data, the economic context of this region, and 
the things we have to consider when we're developing a region in relation to transport. So, next 
slide please.

01:25 MB: The key thing about the work I've done is that it's been driven by the business 
community to a large extent and taken on by politicians and government. Support of companies like 
Admiral, Centrica, the role of Cardiff Business Partnership, Capita Symonds, Powell Dobson 
Urbanists, all absolutely screaming for some recognition of the importance of connectivity to help 
the economy. So, it was the role of these guys that helped bring me to the table in terms of 
articulating this metro concept. Next slide, please.

01:52 MB: And when I started this work because it's all about people, jobs and well-being, I always 
start with the economy and the key issue for me always when we talk about the LDP or regeneration 
or development or transport, has to be the economy. And the bottom line is, we're not doing very 
well. The GVA per capita of the Cardiff city region, if I can use that expression, is about 80% of the 
UK average. Wales is about 75%. Cardiff itself is only just over 102%, and actually, if you look at 
the comparison, I guess, there's the best performing, worst performing part of Southeast Wales and 
other regions, the stark difference for me is not in the performance of the Valley communities or 
heads of the Valleys, which needs to be addressed, but it's the under-performance of Cardiff as a 
city as our focal point of our region versus other parts of the UK that have successful city centres. 
Next slide, please.

02:41 MB: And as an example, you look at where Cardiff is versus places like Edinburgh, Belfast, 
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Greater Manchester, Leeds, and Nottingham, in terms of GVA per capita, Cardiff's at the bottom; 
just over 100% now, about 110% in 2001. We're quite a long way behind other competitor cities. 
Now some of that is down to where you draw the boundary and commuting patterns, and you could 
argue because the GVA figures for Cardiff and the Vale it would be probably a little bit higher. But 
for me, the issue for the region and the LDP...

03:09 S?: What is GVA? 

03:11 MB: Gross value added, it's an economic measure of performance of a region or a city or a 
place. So, Cardiff's under-performance, to me, is critical. Next slide, please.

03:21 MB: So, what I'll do now is look at a snapshot of the region, and some of the things I 
consider when articulating my ideas on connectivity. Next slide, please.

03:28 MB: We talked about population and projections in debates, the reality is, the population of 
the region today is about 1.49 million, predicted by 2030, could be about 1.6 million. Cardiff itself 
in 2001 was about 310,000. Today, mid-year estimates 2012 is 248,000 and is likely to exceed 
400,000 by 2026 or 2030.

03:55 MB: So, the reality is population growth has happened, is happening, even though there's 
been a recession, the figures where people are using still dictate that there's gonna be significant 
population growth in Cardiff. Elsewhere in the region, actually there's been little to no growth. But 
the noteworthy factor is that the declining population that was taking place until 2001 has pretty 
much stopped across the region and has flat-lined, but it's only Cardiff, less of an extent, Newport, 
Bridgend and the Vale of Glamorgan have seen any real increases. Next slide, please.

04:25 MB: Another interesting, I think, factor which comes on to the point Dylan raised was 
actually workplace employment across the region has gone up a little bit but it's actually gone up 
the most in Cardiff and over 80% of the net increase in workplace employment in the last 10 years 
in the whole of Southeast Wales has been in Cardiff. I think the workplace employment numbers, 
2001, were about 180,000, 185,000. 2011, there were 210,000 people working in Cardiff. So, the 
city's growth, and Cardiff's got bigger, and more people end up in the workplace. Without any 
intervention, it's just the dynamism of the city. So, actually, Cardiff's projections of 40,000 more 
people by 2026 in the workplace is not unreasonable given this experience. Next slide, please.

05:08 MB: The thing that worries me though about the economy of Southeast Wales is clearly there 
are issues of inactivity and poor GVA per capita across the region and low gross domestic 
household income, but Cardiff's performance versus the rest of the region, is actually been the worst 
over the last 10 years. I'd say from about 110% GVA per capita in 2001, it's down to just about 
102% now, and it's the biggest fall of all the parts of Southeast Wales. So, we have to be cognizant 
of that, and how we respond to that in terms of economic dimensions. Next slide, please.

[background conversation]
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05:39 MB: And one of the reasons for that is that even though workplace employment has gone up 
in Cardiff, the GVA per capita has gone down, we're not creating enough high value jobs. And this 
survey from Oxford Economics and that shows that we're not good enough at creating well-paid 
jobs, and that, for me, is a crux of how we need to address the challenges in this part of the world. 
Next slide, please, I've got to hurry.

06:05 MB: I'll skip that one. Next slide.

06:08 MB: Interesting dynamic comparing Cardiff as a region with other parts of the UK, other city  
regions of a similar scale, perhaps Greater Manchester, Nottingham, Newcastle, Leeds. The level of 
commuting is actually a lot lower here, which suggests to me, this region isn't dynamic enough. It's 
not actually effective enough as a city region and not making the most of the population that exists 
here. So, there's not enough commuting, in my view, not enough people working in the center of 
Cardiff, and commuting here from outside the region, doing high value jobs, which is what we need 
for the whole region. Next slide please.

06:36 MB: Going back to the point that's been raised twice this evening, it's not about one 
particular thing. The LDP can't address all these things, but a city that's successful has got a 
combination of access to finance, entrepreneurialism, high quality universities, good quality urban 
environment, good connectivity, and in responding to the challenge, we need a policy or policies to 
address all of those issues. Next slide please.

06:58 MB: Quickly, on where I'm at on Metro. I can't go to too much detail, but that's what we're 
gonna be getting in 2019, 2020, electrification in the Valley lines. And part of the work I'm doing--
next slide please--is, first of all, looking at where people aren't connected to the rail network. So, 
what we've done is part of the work is look at the most densely populated parts of the region that are 
most disconnected. A lot of parts of the region like Mumbershire, you can't run a rail line to 
Mumbershire, it's too sparsely populated. But actually, the key chunks, actually, especially in parts 
of Cardiff, East and West and Newport, but actually, if you use public transport, your only option is 
a bus to the local city center. There's no way, living in St Mellons, you're gonna get a bus to work in 
Talbot Green or Taffs Well. And actually, if you want the whole place to become more effective and 
more economically cohesive, you need to connect more people with more places. So, the analysis 
we've done has identified this shortfall and part of the response. Next slide, please.

07:48 MB: We've also looked at issues of congestion. The most congested parts of the South Wales 
road network is actually the A470 into Cardiff. Clearly, the M4, and Northwest Cardiff, and in the 
response we're proposing in our Metro plans, these will be part of the thinking. Next slide, please.

08:05 MB: Fly on. One of the things I'm also keen about whatever Metro is and whatever it does, it 
has to be aligned to real development opportunities. It has to unlock activity in the economy. And... 
Next slide, please. And there are opportunities, I don't see the issue of building more houses in 
Cardiff as a problem, I see it as an opportunity. But we can only build them if we connect them. 
And I'm committed, you can't build 5,000 new houses, 6,000 houses in Northeast or Northwest 
Cardiff, anywhere, without connecting them. So, the transport proposals that we're gonna put 
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forward will integrate with what is being proposed in the LDP. I don't think the LDP can go ahead 
unless there's a credible transport solution in there. Next slide.

08:48 MB: The Cardiff Enterprise Zone. For many years, the Welsh government, for whatever 
reason, didn't focus enough on Cardiff. We now recognize that Cardiff's the driver of the region, 
we're lacking the high value jobs the region needs. The Enterprise Zone can be successful if we can 
get more people in contact, that are able to get there, cheaply, easily, efficiently and would improve 
its travel to work area and make it more attractive to employers. Next slide please.

09:11 MB: One point about the region, one of the things we can do, I don't think we would do it 
straightaway is look at whether existing sites align to transport corridors that could support more 
residential living, so people could commute more easily. Example of a Hoover site, the Pentrebach. 
It's a desolate, industrial site, actually, you could probably get 500, 1,000, 1,500 homes there next to 
a railway station being 45, 50 minutes from the center of Cardiff. That's the kind of opportunity 
Metro will bring.

09:35 MB: I think fly on two, three slides. I wanna show you something. Next slide. Next slide. I'll 
leave you with... Next one, please... Some stuff from 1936. These are quotes from a book by, I 
think, was it Mark “South Wales needs a plan” by H.A Marquand published by Georges Allan and 
Unwin 1936. And it's stark actually, if you read this stuff about... Actually, this is not new. Well 
actually, where we were in 1936; issues of connectivity, issues of transport, addressing the 
economic activity and the heads of the Valleys, lack of a regional response, lack of political will, a 
change in local government. None of what we've talked about is new. What we need desperately to 
make a change is kind of the vision, and political ambition and the determination to do things 
differently. 'Cause we've been having this conversation for 80 years, and I hope we're not having 
this conversation in 80 years' time. The time to do something is now, I think.
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Prof John Punter #CDF2026 08102013
00:00 John Punter: Thank you very much. I don't really recognize the content of my talk, but I'm 
going to talk about the LDP. And it's quite interesting... Very interesting to follow Rhodri because I 
think he provided the perfect platform and arguments for growth in Cardiff and growth in the city 
region. And I think that the problem has been that everywhere else in the region has an LDP, an 
almost complete stage; in fact, most of them are complete. Cardiff is really just at the beginning 
stage.

00:31 JP: On the whole, if any of you had been to the LDP session in 2009 where the...

00:42 JP: Next slide please...

00:44 JP: Where the Cardiff LDP was put up in front of the council and the inspector said, "The 
evidence does not support the contention that a brownfield-only strategy of housing will deliver the 
number of houses and the amount of employment land required. Nor will it deliver family or 
affordable homes or the range or type of employment, land and premises that the city needs." It was 
like a series of rabbits caught in the headlights, really. And the incomprehension of the council was 
something to behold.

01:21 JP: So, I welcome the new LDP. I welcome its assumptions, and I welcome its statistics.

01:32 JP: Next slide please...

01:33 JP: Right. A city of 345,000 at the moment, 1.5 million people within 45 minutes' drive. 
78,000 people commute into the city every day. 87% of those come by car. And Cardiff has got 32% 
of South Wales' jobs. So what we have is a situation where people are pouring into Cardiff to work, 
but of course most the new households cannot live here. And that's the problem we're trying to 
address. The city been increasing by 3.5 thousand people per annum over the last decade. We're 
going to get 45,000 more people by 2026. So the plan has to respond to that.

02:20 JP: What the plan has been doing previously is nothing at all. It's been exporting all of its 
growth to the surrounding region, and that is completely unsustainable. So 41,000 homes, it sounds 
an enormous amount. 40,000 new jobs is part of the explanation for that. Those are projections 
which are I think quite reasonable. The new plan is going to retain a 10% flexibility quotient to 
allow for greater growth, should we need it. And of course one of the reasons why we would not do 
an LDP in order to meet this kind of demand was that the councillors were terrified of suburban 
opposition. The affluent suburbs of North Cardiff in particular, North, West and East Cardiff were 
all notably opposed to new development. And this was the thing, probably that frightened the 
councillors from taking the bold and necessary steps to deal with the situation.

03:30 JP: It's worth pointing out, from the statistics at the bottom here that when you look at the 
overall LDP consultation, there is still a large proportion, 90% of the population regard the figures 
as too high. When you look at the citizen's panel which is selected at random, you get about 50% 
saying, "It's okay", but that is the problem. It's a political problem. The other thing to notice there, is 
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how come only 1000 responses in a city of 325,000? Something is seriously wrong there. So that's 
why we need meetings like tonight.

04:09 JP: So the key issue, for me, in terms of the LDP is the housing waiting list. 9,700 people on 
the housing waiting list. We need something like 3,800 affordable housing units per annum for the 
next five years. What we are probably going to get is about 500 units via planning gain, by the 
Section 106 agreement. We've had no family housing within the boundaries of Cardiff to speak of, 
since Pontprennau was finished in 2003. And of course Pontprennau is no example of the kind of 
thing we want to build.

04:50 JP: We had a major apartment boom with buy-to-let and buy-to-leave, which was a disaster. 
And as Rhodri made the point, if you want, you got city ambitions in terms of growth and 
employment, you must provide housing support, and in particular, you must provide affordable 
housing and housing for families. As I said before, Cardiff has exported its need for housing for the 
last 10 years. That is unsustainable. Principally because of the amount of road traffic which drives 
into the city. Mark Barry's proposals will help to deal with that but it will be a slow and steady 
decrease in the rate of car commuting.

05:34 JP: Next slide please...

05:37 JP: The new plan will still be 40% brownfield. The Bay, the City Center, Ely Bridge, all 
those sorts of schemes will continue to develop. But if you want affordable housing and family 
housing, it is necessary to develop on greenfields. And the key to that is the notion of sustainable 
urban extensions. Compact, mixed use, mixed tenure, well served by public transport, walkable 
within their... The remit of their sub-centres and their access to facilities. Green and energy 
efficient, green in terms of parkland and preserved areas of the waterways, etcetera, a sustainable 
development.

06:23 JP: The housing diversification policies need strengthening in the plan because we need to 
have a more moveable population, so that older people like myself can move to smaller 
accommodation within the same neighbourhood. That's another critical factor. And my argument is 
that sustainable... The compact city is the most sustainable option for the future.

06:48 JP: Next slide please. Oh, here we are...

06:51 JP: These are the figures you've already seen them put up in a sense. You can see Northwest 
Cardiff is the main growth area, Northeast Cardiff almost as big. Development north of the M4, 
south of Creigiau and where the Welsh International Business Park was going to be, and some 
smaller amounts on the very eastern fringes of the city. So, these are the greenfield sites that we will 
be necessarily developing in the future. And of course, developing those sites will be very 
dependent upon getting good public transport to ensure the commuters into the city don't have to 
drive; that they will take and enjoy public transport. Again, this is were Mark Barry's ideas will 
come through.
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07:42 JP: In the plan itself, the master planning principles for these large sites, I think are 
something which is very critical. Been working with the Design Commission to, if you like, educate 
the planners, or not educate them perhaps, but to help persuade them of the value of sustainable 
urban extensions. And they've developed 10 key principles, which are that the suburbs will be 
served by high density transport corridors; they'll have there own sub-centres; there'll be much 
improved public transit. Within the suburbs, you'll have an active travel policy of walking and 
cycling. The local centres will have strong commercial and community facilities and will be 
densified in terms of more apartments and that kind of thing to give that housing diversification.

08:36 JP: And the suburbs themselves will pay great attention to green infrastructure. One thing 
Cardiff has managed to achieve thus far is the protection of its river valleys. We're moving now 
toward the smaller valleys and smaller streams connecting up the green spaces. That green 
infrastructure will be critical to the quality of development. They'll be more diverse, they'll have 
green corridors, they'll have cycle routes, etcetera. And the heritage will be protected, and the 
sustainable drainage systems will hopefully ensure there isn't water pollution, etcetera. And we'd be 
looking to get the kind of sustainable development, energy efficient housing that we haven't yet 
managed to get elsewhere in Wales, but which has been part of our policy.

09:21 JP: The four slides here just show examples of what should be achievable. Vauban from 
Freiburg, Germany, top left, as you can see solar panels; Steiger Island, housing diversity from a 
new town on the edge of Amsterdam; Hammarby Sjöstad, which is advocated in the new City 
Center Rebuilding Momentum document with public transport, compact family development, green 
interiors, and traditional streets. All of these kinds of things are what we're looking for.

09:58 JP: So, I think it's the right plan, definitely the right plan, but I recognize that these are very 
uncertain times. We've got major infrastructure needs, but the house builders are already getting 
cold feet. They're telling us they will not build north of Pontypridd, north of what they call the 
snowline. They are trying to talk us down in terms of the requirements, the money that will be 
required for public transport, etcetera. We need some help from Welsh Assembly Government, in 
terms of the Help to Buy program. There's also, I think, concern within the plan, that it doesn't do 
quite enough for existing areas of housing, existing suburbs. We need policies on residential 
consolidation and diversification to make sure that there is a greater diversity and greater choice for 
the people of Cardiff. Thank you very much.
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1st September 2013

Edwina Hart MBE CStJ AM
Minister for Economy, Science and Transport
Welsh Government
5th Floor Tŷ Hywel
Cardiff Bay
CF99 1NA

Dear Minister

Transport for Cardiff and the Valleys

We wrote to John Griffiths on 2 November 2011 in support of the city region concept, receiving a 
reply from you dated 23 November 2011 (ref EH/05988/11) in which you indicated support for the 
creation of a Cardiff City Region. I am writing now on behalf of the Cardiff Civic Society (CCS) to 
urge you to take a radical and regional view when considering the  south east Wales transportation 
proposals due to be delivered to you by Mark Barry. 

CCS have been engaged with Cardiff Council on LDP matters for more than five years now and 
have been consistent and strong supporters of the South Wales Metro concept.  Mark  Barry has 
developed this concept further with the support of the IWA. We believe these proposals would:
• deliver a bold and iconic transport system for the whole region
• provide a strong brand and image that would encourage public support for a modal shift in 

personal transport habits
• support connectivity and inclusivity across the city region.

The South Wales Metro concept offers a proposal supported by business - vital for financing the 
project - and a solution to the connectivity gaps that blight the present local network and inhibit the 
growth of prosperous Valley communities connected to the capital city.

The current draft (no status) LDP from Cardiff Council represents a substantial improvement over 
their previous attempts, but it still does does not in our view offer a growth plan that will necessarily 
lead to a successful city region approach. We have identified the north west of Cardiff particularly 
as the principal and future growth area for the city beyond the LDP horizon of 2026. Yet this is 
being planned without joint planning with RCT council. How a long term investment in a 
transportation solution for this critical sector of the city will be achieved without planning for long 
term volumes, ie beyond 2026, we do not know. The prospect of more traffic and an inadequate 
bus based solution being with us for 15 years, with the notorious narrow entry roads into Cardiff 
from this direction causing delay as volumes double and treble, is not appealing.

The South Wales Metro proposal includes a rail solution that is beyond the capability of Cardiff 
Council alone to deliver. There is an obvious risk that its implementation will not be secured, 
needing as it does the relocation of 26 houses (so we understand) built on the route. 
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We recognise the SEWTA debate over how a regional system should be delivered, a debate that 
would have been resolved if the city region plan had been put in place following the Haywood 
report. We note that Manchester has put in place a Passenger Transport Executive to run its 
transport system on behalf of the contributing local authorities. There is another good example 
using a dedicated delivery vehicle in the way Crossrail and the Olympic Park were managed. 

Regrettably, we do not believe that SEWTA has either the power or the expertise to to be the 
driver for such a scheme geared as it is to continuous, incremental improvement rather than 
managing radical change. We believe that the South Wales Metro Consortium has both the 
credibility and expertise accessible to form the basis of the team to deliver a transport network for 
the whole region.

In conclusion therefore, we believe this is the only way forward to deliver a prosperous city region, 
that will allow Cardiff to present a viable, sustainable LDP to deal with the trajectory of growth in 
both population and economy and improve the quality of life for both Cardiff and its neighbours in 
theValleys.

Yours Sincerely

David Eggleton, LDP team leader Cardiff Civic Society
 

Please reply to Nerys Lloyd Pierce (chair@cardiffcivicsociety.org) as I am away until 10th 
September.
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Introduction

Introduction
Cardiff Civic Society is a charity with specific aims that relate directly to the city1: to preserve and 
enhance the built and natural environment for its citizens, and to ensure that future developments of 
that environment lead to a good quality of life for those who live here now and in the future. It does 
not, because of its charitable status, take political views, but it does seek to develop views on behalf 
of all the citizens of the city about issues that affect it now and in the future. 

This response to Cardiff Council’s ‘No status’ Draft LDP should be considered alongside the many 
documents published by CCS as part of its work concerning Cardiff’s Local Development Plan (often 
referenced below). Those documents can be accessed on its website at www.cardiffcivicsociety.org. 
Like all CCS publications this is assumed to be in the public domain. 

1 CCS welcomes approach - with concerns
Cardiff Civic Society (CCS) welcomes the new approach by Cardiff Council to the Local Development 
Plan (LDP) consultative process and the early release of this ‘No status’ draft. This response is made 
in  the spirit of openness and adds to the considerable number of CCS documents about the LDP. 
This ‘No status’ Draft LDP is a substantially improved plan compared to the previous (2009) failed 
version and there is much to commend in it. Our comments naturally concentrate on areas that in our 
view are weak or missing elements but this should not detract from our overall positive opinion of the 
improvements that have been made.

The plan is prepared to deliver the LDP vision, yet the language is often, as has been previously 
noted, not consistent with this purpose. The use of words such as support, reduce, encourage, rather 
than terms that suggest a commitment to make it 
happen, such as providing, delivering and ensuring, 
give the impression of a lack of determination and 
commitment to the end results. That many of the tasks 
are difficult is recognised, but we recommend that a 
language of positive intent should be used.

Finally, we regard it as essential that the implementation of the policies and approaches to future 
planning proposed starts now and all planning applications should be assessed against the planning 
obligations developed in this plan. The provision of transport and of community services in all 
developments, are conditions that need policies to be established even before the plan is finally 
approved.
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2 Growth
The approach is one we welcome; the target figures are reasonable and the reference to flexibility is 
welcome. The following detailed comments 

• The recognition that all future flexibility, and indeed all future growth beyond 2026, will be in the 
north west sector of the city is revealing. It raises the importance of the city-region debate, still 
inadequately covered, and the scope and routes of transport solutions. The need for a 
comprehensive joint plan with RCT is essential if Cardiff is to make a NW extension of the city 
successful. A city-region plan will avoid the risk of overcrowding the NW site, and encourage an 
urban extension that is fit for purpose for future generations.

• We are seriously concerned at the risk associated with incremental rings of development in this NW 
site without a transport solution and that transport infrastructure plans and finance must 
comprehend the long term vision for this expansion of Cardiff.

• This raises the thought that, in the context of the green belt proposal, the relatively small site south 
of Creigiau is unnecessary. 

• No indication is given on the way the masterplanning principles will applied to govern the timing of 
release of sites. We have always preferred priority to brown field sites yet developers will always 
favour green field sites where transport infrastructure is usually lacking. This suggests a front loading 
of investment is necessary and a delay in delivering the quantity of homes needed. For example, the 
need for a rail solution to NW Cardiff should mean it is last to be developed and meanwhile planning 
control needs to have the means to ensure appropriate timing. The design framework for the NW 
site is so important that we recommend the support of a competent urban planning consultant to 
help establish a route map to a successful outcome: why not ask the University of Cardiff, School of 
Planning for advice?

• Build rates for the remaining 13 years of the plan will need to be very substantially above any 
historical capability in the city giving doubt about the delivery timescales.

• Where will the expansion of Cardiff end? Is the green belt intended as a constraint to growth 
implying that all the land to the NW up to the M4 will eventually go? Would the city-region 
encourage a greater Cardiff with radial routes into neighbouring authorities? This debate and the 
resolution of policies is now urgent and needs Wales Government as well as combined local 
authority involvement - and action - as well as widespread public debate.

3 Strategic sites
• The recognition that each site presents different issues and context is useful and relevant. The 

prevailing design wisdom requires an Urban Design Framework (UDF) to clarify the vision and key 
deliverables for each major site and its relationship with communities on its fringe, coupled with a 
Design Code to ensure it respects local context, and retains the individuality of each community 
area.

• The Enterprise Zone represents a missed opportunity for housing, notwithstanding our comments 
on the overdependence on apartments. The opportunities of attractive riverside developments of 
high quality,  the regeneration of Bute town, and the redevelopment of Lloyd George Avenue are still 
desirable objectives that should be part of the LDP.
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• The contribution of student housing is not covered 
adequately, despite the recognition of the scale of 
the need. We do not support using inner city 
residential houses for student accommodation 
and would expect to see such developments 
placed close to transport hubs with easy access 
to universities and colleges.

4 The green belt 
This concept has our full support, but with two reservations:

• The site south of Creigiau does not respect the belt and it is desirable to distance homes from the 
motorway.

• The belt as specified has not had the approval nor contribution from neighbouring authorities, 
although it is suggested that it is consistent. Again, a city-region approach is missing.

5 Masterplanning
We have previously responded positively to this initiative, however the following comments apply:
• This should be policy now, planning applications over the next 6-12 months should respect these 

principles.
• At what stage and by whom will the UDF be prepared and subjected to consultation?
• Key routes and plots must be secured now to ensure transport and community infrastructure and 

new public spaces and parks can be provided appropriately safeguarded.

6 Design
• We do not doubt the desire or need for quality design but we are sceptical of its delivery. The key 

steps that should be included in the LDP are the use of a Design Code, competitive tendering, with 
full consultation using state of the art methods of visualisation of plans, such as 3-D modelling and 
real community consultation.

• The incorporation of renewable energy and energy conservation schemes into the design should be 
one of the planning obligations, not as an SPG. 15% electricity generation by renewables by 2020 
will not happen without active support.

• There needs to be specific reference to public space provision and quality, with specific reference to 
children’s safety and play areas and developing a healthy society.

7 New infrastructure
•  As mentioned above, success here depends on 

early identification of routes and plots necessary for 
effective delivery of new development, and these 
need to be secured now. It is too late to wait for the 
UDF to provide plans, as these must integrate into 
existing and planned routes and services to and 
from the city.
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• We have long believed that the construction of the Eastern Bay link is vital to an effective transport 
solution for the city. At least it is mentioned and it should be prioritised as a key project. Funding at 
today’s date is still a challenge but should not be a constraint.

8 Planning obligations
This is an essential tool for the implementation of the LDP, and must be given full force for application. 
How do other authorities handle the issues surrounding delivery of key factors in the LDP?

9 Car reliance
• The ambition to achieve a 50/50 modal split is far too unambitious for 2026. We will expect to see 

and will challenge the modelling used to support 
your solutions.

• The speed and popularity of rail based transport 
solutions is demonstrated in your numbers, yet is 
not adequately reflected in the transport schemes 
proposed. The plans to push more traffic down the 
narrow access routes into Cardiff are not credible 
and there is not always space for bus priority on single lane roads. The issue of air quality is a key 
issue of concern.

• Although schemes to control city access are mentioned, this subject needs a more determined and 
comprehensive treatment.

10 Economy
• Despite the intention to attract high-tech companies to Cardiff, there is still no recognition of the role 

of the universities as centres of knowledge, R&D 
and advanced skills as part of the package to 
attract such companies.

• The location of business parks on the M4 is not 
consistent with university access, nor the service 
companies on which they will depend.

• No reference is made, still, to the need for a data 
and communications infrastructure to support 21st 
century business. Unless Cardiff delivers a working environment capable of supporting high-tech 
business, it will not come.

• Cardiff’s potential as a tourist venue, and the role of sport and culture to the attractions of the city 
are not well covered. We have a global competitive advantage now in all these areas and this should 
be exploited.

11 Climate change
Although this topic is dealt with very comprehensively we have two comments:

• The use of ‘vegetation’ as a tool to improve quality of life to green the streets would have more force 
if coupled with a car free policy and if incorporated in the planning obligations.
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• Building in flood risk areas has always been an issue, but can be achieved successfully if standards 
of resilience are specified in the design code.

• We remain concerned the parks and most open spaces have no statutory protection.

12 Natural resources
The growth plan involves the loss of medium to good quality land. This can be partially offset by 
integration of allotments, horticulture, parks or small scale urban farms into the obligations for such 
sites.

It is vitally fundamental importance that, for protecting and enhancing the Rhymney, Nant Fawr, Taff 
and Ely Wildlife, Amenity and Recreation Corridors there is a clear definition of the boundaries of these 
four corridors upon an Ordinance base. There then can be no confusion about where these corridors 
are.

13 Monitoring
Finally, we would expect the process for monitoring progress and prioritising actions to be more 
clearly specified, and to include external,  independent and community based validation

David Eggleton

For Cardiff Civic Society

17th July 2013
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Friday, 10 May 2013

Ralph Cook
Deputy Leader, Strategic Planning, Highways, Traffic & Transportation
Cardiff County Council
County Hall
Atlantic Wharf
Cardiff CF10 4UW

Dear Ralph

Local Development Plan
We are mindful of the fast approaching date for the public consultation on the draft LDP in October 
this year. Clearly much progress has been made so far and we have been very supportive of your 
opening up the process of developing the Council’s strategy so far and we would like to see you 
continue to build on that.  Furthermore, we are conscious that it will inevitably take some time for 
the LDP process to be completed and in the face of continuing development pressures – which 
may increase if the economy improves – we cannot allow a policy vacuum.  In the light of that we 
would like to make three suggestions. 

The first is about the drafting of the range of general development control policies that will need to 
be included in the Plan. We hope that, in line with your consultative approach on the Preferred 
Strategy and the principles of Master-planning, you will consider a preliminary consultation on 
these, rather than leave them unseen until the LDP goes to formal public consultation in the 
autumn. In that context, we further suggest that in particular, the Council considers including 
policies in the LDP in respect of student accommodation.  

Our second suggestion follows from the length of time that the statutory procedures leading up to 
the adoption of the LDP will take. We are broadly supportive of the Master-planning principles and 
we believe that, as far as possible, they should be incorporated as a matter of policy into the 
development control process now – rather than wait for the LDP to be adopted.  

Our third suggestion relates to the need to protect key sites and adopt non-land use policies – that 
are therefore independent of the statutory LDP process – which can support and underpin the 
LDP. I will explain our thinking on these three suggestions below.

Development control policies
Aside from identifying strategic sites for future development and setting out the principles for 
phasing, the provision of community facilities and so on in relation to those sites, the LDP will 
contain a number of policies to control development across the City more generally.  We imagine 
that most of those policies will be carried forward from predecessor plans with minor changes and 
most will be un-contentious.  However, where there are new and significant policies we suggest 
that it would be helpful to take some soundings on the acceptability of what is proposed. We are 
not suggesting a major public exercise as was the case with the Preferred Strategy consultation, 
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but there are interested parties – ourselves among them – who would welcome the opportunity of 
commenting on those policies in draft.

One such significant development control policy would be to control the use of existing buildings 
for student accommodation. There are two aspects to this: first, the impact of student lettings on 
residential neighbourhoods, in terms of noise, nuisance etc., coupled with the loss of family 
housing in the centre of the City. As increasing numbers of student lettings lead to an area 
becoming less attractive for families, landlords move in to what is a lucrative market and so 
exacerbate the situation. Additionally, the use of residential housing by students leads to the loss 
of council tax revenue from those properties. Secondly, there are an increasing number of city-
centre offices being converted into student flats. This is the result of the depressed demand for 
office space so that the financial returns from converting out-dated offices to student 
accommodation outweigh those from refurbishment and marketing as office space.   There is a risk 
that in the event of an economic up-turn there will be no capacity to meet the demand and office 
space in potentially attractive areas or close to rail and bus hubs will have been lost.  We would 
also point to the current application for a major new block of student accommodation in Park Place 
that is wholly out of keeping with the Conservation Area. 

It is not for us to draft policies, and we are aware of the difficulty in controlling the letting of 
accommodation in residential properties where no change of use is involved.  However, it seems to 
us that student accommodation is now a not inconsiderable use of land and might be treated as a 
category in its own right, like retail and commercial uses. It would follow that the LDP could make 
provision for suitable sites and, by providing for development on those sites, reduce the pressure 
on residential areas. We also believe that there is a need for policies on the conversion of 
commercial premises to ensure that a suitable and adaptable stock of office space remains in the 
City Centre, close to public transport.

Master-planning
On the present timetable the LDP will not be adopted until the autumn of 2015, that will be over 
two years from now before its policies take full effect (although of course Planning Inspectors may 
have regard to the emerging Plan in its final stages when hearing appeals). We believe that the 
principles of Master-planning are sound and should be brought into effect as far as possible now.  
Already Redrow have applied to build east of Cardiff Gate and there are signs that the housing 
market may be picking up which may lead to further major applications. In the face of such 
developments we feel that it would be helpful to have in place planning guidelines or a design 
guide that would support the principles of Master-planning in terms including, for example, of 
housing mix, transport accessibility, densities and the provision of community facilities. That 
guidance could apply to all developments over a certain size and need not, at this stage, be 
specific to particular sites. Where a master-planning approach is adopted for a specific site, the 
principles should be tested through local consultation.

We appreciate the resource constraints on the Council and the competing need to conclude work 
on the LDP, but we have previously argued that the Master-planning principles do need to be set 
out in a planning guidelines or a design guide (which would not just be about design, materials and 
layout) so that this should not be seen as just an intermediate and temporary step.  

Protection of key sites and supporting policies
We understand the financial implications of identifying and safeguarding sites and routes for future 
transport uses – road and rail – by whatever means. Nevertheless, we have argued the case for a 
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properly integrated public transport system to underpin the Council’s preferred strategy and to 
connect Cardiff within its wider city-region. We have for some time now advocated the concept of a 
city-region metro.  Even if this is not current Council policy, nor is the prospect of a Metro 
immediate, decisions taken now to safeguard key routes, land for stations and so on will save time 
and money at a later stage.  In any case, the Preferred Strategy identifies bus corridors and 
transport hubs that will need to be protected from development that would prevent or hinder their 
future use.

We have previously advocated a ‘Green and Safe City’ approach, one that we feel would make 
Cardiff a better city and more attractive to live and work in. There are a number of policy areas 
where we believe the Council can take action, which would support this aim in a way that would be 
consistent with the LDP. We have in mind the protection of river corridors, of inter-linked green 
spaces, that could form natural cycle routes away from traffic, and of parks and sports fields.  The 
provision of green cycle routes could be incorporated into the design guide for new developments 
and encourage inter-connectedness.  That leads me on to suggest that the Council takes a radical 
approach to limiting car use in the City.  We have noted the transport implications of the Preferred 
Strategy and the risks of congestion if new development on the fringes of the City means more car 
traffic on already congested routes; a green and safe city is one that is not car dependent. Other 
European cities have made successful transitions; Cardiff has a real advantage in being small and 
compact (and flat) with green wedges and river corridors that lend themselves to an innovative 
approach to encourage cycling and walking in tandem with an improved system of public transport 
unencumbered by car traffic.

A green and safe city is one that minimises its use of non-renewable energy. A design guide could 
help in respect of new developments by encouraging energy efficiency, use of CHP schemes and 
so on, but further reducing car use and investing in a metro system would represent substantial 
gains that could make Cardiff a flagship for sustainability.

I make no apologies for the length of this letter, and I do understand that our suggestions impose 
demands on the Council’s limited resources when it is fully occupied with the LDP. But I hope that 
what we are suggesting fits in with your thinking and that you are already working on similar lines. 
We would very much welcome an opportunity to elaborate on these ideas if you wish.

Yours sincerely 

Nerys Lloyd-Pierce
Chair, Cardiff Civic Society
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Introduction 

Introduction 
Cardiff Civic Society is a charity with specific aims that relate directly to the city  : to preserve 1

and enhance the built and natural environment for its citizens, and to ensure that future 
developments of that environment lead to a good quality of life for those who live here now 
and in the future. It does not, because of its charitable status, take political views, but it does 
seek to develop views on behalf of all the citizens of the city about issues that affect it now 
and in the future.  

This response to Cardiff Council’s Green Paper - Rebuilding Momentum could usefully be 
considered alongside the many documents published by CCS as part of its work concerning 
Cardiff’s Local Development Plan (often referenced below). Those documents can be 
accessed on its website at www.cardiffcivicsociety.org. Like all CCS publications this is 
assumed to be in the public domain.  

CCS welcomes approach - with concerns 
Cardiff Civic Society positively welcomes this green paper as a further indication by the 
council, started through the LDP process, of its wish to engage its citizens in the strategic 
planning of the city's future. The Green paper in 
general does acknowledge the importance of the 
council's LDP as a master planning process for 
land use that will deliver the infrastructure 
necessary to support any new economic vision. It 
further states that the plan must be delivered 
through the LDP process, but it has strangely not 
been developed within the LDP process nor 
consulted as part of it; even the timeframes are different. We have a planning process, and all 
development should be proposed under the LDP umbrella. Failure to do this gives the 
impression that policies are being developed in silos, not in a joined up manner. 

In order for economic planning needs in terms of land use to be delivered by the LDP, it 
needs to meet the schedule in which the Preferred Strategy is being put to council in 
September. Thus there needs to be agreement on key issues of an economic strategy 
urgently. 
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In particular, at a strategic level, we are concerned that the green paper fails to acknowledge 
two recent and rapidly developing initiatives: the need for a city-region approach to planning 
and economic development, and the crucial, we would argue a priori, need for a commitment 
to the regional metro for south east Wales.. Both of these issues should be taken as 
overriding imperatives in a economic master planning approach for the city and we thus 
regard a much closer integration and team approach to strategic land-use planning (LDP) 
and economic envisioning as crucial. 

The need for an evidence base 
The initiative to seek advice from a consultancy as respected as AECOM is welcomed. The 
challenges facing Cardiff, and indeed Wales, are presented fairly and the lists of opportunities 
and weaknesses are useful to evaluate the success of the proposed city development. 
Cardiff’s success in recent decades has been substantial, but this contrasts with the 
economic failure of the surrounding area. 

We regard this document’s major weakness is in its failure to recognise the wider region and 
the opportunity to capture increased prosperity 
through a city-region approach. The Haywood 
report conclusions, a year old now, states and 
references evidence that regions will be the 
powerhouses of economic development in the 
future. It is strange that this is consistently rejected by the council and the Welsh Government 
as too difficult to achieve quickly and it must wait for another day. We regard progress here 
as an immediate imperative. 

The city of Cardiff itself has been very successful in recent decades but even it has had 
difficulties in attracting investment. The Valleys of 
the south east have not enjoyed such success 
and are economically comparable to east 
European countries. It is not plausible that Cardiff 
should be planned to grow without reference to its region: it cannot leave neighbouring 
authorities to stagnate while the city itself grows, possibly in ways that are also detrimental to 
it. There is a real risk to the image of Wales that will limit the appeal and therefore the growth 
of its capital city.  It is important that Cardiff’s economic and population growth are mapped in 
the context of the needs and plans of its neighbours: a parochial, isolationist approach is not 
going to be successful, as well as being socially divisive. We note with interest, for example, 
that the new Mayor of Bristol regards Cardiff as part of a ‘Severn region’ - an even broader 
context to planning than one envisaged by Wales’ approach to city-regions hitherto. 
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In all areas of the green paper models and examples of best practice are referenced, this 
gives us hope that the development of the city will use these as sources for defining 
measurable achivement and so build upon the examples of other successful cities. Input from 
lectures at the School of Geography and Urban Planning at Cardiff University suggests that 
the key to successful urban development is often the design of public spaces and attention 
to the flow of people, good building design then completes the story. 

Masterplanning to achieve results 
We welcome the approach to masterplanning in 
an economic context as we have endorsed 
enthusiastically that approach in the LDP 
process. CCS has long argued that the 
community should determine its approach to the development of the city, not leave it to 
developers. And that once there is agreement to what/when/where - and crucially why - 
actions should proceed on a partnership basis. 

Enterprise Zone: this is a major opportunity that should be exploited but there are self 
imposed limitations to this work, partly defined by the EZ itself, that restrict its 
recommendations. For example, the Eastern Bay link - which remains unplanned and not on 
any road development schedule - is a vital contributor to managing traffic flows to and 
around the city.  

Modern city living is an idea that remains aspirational and yet undefined. We are certain from 
the work we have done on the LDP from input made by the Work Foundation that a telecoms 
and data network strategy is essential to support business in the 21st century. We believe 
that this, plus a cohesive transport network are not just desirable, but essential in this regard. 
All the cities in the comparison table have an iconic efficient transport network: Cardiff has 
buses, traffic and car parks!  

The south east Wales Metro proposal has been on the table for two years and integrates the 
internal and external transport flows. The Metro should be established at the heart of the 
economic development proposal. Transport ideas in the green paper need to be part of a 
coordinated, metropolitan system for the region: there is little merit in continuously reinventing 
the wheel and diluting the focus on a good solution which has been examined at length in 
public debate, and for which funding and investment efforts should be concentrated.. 
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Aspirations lacking 
There are five aspects that we believe are inadequately covered in the proposals.  

Firstly, the need to ‘green’ the city as a response to climate change is mentioned in passing, 
and mainly in the context of sustainable drainage. The potential for partial reopening of the 
canals is part of this approach, not covered in the green paper. Public spaces deserve more 
than is offered, and we recommend ‘greening’ be adopted as a central strategy. These issues 
have been explored by CSS as part of it vision for the LDP of Cardiff as a green, safe city. 

Secondly, the role of the car is not challenged, but accommodated: a much more ambitious 
approach with consequences on improved public transport and weather protection for 
walking and cycling would be welcome. The Centre for Cities Report, referenced extensively 
in the GP, identifies CO2 emissions in Cardiff as Medium, and Newport as High, hardly 
supporting the WG desire for an exemplar green economy. We refer to the example of 
Copenhagen in creating a cycling and pedestrian friendly city, the subject of a CCS report 
being prepared now. 

Thirdly, the continued emphasis on flats as the main source of housing is simplistic at best. 
What is required is a mix of housing types - of high standard of design, sustainable and a mix 
of ownership. Mixed use areas - common in other capital cities - would allow more people to 
not commute to work. Indeed, on a city-region 
basis, key developments of housing/work spaces 
could be outside the city itself whilst still being 
significant contributors to Cardiff’s economic 
performance. There is a need for different 
household sizes – from 1 to 5 bedrooms - and the mix to include flats and townhouses: 
Imaginative developments such as BedZed, and so often referenced continental models with 
gardens and play areas, are essential to attract families of key workers into the city. The 
Centre for Cities Report shows clearly the imbalance in Cardiff’s housing, with 23.3% of city 
housing in the tax bands F, G and H. 

Fourthly, the lack of reference to energy needs, conservation and generation is a major 
omission: a model for self-sufficiency in any economic plan is absolutely required and urgently 
needed. 

Fifthly, the green paper does little to address the council’s identified ‘southern arc of 
deprivation’ in the city. It is vital that economic activity also supports those who need it most, 
and creating new developments on the edge of Butetown would further marginalise that area. 
There need to be bottom-up proposals within the masterplan that focus on areas, such as 
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Butetown, where economic regeneration is vital and will have most effect on the lives of its 
current citizens.  

Lloyd George Avenue 
The proposals are worthwhile in recognising implicitly that this avenue is a total failure so far. 
The desire to open up access to Butetown does not seem to be compatible with the plan for 
new buildings in place of the railway line - which could also impact on the Metro model. The 
existing mix of buildings and the uniform style will not easily be converted into an interesting 
streetscape. Our ideas - proposed in LDP papers - for a green approach, and introducing 
sections of canal, is relevant here. 

Conference Centre 
There is emphasis on the need for a conference centre - possibly on the site of County Hall. 
We are unconvinced that that the green paper makes a compelling case for a sufficiently 
distinctive offering rather than yet another general purpose approach.  

Where are the models of best practice, what are the success factors?  Market research 
answers to these questions will lead - possibly - to a more viable proposal, with a conference 
centre located according to its proposed target 
audience. Given the competitiveness of the 
conference business world-wide, this will 
probably  have to be a niche business sector (or 
sectors) that is relevant to a digital world and 
changed attitudes to travel for business. For example, a focus on aerospace research and 
development might more appropriately place such a centre for conferences and trade shows 
at Cardiff airport, rather than in the city. A bio-sciences focus might suggest facilities 
embedded alongside leading edge research facilities at a university. An IT/communications 
centre should perhaps sit on the digital (not 
necessarily road) highway.  

There is possibly immediate need for a 
conference centre with 500+ seat auditorium plus 
multiple smaller spaces, office space, and even some hotel accommodation. Perhaps this 
could be quickly delivered through an imaginative and relatively modest revamping of county 
hall. This would have the advantage of being surrounded by existing hotels and access to the 
larger spaces of the WMC. This approach would allow the research and the transport links 
essential to the success of any longer long term, industry focussed, conference and trade 
show facility to be put in place. 
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Economic Development 
The statistics on SMEs, skills and student numbers are good but the city is competing with all 
other cities for the same thing, and progress is not encouraging.  

The examples in the green paper given of the various approaches to governance for 
economic growth mostly refer to city-regions schemes the option which is specifically ignored 
here. We believe that Cardiff must clarify what makes our city the destination of choice for 
business and for tourism - emphasising its place at the heart of a city-region, drawing on the 
wealth of talent, people and natural resources that surround it..  

What makes a city attractive is quality of life (the people dimension) and a 21st century 
technological environment (the business dimension). As long as development itself (refer to 
the LDP draft proposals) does not destroy the quality of our parks and rivers, or remove the 
sports fields, we have a chance to create a unique blend of efficient business capability, great 
places to live, a city cultural and entertainment and leisure mix for all tastes, and a superlative 
countryside hinterland. 

In shaping the future of a successful city to underpin economic sustainability, the role of a 
visionary local development plan is key and proposals for development must be integrated 
and delivered under the LDP. Over and above this though, there must be a city-regional 
consensus for economic priorities that impact for the benefit of the whole region, not just the 
city. And the first deliverable of such an approach has to be an immediate focus on investing 
in and building a metro system that makes movement and resources effective across the 
whole of south east Wales. The economic future of Cardiff will be determined by a visionary 
approach that no longer sees geographical, administrative or political boundaries. 
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       Kevin Brennan, Member of Parliament for Cardiff West
       Mark Drakeford, Assembly  Member for Cardiff West

As from 33 – 35 Cathedral Road
   Cardiff
   CF11 9HB

     

Cardiff’s Local Development Plan: Preferred Strategy consultation

A statement by Kevin Brennan MP for Cardiff West and Mark Drakeford AM for Cardiff West

Our starting points, in relation to Cardiff’s Local Development Plan ‘Preferred Strategy’ 
document are these1:

First, Cardiff needs an LDP. The failure of the previous local authority administration to 
complete a Plan has left parts of the Cardiff West constituency, along with other parts of the 
city, vulnerable to piecemeal development by happenstance  developers. This has already led 
to a planning refusal being overturned by the Inspector on appeal. We recognise the constraints 
faced by the current administration in producing a Plan within a timeframe and a set of rules 
which are not of their own devising, and we commend their efforts to release an early working 
draft of the document in July 2012, in order to allow for open public discussion. 

Second, Cardiff needs more housing, and in particular more affordable family housing. Our 
surgeries are dominated by Cardiff residents, with long term Cardiff ties, who cannot obtain the 
housing they need. The Preferred Strategy and its subsequent LDP must offer them hope for 
the future and it is the responsibility of all of us to find a way to meet that housing need. It is 
important to be aware, however, that availability of land is not the most pressing, current 
problem in relation to housing supply. Rather, the unlocking of finance to provide new 
investment in social housing would do far more, in the near term, to meet the urgent needs we 
know to exist. 

We want to see a Plan which addresses both these concerns. It is not our belief, however, that 
the current set of proposals do so in the most effective fashion. 

As a starting point, we remain thoroughly unconvinced by the scale of house-building, within the 
city, which the Preferred Strategy envisages. 
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The Preferred Strategy suggests adding an extra 45,500 houses to the figure which appertained 
in 2006, the base-line date for the Strategy’s proposals. In April 2005 the number of relevant 
dwellings within the city boundaries numbered 136,740. By 2006 this had risen to 138,801. At 
the start of December 2012, the figures stood at 149,840. As such, we recognise that a 
proportion of the additional dwellings suggested by the Strategy are already in place. 
Nevertheless, for reasons set out below, we remain highly sceptical of the overall figure to be 
provided during the lifetime of the Strategy.

Currently, the average household size in Cardiff is 2.49 persons. If the new houses were to 
follow the same pattern, the result would be to add 113,000 to the population of Cardiff, over the 
life time of the Strategy. That amounts, for example, to the size of a city such as Cambridge 
(with a population of 125,000) and is well over twice the size of Wrexham. 

The Welsh Government paper from which the figures are derived is very clear in pointing to 
their inherent limitations and for the need for further work to be undertaken before they could be 
regarded as a fully adequate basis for policy planning. Indeed, Planning Policy Wales makes it 
clear that these figures should be regarded only as a starting point for the final numbers to be 
adopted in any Local Development Plan, with local authorities able to deviate from Welsh 
Government projections, where this is supported by evidence (PPW para. 9.2.2).  We recognise 
that that figures currently used in the Strategy are below those originally cited in Welsh 
Government documents. We also recognise that the local authority has taken independent and 
expert advice in order to arrive at its now new assumptions. Nevertheless, we remain firmly of 
the view that it cannot be sensible to take the growth in demand for housing over the past 
decade as a guide to the demand over the next ten years. The period between 1995 and 2008 
was one of year-on-year economic growth. The next decade is set to be very different - and 
housing demand will have to be reassessed accordingly. The consultation document dismisses 
the current economic depression as ‘short-term’. Our view is that this flies in the face of very 
widely shared economic analysis. The projections set out in the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s 
Autumn Statement in December 2012, reduces the expected level of growth in the economy in 
each of the next three years, and extends the coalition government’s austerity programme well 
into the next parliament.  It is because it fails to respond to these latest projections that the 
current Plan makes its heroic projections of growth in the level of house building, to an extent 
which has never been achieved in recent times.

Option B suggests house building at a level (300 every year) above that of the highest rate 
achieved in only one  year, 2006/07 – and 1000 above the year-on-year average achieved in 
the decade of strong economic growth. Moreover, the level of building achieved in that period 
involved high numbers of flats and apartments  - unlike the family housing envisaged in the 
Strategy. When the up-turn in the economy comes, there is nothing in the Strategy which 
discusses the very real likelihood that developers (faced now with pent-up demand across the 
UK) will face skill-shortages and supply bottle-necks which will constrain their ability to build at 
this rate during the period covered by the Strategy. Nor does it face the market inducements 
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which will exist for developers to switch their attention to parts of the UK where even greater 
profits will be on offer.    

Option C is dismissed by the document on the grounds that growth at this level would be 
insufficient to generate new infrastructure. Yet., this too is contrary to contemporary economic 
consensus. Infrastructure-led growth is the policy of all major political parties (albeit belatedly at 
the UK Government level), and all  mainstream economists. Rather than expecting growth to 
lead to infrastructure, we need a Strategy where prior provision of infrastructure is used to 
shape the sort of growth we need, in the places where it is best provided.  We recognise that 
the means to achieve this does not lie solely with the Local Authority.

The current Strategy document does not make explicit that full consideration has been given to  
the likely availability of brownfield sites in the City. There are a set of powerful, established 
social changes which are likely to produce new sites for redevelopment within existing 
communities. The contraction of church attendance, pub closures, police station contraction, the 
restructuring of financial institutions into fewer buildings – and at an accelerating pace – all 
suggest that new brownfield sites will come into play over the next decade. None of these 
developments, by themselves, will produce a major contribution to the city’s need for new 
housing land, but cumulatively they can make a real contribution. As it stands, however, these 
possibilities are neither explored in the Strategy, nor factored into its future designations. We 
remain of the view that the final LDP must make maximum use  of those brown fields sites 
which are available for development within the City limits. Our anxiety that this will not be 
pursued with the necessary energy is shaped by the  experience of the lengthy and on-going 
delays in the development of the former Arjo Wiggins site. Under the new city administration we 
are fully supportive of the drive which is now underway to turn this, one of the most extensive 
brown field sites in the City, into new housing for Cardiff residents. We remain to be convinced, 
however, that the Strategy applies the same level of energy and imagination to the deployment 
of other, and potential, brown field sites for these purposes.  

Only when every possibility for brown field site development has been exhausted should, we 
believe, attention shift to green field areas. In that sense, the consultation document appears to 
take the wrong approach, in appearing to put green field sites at the heart of the debate.   Our 
conclusions are two fold:

The Strategy seriously overestimates the number of houses which can and should be built on 
green field sites in the City; and
Where green field building is required, the Strategy fails to provide a convincing case for the 
sites it has so identified.

When housing is to be created on the scale proposed then it seems fundamental that sites have 
also to be identified for their community and transport infrastructure which needs to go 
alongside such development. The Preferred Strategy makes no specific provision, or allocation 
of sites or areas of land, for the community facilities (for education, health, recreation and so on) 
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which the occupants of the new housing will require. It is insufficient  to suggest that these are 
matters in the process which lies beyond the Strategy, because the areas that these facilities 
would require would need to be subtracted from the area available for housing. The same is 
true for the extra facilities for public transport on which the Strategy relies. Here, despite its 
highly optimistic proposals for new reliance on bus travel (with which we deal more fully below), 
it does not locate clearly the bus terminal points, park and ride areas and other interchange with 
private car use. Where these facilities have been provided successfully elsewhere, they 
necessitate substantial areas of land (as well as costs and time for construction), which are not 
identified in the Strategy. Once again, therefore,  such  land allocation matters are, in our view, 
intrinsically important to the Strategy stage, rather than matters of detail to be considered later 
in the process.

As far as Cardiff West is concerned, we believe the Strategy is flawed, in failing to address a 
disconnection between its own suggestion that all future new office accommodation should be 
located on the East of the city, and the very high level of new house building intended on the 
North West of the City. Not only will the Strategy have to demonstrate how traffic flows into the 
city, but across the city as well. The Strategy does not propose any additional crossing points 
for the Taff. It recognises that, at peak times, existing bridges are all heavily congested. The 
Welsh Government is currently grappling with the difficulties which have been caused in 
Newport where traffic uses the M4 for short, cross-city journeys, causing jams and tail-backs on 
the motorway itself. As currently configured, the Strategy will recreate the same problems, on a 
larger scale, around Cardiff, with the M4 and A4232 becoming used as major routes for cross-
city circulation, as car drivers drive out of the city at one side, re-entering it again at the other, in 
an attempt to avoid the congestion at crossing points within the city. 

In order to prevent the very real dangers of further congestion which would otherwise be a 
consequence of the flows of traffic it envisages, the Strategy relies on new levels of public 
transport usage to cope with the extra population, and population movements. Yet, as its own 
figures  demonstrates, bus usage has fallen in the City, even with a good level of service and 
with the added impact, in terms of bus use, of free travel for people over 60 and by disabled 
people. Transport has to be a top priority for any LDP. We welcome the commitment in the 
Strategy to ‘prior provision of transport infrastructure’  to create sustainable travel patterns from 
new housing developments. We believe that irreversible commitments to such provision ought 
to be in place before, not after, land is released for housing purposes. Nor do we thing that 
modal shift in favour of public transport can be predicated on wishful thinking about the way 
planners might prefer people to travel, rather than the actual decisions we know will be made. 
The current Strategy does not meet these tests. Indeed, despite its welcome statements on 
prior provision,  the brevity and paucity of its proposals for transport are a very significant 
weakness in it. 

We reiterate here a fundamental point, made in earlier observations to the Council on LDP 
matters. Cardiff's housing needs are best met by focusing on Cardiff's role within the wider City 
Region. For many years it has clearly been the case that many of those who work in the City's 
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economy travel to work from its urban hinterland. The consequences of that fact need to be 
recognised in the development of the LDP. Its existence is already noted in the text of the 
Strategy. In our view, however, three new factors make  responding to that pattern even more 
urgent today. The Welsh Government’s endorsement of the Elizabeth Haywood report on City 
Regions means that the future will be shaped in that way – and the LDP needs to reflect that 
fact. The  Welsh Minister responsible for Planning recently confirmed his commitment to Local 
Development Plans being produced as the result of ‘discussion with neighbouring authorities’. 
He also makes it clear that the fact that other authorities, adjacent to Cardiff, have already 
completed their LDP processes does not stand in the way of such discussions. To quote his 
letter, ‘the timing of LDPs is not an issue that will not inhibit a wider approach to resolving cross 
boundary issues’. 

The Davies Report on regional planning has proposed that the Welsh Government’s Planning 
Bill should take new statutory powers to resolve major planning issues at a regional, rather than 
local, level and the Welsh Government tell us that the Bill is, indeed, likely to contain provisions 
to strengthen cross authority collaboration in this way. The Strategy needs to make its 
proposals in that context. It is not a matter of waiting until the Bill becomes an Act of the 
Assembly. Rather, the Strategy has to demonstrate that it goes with the grain of policy priorities 
for the future. 

Finally, the decision to go ahead with electrification of the Valley lines means that rail 
connections between Cardiff and its neighbouring local authorities will now be hugely improved 
over the coming period, including the possibility of a City Region Metro. The Preferred Strategy 
needs to reflect this radical change in the regional context, and to recognise its impact on where 
future housing is best provided.

Population density in Cardiff today is already over three times as great as that in Caerphilly, four 
or five times that of RCT and between six and eight times that of the Vale of Glamorgan. The 
extra population which would be a consequence of the Preferred Strategy would be to raise 
density of development in Cardiff still further, and to widen still further the gap between 
developmental density between the city and its immediately neighbouring local authorities. 

The choice here is between a view of Cardiff as a ‘closed fist’ city, in which everything it 
requires has to be provided within its own highly restrictive boundaries, or Cardiff as an ‘open 
handed’ city, reaching out towards, and directly connected to the five adjacent authorities which 
are its immediate neighbours. This is surely the approach which will maximise the economic 
and social benefits to the City Region.

Our own overall conclusion is that the Preferred Strategy, as currently set out, demonstrates the 
urgent need for a Regional Housing Strategy, for Cardiff and the wider City Region. Such a 
Strategy would ensure that housing was provided in places where the regeneration impact of 
the substantial investment involved was maximised, the advantages of transport investment 
deployed to the greatest possible extent, and the wider housing needs of Cardiff residents, and 
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Cardiff’s working population met.  All the available evidence shows that cities are the modern 
drivers of economic growth, and integration with their regions the key to sharing prosperity and 
quality of life. 

There is a leadership role for Welsh Ministers in bringing all this about, and we have written to 
the Welsh Government in similar terms, urging them to exercise this leadership with real vigour.

There are two further points which we need to make.

In the first place, the  need for extra housing to which the Strategy responds has been 
generated because of the success of Cardiff as a city over the past quarter of a century. That 
success rests upon the ‘manageability’ of the city to those who live and work within it. A city in 
which high levels of congestion are a regular experience for its residents is one which will 
quickly lose its reputation as a good place to live. Nor will high density, indistinctive housing, 
poorly served by basic amenities, do anything to sustain Cardiff’s appeal as a place to live in the 
future. The current Strategy  puts at risk precisely the qualities which have made Cardiff a 
success. It radically undervalues those components which contribute to quality of life, on which, 
in turn, economic attractiveness in the future will depend. Indeed, the Strategy threatens to 
undermine the very conditions which it hopes to create. 

Finally, we draw attention to the very important need for phasing in whatever final set of 
developments the Plan finally determines. Once land is identified for housing it becomes, in 
legal terms, almost irrevocable. If, as we believe, the growth projections set out in the Strategy 
are unrealisable, it will be too late to revisit land allocations. At a time of huge economic 
uncertainty, it is our firm belief that identifying land in this way, for use in 15 years time, really 
does not make sense. The Cardiff Civic Society argues for a five year holding plan, to avoid the 
dangers of having no LDP in the immediate future, followed by a five year  brownfield 
development plan, with other development held back for the third and fourth periods as the 
impact of City Regions,rail electrification and other developments become clearer. We believe 
there is much to commend in this proposal. 

Given the very preliminary nature of transport infrastructure arrangements which the  Strategy 
sets out for proposed developments West of the River Taff, we want to re-emphasise our firm 
belief that any designation of land for housing purposes  should only become operational when 
the transport issues have been addressed.  

Mark Drakeford AM     Kevin Brennan MP
Cardiff West      Cardiff West  
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14 December 2012

James Clemence
Manager, Strategic Planning
LDP Team Manager
Cardiff Council 
Room CY1, County Hall
Atlantic Wharf
Cardiff CF10 4UW

Dear James
CARDIFF LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2006-26: PREFERRED STRATEGY CONSULTATION

The Cardiff Civic Society herewith submits its response to the Council’s Local Development Plan (LDP) 
Preferred Strategy. 

We very much welcome this second submission of the LDP. The approach taken by the Council is more 
robust than previously, offering an assessment of the future growth of the City on a small number of 
strategic sites, rather than the 112 candidate sites included before. This allows a determination to be made, 
by site, for the key criteria for development to be permitted, and thus ensure that vital policies are delivered. 
We have long been critical of the false perception of excessive rigidity in the planning process; the 
approach taken now does offer a way forward to a sound plan if the conditions for development approval, 
which we would expect to see in the detailed master plans for individual sites are clarified and delivered. 

Thus, instead of responding with observations that the Plan as it stands will be unsound, our conclusion is 
that it can be found sound if policy pre-conditions are strengthened and delivery is committed to in forceful, 
explicit and, ideally, targeted terms.
   
Our main concerns in those respects are twofold and interrelated.  First, we firmly believe that it makes little 
sense to plan the future of Cardiff independently from that of the City-Region of which it is the heart.  It 
follows that the future housing and employment needs of Cardiff need to be considered in that context and 
that the planning for those needs must be integrated with existing and future transport links around the 
City-Region. Secondly, as a city-region implementation plan will not materialise in the near future, and 
transport developments will take time to bring on stream, the LDP must allow for an initial phase of 
development to cover the interim period before a City-Region strategy is agreed.  It is appropriate to 
identify sites to accommodate growth beyond that period that meet, or are likely to meet the sustainability 
pre-conditions, and where development could not be for more than five or more years. But the release of 
those sites should be conditional on the first phase sites being largely developed and the level of future 
growth in housing and employment (taking account of the emerging City-Region strategy) justifying that 
development. 

We believe that a phased approach can be justified on further grounds.  Projections of future housing and 
employment needs for more than a few years into the future are inevitably unreliable.  The LDP assumes a 
level of housing growth that is high in relation to previous years and to identify sites to meet that level of 
growth, and which could be developed at any time, runs the risk of dispersed development that would 
make transport planning difficult and provision inefficient, as well as impacting on environmental 
considerations and, in some cases, necessitating costly flood relief work. 

Accordingly, the principal changes we identify that need to be embedded to ensure soundness of the LDP 
are as follows:

Release of sites in the NW and NE of the City should not be made until the City-Region policy has been 
much clarified. To do so would compromise the City-Region benefits, destroy green space that is best 
retained as amenity space to reinforce the quality of life for which Cardiff is renowned, inhibit growth 
opportunities outside the City boundary and undermine the cost benefit case for transport infrastructure. 
The lack of progress to date on the implementation of a City-Region strategy is regrettable, and on the 
basis of the evidence from, for example, Manchester, unjustifiable.

continues
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The provision of transport solutions as a pre-condition of development release is a welcome initiative, but 
does not go far enough. Each of the strategic sites has a unique transport solution, and the proposal should 
clarify what the principal operating criteria should be. Where the solution is rail, the implications for phasing 
to a later date will be readily apparent while bus based solutions are clearly easier to provide. Since the 
consequences of growth for congestion are understated, we would like to see a more ambitious approach 
to resolving this.

The desire to develop sustainable communities is similarly made, but again each site presents different 
challenges. Transport again is clearly vital; flood risk and the provision of health, education, employment 
and renewable energy are equally so, but vary depending on existing communities and location. The master 
plans for each site should be explicit, and the under-provision so clearly visible in recent new developments 
must be avoided. The need for differentiated rates of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is clear to ensure 
provision but, at the same time, not deter development. Similar considerations apply to the regeneration of 
existing communities.
Because the plan proposes a master-planning phase to clarify the details of implementation, we are unable 
to judge whether or not the growth of the City will be matched by the ambition to create a City that will 
deliver the quality of life and attract employers. It should be made clear now that Cardiff is on a Carbon 
Reduction Pathway with the ambition to be a model of sustainable development, and will have a 
communications and data network supporting a wi-fi city delivering a sustainable business environment for 
the future.

Some of the solutions involve infrastructure development that is not the sole responsibility of Cardiff 
Council, for example aspects of the rail network, the Eastern Bay link and others. The LDP should declare 
its intention to seek full implementation, even if the timescale goes beyond 2026. Similarly, engaging with 
our Higher and Further Education institutions to support and promote business growth by developing 
required skills is needed now.

The protection of critical landscape features in the City, such as river corridors, parks and the slopes 
outside the city is a welcome step, but should be secured beyond the limited timescale of the LDP, up to 
2026. Formal protection as green belt or as new linear parkland should be sought for the benefit of future 
generations.

Annexed to this letter is a fuller listing of the points that we feel need to be taken into account in the LDP. 
We repeat that we support much of what is in the Preferred Strategy, but the critical issues of the integration 
with a City-Region strategy; the associated need for phasing and the need for a radical approach to 
transport planning (encompassing the City-Region) are, in our view, matters that must be reflected in the 
LDP.  If this Preferred Strategy is to be sound – as we all need it to be – then these critical issues need to be 
resolved so that the LDP can provide a plan that maintains the real advantages of Cardiff as a place to live 
and work in and recognises the City’s role as a major driver of the regional economy.  

We would of course, be very happy to discuss this further with Members and officials if so wished.

Yours sincerely

Nerys Lloyd-Pierce

Nerys Lloyd-Pierce
Chair, Cardiff Civic Society
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Detailed listing of points to be taken into account in the LDP

1. City Region: The city-region concept has not been adequately explored, even though it is not yet Welsh 
Government policy it will be by the time of deposit. Development of sites adjacent to neighbouring 
authorities should not proceed until matters, including phasing, social infrastructure and transport, are 
agreed. 

• The LDP timetable was delayed by a year in order to accommodate the City-Region Task and Finish 
Group’s work. There is an expectation that the Preferred Strategy (PS) should reflect this.

•  The evidence of collaborative working with neighbouring local authorities totals 8½ hours – this is clearly 
insufficient for a task that will in future need much effort and, importantly, empowered representation from 
each authority.

• The Haywood report underlines the economic benefits of co-ordination; this will soon be lost if LDPs 
continue to be seen as independent of each other.  It is vital that the business case and financial 
structures required are clearly set out in a coordinated plan for the city-region with long-term commitment 
from all concerned.

• An interim city-region strategy need not be over-detailed and a high level plan would be appropriate to 
guide development, with details to be clarified in future updates of LDPs.

• There needs to be recognition of the importance and value of city-region developments e.g. Cardiff 
Airport, Eastern Bay link, Ely spur, and rail routes.  All these will require joint support, financial 
contributions and a united engagement with the Welsh Government.

• The release of land in the NE and NW of Cardiff without a city-region plan could compromise the future 
development of SE Wales.

• The development of a city-region strategy for Higher and Further Education will give opportunities to 
underpin skill and knowledge base, and provide a nucleus for potential business growth. 

2. Economic development: There is no evidence in the PS to suggest why hi-tech companies will choose 
to locate in Cardiff, yet the attraction of a large number of such jobs is central to the economic plans. 
Key factors are the expertise and availability of our universities to support transfer of technology, and the 
creation of a wi-fi city with open data and robust communications.
 
• Quality of life for residents and for workers is top of the list of reasons why cities are popular. Cardiff has 

unique advantages in that respect which must be protected and enhanced.
• Achieving all the factors that will lead to a critical mass of incoming business will not be built from 

scratch, competence needs to be obvious, so for example, the dependence on university research and 
organisations to achieve effective knowledge transfer to business should be urgently developed.

• The PS should reflect the existing body of research about the needs of existing businesses to grow. What 
are the trends in new business areas that have to be supported by the LDP? These should directly identify 
and effectively support growth and attract new businesses.  For example, student retention from Cardiff 
University is high, but the impact of growth in student numbers has to be managed within a city region 
context in the light of regional growth of university demand. 

• The inherent disadvantage of Cardiff as a location for business, far away from London can be overcome 
by the provision of, e.g. internet based capabilities, quality of life and a focus on critical and future 
oriented skills.  It is significant that Newport, not Cardiff is to be the recipient of UK government funds to 
develop high-speed broadband. This should be a city-region priority.
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3. Transport: The aim of a 50/50 modal split and priority bus lanes will not deliver the benefits desired in 
terms of congestion, carbon reduction and pollution. A comprehensive and multi-layered study of traffic 
flows, car controls, external hubs (Park & Ride plus) and movement within the City as it develops is needed. 
We support the adoption of the Metro for Wales’ Capital City Region as a central plank of policy, from which 
additional supporting development should flow. 

• Modal split is evidenced at 47% non-car now - 50% is not an adequate target and there is no date for 
achievement, or benchmark given for this. The evidence suggests that there now needs to be a much 
greater focus on certain types of journey and flows associated with commuting.  The consequences of a 
41% volume increase are understated; elementary queueing theory indicates that congestion will be 
dramatically worse at peak times and difficult junctions as capacity is reached. Traffic congestion at peak 
times in Cardiff has already reached the point at which it is a major disincentive to investment. To the 
extent that parts of those flows originate from outside Cardiff, a city-region approach that seeks to reduce 
the need for commuting and/or provide non-car alternatives is highly desirable.

• Commuters must be intercepted on the outskirts of the City, and encouraged to take an alternative for the 
last section of their journey and actively discouraged from taking their cars into the City 

• Movement around the City must support the decision to leave the car behind, i.e. easy, frequent, 
reasonably priced, quick and reliable. Where are the models? For example Swansea has documented its 
experience.

• Car control is not inherently popular, each component of control/limitation/cost taken in isolation would 
be seen as a restriction: a package of measures, with clear benefits for the community at large, has to be 
constructed and successfully delivered.

• The experience of cities like Oxford – where the Park and Ride evolution has ‘happened by accident’ – 
demonstrates that external hubs must be multi-modal, i.e. with bike storage, cycle routes, lockers, etc. 

• The ease of journeys and total journey times from hub to destination are the key and sufficient condition 
for success: the PS does not set out current measurements or timescales/targets.

• Affordability is necessary to attract immediate use and encourage modal shift; longer term it should be 
comparable to car use and parking cost.

• As part of the compact to achieve modal shift the PS must take a carbon reduction pathway and explain 
that air quality is an issue now.  These are positive messages for many people. 

4. Sustainable communities: Evidence indicating how the strategic sites can be developed as sustainable 
communities is not specified, although the failures of the past are readily recognised. Although the 
precondition of transport solutions is a welcome recognition of its criticality, it is not adequately defined, 
other aspects of the SUNN priorities are not mentioned.

• Declare Cardiff as a model of sustainable development and win support for the idea. 
• The geography of the city is a challenge for cross-city movement. this puts more emphasis on local 

services within easy access of residents. Thus, creating a nucleus of health and education services must 
be co-ordinated with development of new communities 

• Cleaning up brownfield sites can cost up to £2m per acre (Manchester City Football Club example, the 
Olympic Park is another reference point), who will fund and do this?

• How can developers be persuaded that brownfield sites must be used first? Generally these have good 
transport, jobs and services links  – could this be a reason for a lower CIL?

• CIL levels need to reflect the real costs of provision of services. New rail links must have a major 
contribution from the eventual users.

• Cardiff should demand a minimum of code 5 housing.
• Cardiff should aggressively aspire to renewable energy sources in the locality as championed by Kevin 

McCloud.
• The PS needs to set out how design standards will be set and maintained given that higher standards (of 

space, design etc.) may involve higher costs for developers.  The Council should set up a design team to 
work with developers and promote best practice in accordance with design guidelines produced 
elsewhere.
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5. Regeneration: Evidence indicating how sustainable neighbourhoods can be achieved by regeneration, in 
the ‘arc of deprivation’ in the south of the city, is not referenced. 

• Regeneration provides a stimulus for growth 
• Showcase rehabilitation schemes should be put in place to give sense of direction and potential. 
• Greening the City is a way of making it more attractive cheaply and quickly.
• The distinctiveness of communities within Cardiff (its villages) needs to be developed and maintained, 

while reducing inequalities of provision and environment and addressing quality of life issues for the 
whole City.

• Public space improvement needs to be planned for at a strategic level.
• The PS needs to show how it will engage with third parties such as Police and Crime Commissioner to 

improve safety, crime reduction, e.g. by suitable design in new developments.
• Business start up and support mechanisms need to be shown for specific areas.
• Energy reduction oriented improvement schemes should be initiated to aid affordability of housing, 

particularly social housing.
• Areas such as Bute Town need to have planned programmes to open them up and connect with the City 

in order to avoid risk of ghettos.
• Flood resilience combined with river and coastal development is a major - if only recently directly 

perceived - need and essential to encourage local business.
• There needs to be a much greater focus on the needs of children - local infrastructure, safer roads, a 

greener city.

6. Housing growth: Supporting evidence for achieving the growth numbers, in terms of construction rates 
and mix, is insufficient. Experience with Plans shows that growth assumptions are unreliable, it is better to 
have a strategy that provides for expected levels of growth but, by phasing and the controlled release of 
sites, ensures that if that growth takes place more slowly, environmental, social and other requirements are 
met.

• Use transport as the driver of release date for sites - make it the centrepiece of the LDP and this will avoid 
the release of green sites first.

• Make the Central Business District a priority and an example of what Cardiff of the future is to be.
• Phasing is the key, linked eventually to a city-region strategy and the progressive integration of LDPs. 
• A full set of interlocked LDPs by 2020 should be declared as the goal.  We understand that legislation will 

be brought forward in 2015, but suggest that Cardiff Council should take a lead position in developing a 
set of bi-lateral agreements that can be an effective short term fix pending full implementation. 
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Cardiff Civic Society - LDP Team:
Additional comments to e-mail 7th December 2012 to Ralph Cook

City Region: The city-region concept has not been adequately explored, 

even though it is not yet WG policy it will be by the time of deposit. 

Development of sites adjacent to RCT, CBC, VoG and Newport should not 

proceed until full agreement to integrated plans is achieved. 

• The LDP timetable was delayed by a year in order to accommodate the 
City-Region Task and Finish group’s work. There has to be an expectation 
that the strategic plan would reflect this.

•  The evidence of collaborative working by the local authorities totals 8½ 
hours – this is clearly insufficient for a task that will take much effort and, 
importantly, empowered representation.

• The Haywood report underlines the economic benefits of co-ordination, this 
will soon be lost if LDPs continue to be seen as independent.  It is vital that 
the business case and financial structures required are clearly set out in a 
coordinated plan with long-term commitment.

• Some recognition of zoning seems appropriate to guide regional 
development.

• There needs to be recognition of the importance and value of city region 
development eg airport, Eastern Bay link, Ely spur, rail routes.  All these will 
require joint contribution and a united face to WG.

• Release of land in NE and NW without a regional plan will compromise the 
future development of the region.

• The development of a written regional strategy for university provision will 
give opportunities to underpin skill and knowledge base, a nucleus of 
potential business growth. 

Economic development:There is no evidence to suggest why high tech 

companies will choose to locate in Cardiff, yet the attraction of a large number 

of hi-tech jobs is central to the economic plans. Key factors  are the expertise 

and availability of our universities to support transfer of technology, and the 

creation of a wi-fi city with open data and robust communications.

 

• Quality of life for residents and for workers is top of the list of reasons why 
cities are popular. 

• Achieving all the factors that will lead to a critical mass of incoming business 
will not be built from scratch, competence needs to be obvious, so for 
example, the dependence on university research and organisations to 
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achieve effective knowledge transfer to business needs to be urgently 
developed.

• The PS should reflect the existing body of research about the needs of 
existing businesses to grow. What are the trends in new business areas that 
have to be supported by the LDP? These should directly identify and 
effectively support growth and attract new businesses.  For example, 
student retention from Cardiff University is high, but the impact of growth in 
student numbers, particularly their housing requirement, has to be managed 
within a city region context in the light of regional growth of university 
demand.

• The inherent disadvantage of Cardiff as a location for business, far away 
from London must be dealt with, eg internet based processes, skills.  It is 
significant that Newport, not Cardiff is to be the recipient of UK government 
funds to develop high-speed broadband. This should be a city region 
priority.

Transport: The aim of a 50/50 modal split and priority bus lanes will not 

deliver the benefits desired in terms of congestion, carbon reduction and 

pollution. A comprehensive and multi-layered study of traffic flows, car 

controls, external hubs (P&R plus) and movement within the city as it 

develops is needed. We support the adoption of the Metro fro Wales’ Capital 

City Region as a central plank of policy, from which additional supporting 

development should flow. 

• Modal split is evidenced at 47% non car now - 50% is not an adequate 
target  and there is no date for achievement, or benchmark timescales given 
for this. The evidence suggests that there now needs to be a much greater 
focus on certain types of journey and flows associated with commuting.  The 
consequences of a 41% volume increase are understated, congestion will 
be dramatically worse at  peak times and difficult junctions. Traffic 
congestion at peak times in Cardiff is rapidly approaching, if it has not 
already reached, the point at which it will be a major disincentive to 
investment.

• Commuters must be intercepted on the outskirts of the city, and encouraged 
to take an alternative for the last section of their journey. 

• Movement around the city must support the decision to leave the car 
behind, ie easy, frequent, reasonably priced, quick and reliable. Where are 
the models?

• Car control is not inherently popular, each component of control/limitation/
cost taken in isolation is seen as a restriction: a package of measures, with 
clear global benefits, has to be constructed and successfully delivered.
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• The experience of cities like Oxford – where the Park and ride evolution has 
‘happened by accident’ – demonstrates that external hubs must be multi-
modal, ie with bike storage, cycle routes, lockers, weather resilience. 

• The duration of total journey time from hub to destination is the key and 
sufficient condition for success: the PS  does not set out current 
measurements or timescale/targets.

• Affordability is necessary to attract immediate use and encourage modal 
shift; longer term it should be comparable to car use and parking cost.

• As part of the compact to achieve modal shift the PS must take a carbon 
reduction pathway and explaine that air quality is an issue now.  These are 
positive messages for many people. 

Sustainable communities: Evidence indicating how the strategic sites can 

be developed as sustainable communities is not specified, although the 

failures of the past are readily recognised. Although the precondition of 

transport solutions is a welcome recognition of its criticality it is not adequately 

defined, other aspects of the SUNN priorities are not mentioned.

• Declare Cardiff as a model of sustainable development. 

• The geography of the city is a challenge for cross-city movement, this puts 
more emphasis on local services etc.

• Creating a nucleus of health and education services must be co-ordinated 
with development of new communities.

• Cleaning up brownfield sites can cost up to £2m per acre (Manchester City 
example, Olympic Park), who will do this?

• How can developers be persuaded that brownfield sites must be used first? 
Generally these have good transport, jobs and services links  – could this be 
a reason for a lower CIL?

• CIL levels need to reflect the real costs of provision of services. New rail 
links must have a major contribution from the eventual users.

• Cardiff should demand a minimum of code 5 housing.

• Cardiff should aggressively aspire to renewable energy sources in the 
locality.

• The PS needs to set out how design standards will be set and maintained.

Regeneration: Evidence indicating how sustainable neighbourhoods can be 

achieved by regeneration, in the ‘arc of deprivation’ in the south of the city, is 

not referenced. 

• Regeneration is growth 

• Showcase rehabilitation schemes to give sense of direction. 
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• Greening the city cheaply and quickly is a way of making it more attractive.

• The distinctiveness of communities within Cardiff (its villages) needs to be 
developed and maintained, reducing inequalities of provision and 
environment and addressing quality of life issues for the whole city.

• Public space improvement needs to be planned for at a strategic level.

• The PS needs to show how it will engage with third parties such as PCC to 
improve safety, crime reduction.

• Business start up and support mechanisms need to be shown for specific 
areas.

• Energy reduction oriented improvement schemes to aid affordability of 
housing, particularly social housing.

• Areas such as Bute Town need to have planned programmes to open them 
up and connect with the city in order to avoid risk of ghettos.

• Flood resilience combined with river and coastal development is a major - if 
only recently directly perceived - need and essential to encourage local 
business.

• There needs to be a much greater focus on the needs of children - local 
infrastructure, safer roads, a greener city.

Housing growth: Supporting evidence for achieving the growth numbers, in 

terms of construction rates and mix, is insufficient. The completion rates for 

the past two years are not encouraging. 

• Use transport as the driver of release date for sites - make it the centrepiece 
of the LDP and this will avoid the release of green sites first.

• Make the Central Business Centre a priority and an example of what Cardiff 
of the future is to be.

• Link green site development with completion of a brownfield site, 'buy one 
get one released'!

• Ask Edge to give an update to reflect latest data.

• Phasing is the key, linked to progressive integration of LDPs. A full set of 
interlocked LDPs by 2020 should be declared as the goal.

Tuesday, 11 December 2012
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Cardiff Civic Society is a charity dedicated to improving the built and natural 
environment of the city. Its role is to provide information and support, research 
and debate and, where necessary, to lobby local authorities, government and 
private interests to ensure the achievement of its aims. It runs conferences, 
workshops, education events and acts as a catalyst for other organisations 
with similar objectives to exchange ideas and develop skills.
For membership and other information see www.cardiffcivicsociety.org

Discussion papers on Cardiff Council’s draft Preferred Strategy for 

Local Development Plan - No 1 Options for Growth
The discussion of the Strategic Growth Assumptions 

underpinning the Preferred Strategy (PS) are set out in 
Section 5 of the PS.  Further detail is in Background 
Technical Paper No. 9.

Three options for growth are discussed; Option A is 
based on Welsh Government projections, Option B is as 
A but using “ locally robust data”, Option C is based on 
“past rates of net migration and housing completions”.  

Change 2006-26
Option A 
Population:106,448  Households  55,194
Option B
Population:  86,491 Households 46,486
Option C
Population:  63,669 Households  37,817

The range between Options A and C is nearly 
43,000 (17,000 households), equivalent to a population 
growth of over 2,000 a year (or 850 households).

The PS argues for Option B on the grounds that an 
independent assessment (Edge Analytics) using more 
locally sourced data provided evidence for a lower rate 
of growth than in the WG projections in Option A.  Fur-
ther the PS argues that a higher rate of growth than evi-
denced by past rates alone, as in Option C, would 
“strike an appropriate balance” in securing growth in the 
wider city-region without, through over-concentration in 
Cardiff, being at the expense of other authorities in the 
region.  Discussions with neighbouring authorities pro-
duced a consensus view in favour of a ‘ripple effect’ 
from growth in Cardiff that would benefit the region.  It 
was not felt that restricting growth in Cardiff would be 
successful in diverting growth to the Valleys.

Cardiff Civic Society is a membership organi-
sation and charity that aims to conserve, sus-
tain and develop the natural and built envi-
ronment of the city for the benefit of current 
and future generations
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The foregoing illustrates the issues to be consid-
ered in assuming a level of growth for planning pur-
poses.  Options A and C are, in a sense ‘technical’ 
approaches, either mirroring past trends or extrapolat-
ing recent trends in migration and natural increase.  
Neither have regard to policies in relation to what level 
of growth is considered desirable for one reason or 
another.  Option B represents an attempt to reconcile 
the levels of growth projected by the WG (which the 
PS must have regard to) with reasonable aspirations 
for the City and its neighbours.  The thing to remember 
is that there is no ‘right’ level of growth; different views 
can be taken as to what is desirable or realistic, but in 
the end growth is a product of a combination of fac-
tors. Some like natural increase (the excess of births 
over deaths) are the product of social and economic 
factors, while migration and household formation are 
the products of the availability of jobs and of housing.  
Planning policies can directly affect migration, in par-
ticular through their effects on the job market, the pro-
vision of housing land and transport patterns. 

Social trends affecting fertility (births) and house-
hold formation are notoriously difficult to forecast.  It 
would be reasonable to assume that persisting eco-
nomic uncertainty, coupled with the high cost of hous-
ing will continue to depress fertility rates (as women 
give birth later in life) and mean that young people de-
lay forming new households.  At the same time a 
population’s age structure has a further effect – an 
older population will mean more, and smaller house-
holds, a younger population more births and fewer 
deaths.  Net inward migration in significant numbers 
can affect age structure (as migrants tend to be 
younger - unless retirement motivated).

Technical Paper 9 is silent about these factors and 
their impact and the “locally robust data” used.  All we 
can see are the migration assumptions used in Option 
B and, by deduction, the level of natural increase that 
follows from that and the overall level of growth pro-
duced.  The table annexed to this paper makes a 
comparison between the PS’s Option B assumptions 
about population growth and rates of growth over the 
last ten and twenty years.  It must also be borne in 
mind that five years of the Plan period have been 
completed so we need to look at what growth 
achieved so far means for the remainder of the Plan 
period.

The table only considers total population change, 
not households or jobs.  However, since the latter 
broadly follow on from population change (and there is 
no information in technical Paper 9 on household for-
mation or population of working age) this paper will 
disregard housing and employment need and focus on 
total population change. 

Taking Col. C (the remainder of the Plan period), 
the table shows an increase in population over the 
Plan period of 62,791 or an annual average increase of 

nearly 4,200. That would be significantly higher than 
the average annual increase between 2001-11 or that 
between 1991 and 2011.  

Turning to the factors implied in that level of 
growth, net migration for the Plan period (2006-26) is 
assumed to be 1,500 a year. Net migration between 
2006-11 (Col. B) at 14,500, or an annual rate of 2,900 
was considerably higher than that and it might be 
thought therefore that net migration should fall well 
below 1,500 for the remainder of the Plan Period to 
achieve the average figure in Option B.  That said, the 
net migration figures for past years are only estimates 
and include other correction factors, so for the pur-
pose of this paper it is assumed that the PS’s assumed 
rate of net migration applies to the period 2011-26.*

That volume is below that of the last ten years 
(Col. D in the table), but, in that ten year period, be-
tween 2003-11, inward migration increased signifi-
cantly, as between 1991 and 2003 net inward migra-
tion averaged at only 360 a year.  It was also between 
2002/03 and 2007/8 that the number of housing com-
pletions increased above the rate of previous years 
(Figure 6 of Technical Paper 9) and it is reasonable to 
suggest a link between the availability of housing and 
migration in those years.

In the light of that, the PS assumption of migration 
at 1,500 a year might seem not unreasonable, if a little 
high compared to historic levels.  That said, the other 
driver of population growth is natural increase, and 
migrants and locally born people compete for the 
same housing stock – so, put simply, a surplus of ac-
commodation over the need created by natural in-
crease and household formation would, all other things 
being equal, create an opportunity for inward migrants, 
while a shortage of housing would produce net out-
ward migration. 

The volume of natural increase has increased, for 
whatever reason, over recent years; between 2006-11 
(Col. B) the annual average increase was 1,860 com-
pared to an average increase of 1,175 a year between 
1991-2011 (Col. E).  Figure 4 in Technical Paper 9 
shows that recent volumes of natural increase are at 
an historical high, at 2,161 in 2011.  For the remainder 
of the Plan period, given the projected level of total 
growth and the assumed volume of migration, by de-
duction it appears that natural increase must account 
for 40,291 of the total growth 2011-26 (Col. C).  That 
represents an annual average of 2,686, a significantly 
higher volume of increase than even the current his-
torically high levels.

How realistic is that? Without a detailed break-
down of the contribution of fertility and death rates and 

* All the population figures, apart from census years, are estimates 
derived from various sources and are subject to a margin of error; 
even census can be inaccurate. Therefore the figures quoted here 
should be taken as broadly indicative of the relative scale of change 
rather than the absolute numbers.
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the changes in age structure it is impossible to be de-
finitive, but it does look high, particularly spread over a 
fifteen-year period.  Much of the natural increase tak-
ing place over the Plan period will not translate into 
housing or employment needs in that period, but a 
relatively high level of growth (natural increase and mi-
gration) will lay the foundation for even higher growth 
beyond the Plan period, unless there is a substantial 
reduction in fertility and nil or net outward migration. 

Realism versus aspiration  
There is no such thing as an objective forecast of 

population growth.  To a large extent plans themselves 
– by making land available for housing and jobs, creat-
ing environments where people want to work, live and 
raise families – determine whether growth takes place 
or not.  Other factors beyond the control of planners, 
e.g. people’s desire and ability to start families and 
form households, play their part.  The best that can be 
done is to assume a level of growth that is consistent 
with people’s aspirations for their environment and is 
not unrealistic in the light of past trends in the City and 
surrounding areas, taking account of the capacity of 
both to absorb future growth and the potential role of 
Cardiff as a driver of the city-region economy.

The PS does address those issues, but fundamen-
tally this is a judgement not an exact science. It is all a 
matter of scale. It is debatable how far Cardiff needs to 
grow to ensure the economic future of the Valleys 
without instead siphoning jobs and people from them.  
There is also the question of whether there is a physi-
cal limit to growth; when will Cardiff, constrained as it 
is by the sea to the south, the Vale to the west, the 
visual barrier to the north of the M4 and the desirability 
of preventing coalescence with Newport to the east, 
reach its limit? Arguably the PS will have reached that 
point by 2026 or be not far from it, isn’t it time to slow 
down now?  Even if the Option B growth can be ac-
commodated in the Plan period, there are conse-
quences for further increases in the years beyond 
2026.  Public consultation shows an overwhelming 
wish to limit growth, should that be dismissed as unre-
alistic? It may be simply nimbyism, but it could equally 
be an aspiration for the sort of city people want to live 
in, recognising the pressures on open space and traffic 
and congestion that growth brings. 

It seems it would be a legitimate aim to meet the 
needs of natural increase – of people already living 
here; but that is impossible to assess from the infor-
mation provided.  We cannot tell what the housing and 
job needs of the current population would be over the 
Plan period.  Why is natural increase over the Plan pe-
riod so high, is it a result of the age structure or other 
factors? What is the impact of migration on birth 
rates? We do not know.

This is not to argue for no migration at all, migra-
tion of people with new skills and enterprise would 
help create a thriving economy, but we might ask 
where migrants are coming from and what they will be 

doing  – could they not be accommodated where they 
are now?  There is little point in a shift of people and 
jobs from neighbouring LAs.  Does the PS square with 
neighbouring LAs’ assumptions about migration (most 
migrants do not move far so it is reasonable to expect 
that Cardiff’s inflow will come from nearby)? 

The problem with fixing on a level of growth and 
identifying sites to accommodate the housing and em-
ployment consequences of growth over the next fif-
teen years is that once sites are in the Plan they effec-
tively have planning permission and it is likely that the 
most attractive sites for developers will be developed 
first – even if they are more detrimental to the environ-
ment than others.  If the projected level of growth does  
not materialise or is slower it will then be too late.  
There is therefore an argument for phasing and that 
argument could be linked with the need to develop a 
proper city-region strategy in due course.  A phased 
strategy would be reviewed and updated, no plan (LDP 
or Structure Plan) as far as I know has run its course 
without being replaced [might check!], so why do we 
need to be obsessive about trying to guess what will 
the world will be like in fifteen years’ time? Who in 
2000 predicted the recession? 

A
Plan 
Projec-
tions 
(Option 
B)
(2006-
26)

B
Plan pe-
riod so far 
(2006-
2011)
Actuals

C
Remainder of 
Plan Period 
(A-B)
(2011-26)

D
Last 10 
years 
(2001-
2011)
Actuals

E
Last 20 
years
(1991-
2011)
Actuals

Total Change 
(000s)

86,491 23,700 62,791 35,400 48,500

Av. Annual 
Change 
(000s)

4,325 4,740 4,186 3,540 2,430

Net Migration 
(000s)

30,000 14,500 22,500* 21,500 25100

Natural In-
crease (000s)

56,491
(Total – 
Net mi-
gration)

9,300 40,291
(Total – Net 
migration)

13,900 23,500

Av. Net Mi-
gration per 
year

1,500 2,900 1,500 2,150 1,255

Av. Natural 
Increase per 
year

2,824 1,860 2,686 1,390 1,175

*Assumes net migration runs at Option B level for remainder of 
Plan period, so total net migration for the Plan period would be 
B+C = 37,000 (1,850 pa).
Source: Tables 2 and 9 of Technical Paper 9
This draft 23112012
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Discussion papers on Cardiff Council’s draft Preferred Strategy for 

Local Development Plan - No 2 Sustainable neighbourhoods
How to build new urban communities that will 

stand the test of time
Sustainable Urban Neighbourhood Networks 

(SUNN)  defines a sustainable urban neighbourhood as 
a new community that is built to last in social and eco-
nomic terms as well as physical terms.

It suggests seven steps to achieving sustainable 
urban neighbourhoods:

• agree sub-regional spatial and transport invest-
ment plans;
• facilitate public-private development partnerships;
• mobilise public undesignated land;
• attract private funding for infrastructure;
• open up housing markets;
• endow community stewardship;
• learn from what works.
Sustainable neighbourhoods need to cater for
• A balance of incomes and ages

• Should be near jobs and services
• Should have well-maintained communal spaces, 

safe walking and cycling routes
• Good design and an emphasis on greener, energy 

efficient homes a priority.
• Community councils or trusts should be set up to 

help create a sense of ownership and ensure that 
good neighbourhood management is maintained.
• Sustainable urban neighbourhoods need to be 

designed for the long-term should be a desirable 
place to live for many generations.

Learn from the past
Estate construction of 1960s and 1970s illustrate 

how badly things can go wrong.
Sustainable communities, where people choose to 

live, and which are desirable to current and subsequent 
generations, have five basic ingredients, according to 
SUNN.

Cardiff Civic Society is a membership organi-
sation and charity that aims to conserve, sus-
tain and develop the natural and built envi-
ronment of the city for the benefit of current 
and future generations
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1. A wide choice of housing and facilities
2. Well-connected to jobs and services - a trans-

port corridor to city centre, as well as a transport sys-
tem that means that people do not need to rely on 
cars.

3. Places of different character that appeal to dif-
ferent markets. Creating character and a sense of 
place typically requires a minimum average density of 
30 units to the hectare.

4. Designed to save resources - green infrastruc-
ture, energy saving measures in the homes

5. Hands-on management and long-term steward-
ship - both before residents have moved in and ongo-
ing to ensure standards maintained.

Desirable communities
Consumer surveys have highlighted dissatisfaction 

with life on housing estates.
General criticisms people have of new housing 

areas is the way in which public or communal space is 
laid out, people with children are particularly critical of 
this. 

Kids’ play areas often look neglected discouraging 
parents from allowing their children to play there as  
the playgrounds feel ‘unsafe’.

Neglcted areas also discourage walking in a 
broader sense as residents feel intimidated.

Lack of amenities also criticised. e.g. no shops 
within walking distance, no leisure facilities.

The Joseph Rowntree Foundation suggests that 
shops and services can be more sustainable if there is 
an opportunity for local and passing trade and if serv-
ices share facilities e.g. health and sports centre under 
one roof.

JRF also stresses the need for civid leadership 
which is vital for making the case for higher design and 
build quality. 

Good examples of new communities include:
• Ironstone and Lightmoor, Telford.
• Elm Tree Mews,  York
• Upon,  Northants
• New Islington, Manchester’s Millennium Village
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Discussion papers on Cardiff Council’s draft Preferred Strategy for 

Local Development Plan - No 3 Transport
The recognition that connectivity is fundamental to 

the delivery of a successful LDP is welcome. In a trans-
port context this is correctly positioned as an essential 
pre-condition of all development, and is recognised, 
albeit without great emphasis, as a major contributor to 
pollution and the worlds’ biggest issue, climate change. 
Despite deferring the details to a later ’masterplanning’ 
phase, sufficient details are given or implied about what 
could, will be or will not be done to make a detailed re-
sponse necessary now. The Civic Society issued its 
green paper on transport in 2011 to stimulate the sub-
ject, and the excellent Metro report by Mark Barry, re-
ferred to in Technical Paper N0. 7( p.17) on collaborative 
working, holds its position as the most authoritative and 
detailed proposal yet prepared. Neither document is 
adequately reflected in the Preferred Strategy although 
there are signs that the issues raised are at last attract-
ing attention.

Traffic analysis
The inevitable consequence of population and busi-

ness growth is congestion, and the LDP recognises that 
the city is operating at full capacity at peak times now. 
The impact of 41% growth on travel is however signifi-
cantly underestimated, as is regularly illustrated at 
match times; I usually beat the bus up Cathedral Road 
after the game! Although we do not have access to 
modelling techniques, elementary queueing theory tells 
me that as traffic flows reach the road capacity, travel 
times extend exponentially, not linearly by 41%. So the 
problems of congestion will become critical to the func-
tioning of the city as it grows, unless it is fully recog-
nised and resolved. Also we note that 10% of demand 
growth cannot be accommodated, what are the resi-
dents supposed to do? If congestion is to be reduced 
and responded to in full, it must fully recognised; if not 

Cardiff Civic Society is a membership organi-
sation and charity that aims to conserve, sus-
tain and develop the natural and built envi-
ronment of the city for the benefit of current 
and future generations
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the solutions proposed will not address the true gravity 
of the problem.

Demand reduction
It is right therefore to address reducing the number 

of journeys, although a reduction of car trips from 57% 
(61% at peak times) to 50% ( see para. 2.4.2 of Trans-
port Background document, No.12) will not suffice, 
even moving the council offices to Callaghan Sq. 
would achieve this!. We support the Park & Ride 
scheme, although sceptical about Park & Share due to 
the difficulty of co-ordinating travel plans for skilled 
workers who need to work free of this constraint. The 
advice from Swansea at the 20 May 2010 Transport 
conference organised by ICE was that a maximum 13-
18 minutes total journey time was essential for a park 
& ride scheme to work, some of the proposals can 
never achieve this. Indeed, para. 2.7.2 suggests that 
the car is preferred outside a 10km radius, giving an 
outer radius for effective P&R sites. 

Short term proposals to create bus lanes will help, 
but at the expense of flows along narrow entrance 
routes such as Cowbridge Road East, Llandaff Rd., 
Cathedral Road, North Road, City  Road/Crwys Road 
that are effectively 2 lanes only. Thus proposals to 
tighten the parking regime will need to be more re-
stricting than indicated, and certainly more expensive. 

Our green paper, reference above, recommended 
a package of measures, including road user charging, 
that together would address this issue in the long term, 
and we recommend that this topic is reconsidered. 

Access to the city
 One of the first conclusions drawn was that the 

Eastern Bay Link should be completed as soon as 
possible, and although this is mentioned it is not ex-
plored as it is seen as a WG problem. We recommend 
that it is re-prioritised urgently, and becomes central to 
the LDP. Once the Bay is fully developed traffic flows 
through the city will explode, and a fully worked solu-
tion will be essential  

Rail is a popular and essential component of the 
city’s future  infrastructure, and we are delighted that 
the rail line to the NE of the city out as far as Cregiau is 
earmarked for development, this route must be se-
cured. The proposal for new stations to the east of the 
city is good, although it is noted in para 2.5.1 that the 
car is preferred by 80% even in areas where rail ac-
cess is reasonably close. Improved services from the 
Valleys are essential, as illustrated by comments from 
neighbouring authorities, notably Merthyr. 

Transport systems
The vision sets the bar very high in demanding a 

world class, modern, state of the art solution for city 
transportation. Bus lanes are at best a 1980’s solution 
that may provide short term relief, but we do not find 
adequate ambition in the plans suggested. If Cardiff is 
really to challenge for top honours in European cities 
when the surveys are done, and create the ‘ city that is  

great to live, work and play’ then the council must 
think harder about what should be done. We look for-
ward to being part of the debate.

Summary
The masterplanning process has clearly got many 

challenges to resolve. Realistic assessments of vol-
umes and risk areas need to be made, and modelling 
of solutions including new roads, and regimes for ac-
cess and parking, is essential. This must proceed with 
full co-operation from Newport, RCT and CBC. 

Solutions to our traffic problems must also con-
tribute to putting Cardiff on the ‘carbon reduction 
pathway’, and ambitions for world class systems en-
visaged.

Funding issues will always be raised when faced 
with such extensive infrastructure, and combined 
budgets of local authorities are said in the collabora-
tive working to represent a substantial opportunity, in 
addition to potential new borrowing powers. Also the 
cost estimated at £500k during the collaborative work-
ing could be met in full if the CIL were established at 
an average of £11k per dwelling planned. Imaginative 
solutions for finance will quickly emerge if the plans 
are robust.
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Discussion papers on Cardiff Council’s draft Preferred Strategy for 

Local Development Plan - No 4 Economy
The local development plan and economy
The background paper on economic growth identi-

fies that Cardiff has sufficient employment space com-
ing on stream to meet future needs. Furthermore, much 
is located close to the city centre, and a credible busi-
ness environment is clearly visible. The Central Square/
Dumbals Road enterprise zone is a major prize, and we 
applaud all efforts to secure this and develop its poten-
tial with high quality design and facilities to attract pre-
mium companies. As the economy moves from indus-
trial to services the space can be more efficiently used, 
creating more opportunity. As indicated in para. 5.8 in 
the main report, manufacturing is and will continue to be 
located in neighbouring authorities. Cardiff has a need 
for small start-up facilities and workshops but less for 
large scale manufacturing and warehousing.

We fully support the promotion of clusters, or cen-
tres of excellence, and therefore question the relevance 

of out of town business parks, distant from the centres 
of knowledge.

Access and mobility
Transportation to and from work is rightly recog-

nised as a key enabler for the success of this drive for 
growth. What is ignored is the environment for people to 
work effectively in the 21st Century. Ease of movement 
through a relaxed and welcoming environment with op-
portunites to meet, eat and work in all weathers will de-
fine the working environment of the future, buildings 
should be open and accessible at ground floor level to 
give informal work space, greening the city will be es-
sential. Please give the design community scope to 
help!

Also, access to main markets in the midlands would 
benefit by improved road access via the A470 and A365, 
in conjunction with the A449 via the A40, onto the M50 
and M5; we have the basis of a good road network 

Cardiff Civic Society is a membership organi-
sation and charity that aims to conserve, sus-
tain and develop the natural and built envi-
ronment of the city for the benefit of current 
and future generations
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Communication
Mobile communication is barely 20 years old, and 

4th generation phone are already common, what will 
be around by 2026? If Cardiff wishes to attract high 
tech companies then a high tech working environment 
is needed. Working on the move, and in streets and 
cafes is already the norm, but signal strength is patchy 
and wifi capability only occasional. Data access  eve-
rywhere must be the goal of this city, and along with 
sustainability must become a condition of all develop-
ment.

The related topic of provision of electrical power is 
not referenced; development should be required to 
contribute through renewable sources provided as part 
of the specification.

Information and skills
High tech companies will only choose Cardiff over 

other cities if the attactions are greater. The reputation 
of our universities will be a vital ingredient, if speakers 
and researchers from Cardiff are recognised as being 
able to provide students, advice and relevant research/
projects for innovative products then the companies 
will come. If we do not have skills in an industry, there 
is no point trying to attract it to locate here; we should 
go for what we are good at and build up a capability 
for what we wish to be good at. The council are not 
able to do this alone, so partnerships with universities 
will need to be built up as is recognised in the case of 
Biosciences ( para. 2.14); this is the councils job to-
gether with WG.

Summary
The working world of the future will be different 

from today, as it is different from the world I grew up 
in. Forecasting the needs of the future is difficult but 
trends are apparent; we will not be tied to desks or 
meetings as we were. Information will be everywhere 
and contacts will be increasingly via the web, so ac-
cess to data and communications services must be 
key. Is this one of the ways in which our universities 
can help now?
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Discussion papers on Cardiff Council’s draft Preferred Strategy for 

Local Development Plan - No 5 Environment and Climate Change
The relevant policies in the Preferred Strategy are:
• Policy 21 Climate Change
• Policy 22 Natural Heritage
• Policy 23 Special Landscape Areas
• Policy 25 Natural Resources
The relevant paragraphs in the PS are 7.52 - 7.57. 

The key contexts are described in Appendix 2, paras 
2.34 - 2.49. The PS discuses environmental and climate 
change considerations generally in paras 5.33 - 5.35, 
and section 6 of the PS goes on to look at the individual 
strategic sites and there is a particular discussion of the 
flood risk for land at East Cardiff (paras 6.46 - 6.58).

Technical Paper 1 provides a sustainability appraisal 
of the PS policies. It assesses the Strategy against na-
tional policies on Air Quality, Biodiversity, Climate 
Change, Natural Resources, and, Waste (Table 4.1) and 
the key issues are shown in Table 4.2. Table 5.1 as-
sesses the impact of the PS; the general conclusion be-

ing that while per capita impacts may be reduced as a 
result of the policies, the level of planned growth will 
increase the overall impact. Table 6.3 summarises the 
impacts of the spatial options (including those not in-
cluded in the PS). Table 8.1 summarises the appraisal of 
the strategic policies, including Policies 21, 22, 23, 25, 
but key is the assessment of the overall sustainability of 
the PS policies in Table 9.2 which links the environ-
mental policies with those relating to Transport in re-
spect of air quality and specific sites' impacts on biodi-
versity and risk of flooding.

Comment
There seems little to object to in the wording of the 

Policies themselves, the key questions are, firstly, how 
far the growth level planned impacts on the environment 
and contributes adversely to climate change and 
whether the PS mitigates those impacts effectively and 
sufficiently. The second key consideration is how far the 
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PS is vulnerable to the risk of flooding - particularly in 
the future, here we would expect the selection of stra-
tegic sites to reflect the criticism of the previous draft 
LDP. The third consideration is how far the PS provides 
for the protection of open countryside, special land-
scape areas, river corridors and open space.

Para 5.34 of the PS rejects any direct link between 
growth and harm "as the LDP provides the mechanism 
to manage impacts and effectively mitigate against 
potential harm".  Yet this is not the view of the Sus-
tainability Appraisal which states that "Environmentally, 
the Preferred Strategy would have some significant 
negative impacts .... Air pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions are likely to increase ... biodiversity and 
landscape quality are likely to decrease significantly." 
(Para 1.10).  While any level of growth is likely to have 
adverse impacts, a no growth option is not a realistic 
option and therefore the debate has to be over the ac-
ceptability of negative impacts, both overall and at the 
level of particular sites.  The general conclusion is that 
scaling down growth levels would reduce negative im-
pacts in proportion to the reductions in the level of 
growth. However, even the low growth Option C has 
negative impacts in respect of air quality, biodiversity, 
climate change, landscape and waste.

The assessment of the strategic sites in the Sus-
tainability Appraisal (Table 6.3) identifies the particular 
impacts of individual sites. Site F (south of Creigiau/
north of J 33) has major impacts on air quality, biodi-
versity and landscape. Sites G and H (west and east of 
Pontprennau) have major impacts on landscape. Site J 
(south of St Mellons Business Park) has major impacts 
in respect of biodiversity, climate change and land-
scape.  Further detail is in section 6 of the PS.  For 
sites F, G and H, the issues turn on the loss of open 
countryside and associated biodiversity and, in east 
Pontprennau, the loss of quality agricultural land. More 
importantly, these sites will increase the volume of 
travel to work and other journeys by car, with conse-
quent increases in emissions unless radical transport 
solutions are found.  It is debatable whether the PS 
provides sufficient assurance that infrastructure and 
other measures would provide adequate mitigation for 
those effects.

Site J presents real issues in relation to environ-
mental considerations and the risk of flooding. The 
majority of the site is an SSI, it adjoins the Severn Es-
tuary, a European designated site, meets the criteria 
for designation as a SLA and has historic and archaeo-
logical interest. There is a real and present risk of 
flooding and this is likely to increase in future. Paras 
6.49 - 6.52 appraise the flood risk and likely remedial 
measures. The conclusion of the PS is that work will 
inevitably be necessary to protect this area because of 
the properties and infrastructure currently in place and 
the value of the site in offering employment opportuni-

ties on this side of Cardiff outweighs the environmental 
risks.

Five SLAs are proposed and the PS protects the 
'strategic river corridors' of the Taff, Ely and Rhymney 
and Nant Fawr as well as the visually significant ridge 
north of the M4. These policies are to be welcomed, 
particularly the protection of the river corridors as they 
will provide valuable 'breaks' preventing the coales-
cence of built up areas, maintain valuable 'green lungs' 
in addition to existing parks and open spaces, protect 
habitats and biodiversity, and offer routes for walking 
and cycling into the City centre.   

Conclusion
The PS will have significant impacts on the envi-

ronment and lead to raised emissions that contribute 
to global warming and climate change.  That is a con-
sequent of growth and, while no growth is not an op-
tion, a lower level of growth than planned for would 
reduce those impacts, if not eliminate them.  Apart 
from the impacts on landscape, open countryside and 
biodiversity that greenfield development brings, the 
development of the planned strategic sites will inevita-
bly increase journeys by car and it is debatable 
whether the intended modal shift to half of journeys 
being taken by non-car means is realistically achiev-
able without more radical solutions than feature in the 
PS.  Nor can there be any guarantee that new strategic 
employment sites north of J33, in north west Cardiff, 
north east Cardiff, and at St Mellons Business Park will 
reduce traffic flows into Cardiff and may equally gen-
erate more cross-city flows. 

In terms of environmental impact and flood risk, 
Strategic Site J is the most objectionable.  It's justifica-
tion rests on the need to provide increased employ-
ment opportunities on the east of the city - partly as-
sociated with the planned housing developments at 
Strategic Sites G and H (east and west of Pontpren-
nau). There could be a case for phasing this site  to a 
late stage in the plan period so that development only 
takes place once there has been a substantial take up 
of other employment sites, or, if flood prevention work 
has been   completed.  
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24th July 2012

John Griffiths AM  Minister for Environment and Sustainable Development
Edwina Hart MBE OStJ AM Minister for Business, Enterprise, Technology and Science
Huw Lewis AM Minister for Housing, Regeneration and Heritage
Welsh Government 
Ty Hywel, Cardiff Bay CF99 1NA

Dear Minister

Cardiff’s Housing Growth: local development plan and the city-region
The Cardiff Civic Society have been engaged with Cardiff Council on the development of the Local 
Development Plan since 2008 and the publication of a ‘draft’ Draft Preferred Strategy for Cardiff 
and the Wales Government commissioned city-region report has reopened the opportunity for 
discussion on the way Cardiff should grow. Last year we urged John Griffiths to adopt a city-region 
approach and we welcomed the appointment of the task and finish group. However, this desirable 
outcome presents Cardiff Council with particular housing development issues that cross your 
portfolios and we feel need a co-ordinated government and local authority approach to resolve.

The South Wales Echo over the past week has been right to note the widespread dismay over the 
proposals which continue to support the developer led preference to build within the city 
boundaries. Political comment was quick to point out (again) the potentially devastating 
consequences of this on the city - and on the Valleys. 

We are more than ever convinced that the debate must now be about how South East Wales can 
grow best, and the political willingness to embrace the city-region should be at the forefront of how 
this can be done. The city-region report has indicated a need to strengthen the planning process to 
give the regional tier a role, but this will not be achieved quickly. But, the civic society believes that 
the LDP process is sufficiently flexible to ensure the LDPs of all the local authorities in the region 
can be integrated now, and we offer the enclosed proposal as a way forward.

The attached paper (largely based on previous policy responses) sets out how an evidenced 
based, timely, pragmatic approach will meet the needs of the ldp process and ensure the greatest 
possibility of meeting the city’s and the region’s needs. This will, we hope lead to the development 
of housing (particularly affordable housing), an integrated transport system and jobs in the region. 
We realise that the ldp is a matter for the council, but it has to be achieved within a legislative 
framework and policies set by government. If it’s many policies in housing, economy, sustainability, 
heritage and the environment are to be delivered across the region then we believe that 
government must become an active partner with Cardiff and its neighbours.

I hope that you will each consider how your departments can assist us in ensuring that Cardiff 
produces an LDP that will lead to ambitious goals, that I am sure we share, for the whole region.

Yours Sincerely

David Eggleton, LDP team leader Cardiff Civic Society
cc: deputy Leader, Cardiff Council; Members Cardiff Council Scrutiny Committee; Cardiff Assembly 
Members and Members of Parliament
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Cardiff’s Housing 
growth: getting the 
balance right - Local 
Development Plan and 
the city-region
 

The opportunity, the difficulties, and the fears
The publication of a draft of the Preferred Strategy1 due in October as part of the 
sequence of papers that form part of Cardiff’s Local Development Plan (LDP) has 
occurred at the same time as the final report of the Task & Finish2 group to Minister 
(for Business, Enterprise, Technology and Science - BETS) Edwina Hart, on the 
relevance of city-region planning to Wales. This presents both opportunity and 
difficulty. It is, at least, an invitation to continue the debate on how the growth in 
housing forecast for South East Wales should be planned.

Whatever numbers are eventually agreed for housing in the capital city, it is clear 
that simply giving a green light to developers’ preference for building on green land 
would eventually lead to all these being consumed by new-build, often poor-quality 
housing, filling the space between the sea and the M4. Then what? This is the time - 
the last chance - to decide what Cardiff and the surrounding area should look like in, 
say, 50 years. And, more importantly perhaps, what quality of life its built and natural 
environment will deliver for future generations. 

A fragile, vulnerable quality
The attractiveness of Cardiff is it’s quality of life, with parks, river corridors, culture, 
sport, cafes- all part of a mix that makes it such an agreeable place to live and work. 
(It’s quality of life index has been measured against other European cities3). Yet the 
city is becoming increasingly cramped: a survey of Cardiff’s playing fields prepared 
by Fields In Trust identified that it has half the recommended amount of public open 
space available for sports and recreation. 

• Traffic congestion is slowly but surely reducing this attractiveness. Development 
threatens to take whatever land is available. Developers have their own agenda 
which is often short-term, profit focussed and answerable to shareholders, not its 
citizens.There is only a narrow window of opportunity to reconsider how the city 
should respond to the challenge of coping with growth whilst continuing to make 
life attractive to business, visitors and residents alike. 
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The city and its surrounding region can offer a unique combination of choice that 
few regions can demonstrate; the Valley communities have for too long been 
undervalued as living spaces, with potentially sustainable communities linked to 
Cardiff. Now is the time to bring that historical industrial interdependence up to 
date, and create a new strategy for jobs and housing that re-connects the region. 

Cardiff over the last 40 years has seen massive growth in apartments which have 
failed to be popular; there has been a concurrent under-provision of affordable 
family homes. Large housing estates have been built - in both public and private 
sectors - without the means to be sustainable as viable communities. There has 
continued to be inadequate provision of  public transport to connect homes with the 
centre of the city. 

In contrast, the Valleys have seen sporadic and variable quality development, 
similarly not matched with the jobs and services that sustainable communities need, 
nor the effective regional transport infrastructure.

The need now is to meld many aspirations together: to regenerate the run down 
areas of the city, build accessible family housing in the Valleys, develop jobs and link 
it all together!

Capacity to grow?
Of course Cardiff has some capacity to grow. Based on the discussion and 
consultation around the growth plans explored as part of the suspended LDP in May 
2011 there are sustainable options for 20,000 or so homes to be built without 
detriment to the city and its quality of life. 

The issue is then, where can the remaining demand for housing to serve the city’s 
employment needs be best provided? 

The city had, at the time of the last attempt at an LDP identified at least 10 years of 
land, available for development, which cannot have altered significantly in the last 
12 months.

Based on ‘option B’ presented by the Council last year of 45,400 new homes, only 
23807 could be accommodated on the sites identified in the then preferred strategy. 
Of these, only 2500 were planned for brown-field sites, leaving a need for 21,571 
houses for which further green land needed to be found somewhere. This new 
preferred strategy document identifies the same sites, all large areas of green space: 
farmland to the North-east beyond Fairwater and between Lisvane and 
Pontprennau;  land beyond the M4 at Cregiau; and many smaller parcels of land 
around the edges of existing communities. This represents for many people in the 
city an unwelcome threat to what is seen as ‘green belt’, but in fact currently this is 
land unprotected by any planning restrictions. 

If need is taken into account then clearly some of these sites are suitable for 
development and reaching accord with all residents over all sites will not be 
possible. There is scope for a new village community development - one which 
should add value to adjoining existing residents too - inside the city as has been 
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proposed by Prof John Punter. But, one of the prime pre-conditions of all such sites 
- large and small - should be the existence of affordable transport connections to 
work and leisure facilities in and around the city.

The LDP process demands that each local authority develops its own LDP and the 
process of inspection and acceptance demands co-operation between its 
neighbouring local authorities, in order to be found ‘sound’. That detailed co-
operation and development of co-ordinated policies has so far been absent. 
Cardiff’s LDP will therefore fail the “soundness” test if this is not shown to have been 
achieved. 

Regional planning
Each local authority is required to have an LDP and review it every five years. The 
plan therefore should roll forward in five year slots, with the first five years being as 
certain and realistic as can be, the second five years having a reasonable chance of 
success, with the third five year period being indicative and feasible. Herein lies the 
key to a way forward for a constructive and viable approach to Cardiff’s LDP which 
will also allow it to meet the city-region level of co-operation that is now demanded. 

The ideal solution would be a plan consisting of three clearly evidenced, policy 
defined and achievable stages.

Phase 1
Cardiff should develop a five year development plan for 10,000 or so homes based 
on: realistic build rates (quoted at under 2000 homes per year in the failed LDP); 
preservation of a green belt that will not be built on; preservation and enhancement 
of all the river valleys as linear parks; adequate transport and services readily 
available; a preference for brownfield and regenerative development; and a 
preference for family housing not apartments. If this means endowing land to make 
it capable of development, then that should happen, the land at Ely Bridge may be 
an example.

• The city-region initiative should encourage a dialogue between all the regions local 
authorities to agree a distribution of future development and transport so that 
when each LDP is reviewed at the first five year review window the agreement can 
be put into place local authority by local authority. 

• Thus within 5 years or so all LDPs would be synchronised. For example, 
development around Cregiau planned by RCT would recognise and link with any 
development wanted by Cardiff. Similarly on the Newport/Cardiff boundary, and 
on the Caerphilly/Cardiff boundary.

Phase 2
• The second five year phase of Cardiff’s LDP should therefore outlook a further 

number of houses but start to recognise the potential for common and associated 
development with neighbouring authorities. It is during this period that major 
transport links should be built to enable the region to develop as a whole.
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Phase 3
• The third five year phase of the Cardiff LDP should conclude all major 

developments within the city boundary, except for windfall sites as they become 
available, and indicate probable extensions of housing into the Valleys, subject to 
further definition and agreement. At this stage the overall pattern of the Cardiff of 
the future should be taking shape.

Cardiff Civic Society has had clear advice that the LDP process set out in the 
legislation is flexible enough to allow - indeed encourage - such a phased approach 
if it is accompanied by a determined attempt to engage in dialogue supported by 
the city-region initiative. It would appear that there may be  political support for a 
city-region approach, what seems to be lacking is  a concerted effort to put it in 
place. Without such a focus, for example, the essential regional Metro proposal will 
struggle to build a strong and committed business case and thus the funding it 
needs. 

Conclusion
The LDP for Cardiff due to be published for consultation in October can either be on 
a ‘business as usual’ basis and risk failure as last time, or grasp the issues set out in 
this paper and drive forward the city-region approach to deliver a better quality of 
life for its own citizens, and for its neighbours.

It cannot do both.

David Eggleton, Cardiff Civic Society, July 2012

www.cardiffcivicsociety.org

Email enquiries: chair@cardiffcivicsociety.org

This document is based on the work since 2008 of the Cardiff Civic Society 
concerning the Cardiff LDP. A document that collates all the relevant CCS 
submissions and correspondence can be downloaded here http://tinyurl.com/
ldpsummary . It is currently over 150 pages and approx 11mb in size.
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Cardiff Civic Society
Notes from IWA conference - 4th November 2011 
“Getting Ahead Together - Connecting Cardiff & The 
Valleys”

WELCOME
- Cllr R Berman

City-region approach has been on the agenda for a long time.

We must plan for the next 20 years; the region must be cohesive and connected. There is a 
mutual dependency.

A city-region exists now, both geographically and socially. 1/3 of city workers commute in, 
Local Authority co-operation in service delivery is in place in some fields but not in planning.

LDPs are developed in isolation; the process is not fit for purpose.

Overall supply of land exceeds demand, reducing land value and encouraging competition 
for development.

The task force announced is welcome and a sign that WG is listening.

Strategic planning at region level is needed, this is absent from WG policy.

We have no structures for governance of regions, Scotland is a good model.

INTRODUCTION
- Geraint Talfan-Davies

Conference is a recognition that we are short of transformative ideas for the region.

Old tribalism and lack of determination has prevented us from imagining something better, 
and constrained change.

The paradox of a successful city and deprived areas in close proximity encouraged the IWA 
to form the Cardiff and Valleys branch 2 years ago.

The proposal by Mark Barry for the Cardiff METRO is transformative; we need to move it 
forward. We must learn from other cities.

KEYNOTE REMARKS
- Prof Kevin Morgan

Urbanisation is a global phenomenon; cities must stay connected to their hinterland.
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Economics is the driver, but social issues need to be resolved to be the ‘glue’ to prevent 
isolation.

We need to build an ecological, cultural and economic interdependency; connectivity binds 
cities to their regions.

Challenges are large, the SE Wales region comprises 10 local authorities(LAs), 1.5 million 
people, 2 main cities, 3 zones i.e, rural, river mouths and  valley communities.

Cardiff supports 30% of all jobs, but 42% of top jobs. Two thirds work within the LA in which 
they live, the more skilled you are the more likely you are to need to commute.

Cities are correlated with productivity, knowledge industries and universities; Valley 
communities with small scale industry and low value added jobs. Productivity and 
innovation are connected to economic growth.
Development can be achieved if connectivity is good.

A council/university partnership is vital to develop policy to foster the city-region not frustrate 
the spread of opportunity. The Heads of the Valleys for example do not look towards Cardiff 
for support/jobs, and feel remote.

Housing needs forecasts are confusing and contested, but we have a choice where this 
growth will go; planners favour sharing, developers favour Cardiff.

Connectivity must be improved; to the Valleys, within the Valleys, to Cardiff, to England, to 
Europe – Wales must avoid being marginalised (the HS rail debate is an example). There is 
no direct link to Brussels.

The TYM report confirms the need for a regional approach, and the Scotland model with a 
statutory approach needs study. This is not addressed in the Welsh planning guidelines.

The vision must be clear, all participants must see benefits to overcome tribalism, and we 
must resource the process and ensure an evidence base that can be used to resolve 
issues.

The WG supports the move to a region approach, it is not a zero-sum game, all can benefit. 
A statutory strategic planning tier is needed.

The example of waste management showed how essential sustainability is to obtain popular 
support for collaborative efforts.

DISCUSSION. Elizabeth Heywood outlined the role of the Core Task Group, whose 
members will be finalised very soon, to examine the relevance of regional planning to all 
parts of Wales. The study must examine what policies and institutional changes need to be 
made and develop a vision of where we want to go. Initial recommendations to be issued by 
March 2012 after an interim report by Christmas. Sustainability remains the key working 
principle.
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STUTTGART CASE STUDY – Thomas Kiwitt

2.6 million inhabitants, historically strong municipal leadership through local mayors.

Subsidiarity drives planning to municipal level; the region is recognised as providing a 
strategic role. For example, in the planning of open spaces, environmental management, 
transport network and needs of global industries. 

75% work away from town of residence. People choose where they live, and seek quality of 
life, often associated with green space for recreation. 60% of people live within 600 metres. 
of public transport.

Regional assembly has 90 representatives, 295 m Euro budget, of which 262m is for 
transport, and 50 employees. This covers 179 municipalities, providing a strategic plan for 
local implementation, and co-ordination of e.g. trade shows, deployment of wind turbines, 
landscape. This is funded by a levy from municipal funds.

The region is responsible for strategic planning, infrastructure and economic development. 
The regional plan is a major and comprehensive document.

The regional assembly meets 4 times per year, committees every 4 to 8 weeks.

MANCHESTER CASE STUDY 
– Prof. Alan Harding

Manchester created the Greater Manchester region in response to local demand for a clear 
role for Manchester in the UK and especially faced with the power of London and SE 
England. Leadership came from all over the region.

It is not a debate about institutions, if you start a debate on institutions you put people‘s 
back up. The success was due in part  to 1) luck, 2)natural advantage 3) 
leadership(critically), and a shared and mature understanding of the nature of the region’s 
economy.

The issue is not what institutions are needed but to realise what are the unique qualities and 
contribution potential of the region to compete in a global market. Evidence and agreement 
are key. There is no one model to seek out, all city-regions are different, the world is ‘spikey’ 
not homogeneous. The regional governance is as a shell authority; it does function but will 
evolve.

The Manchester equivalents of the Valleys ( to the North of the region ), had to recognise 
that their success did depend on Manchester, and their contribution to the region needed to 
be listened to, understood and recognised to create a unity of purpose. Every component 
must see benefit, inclusion is a voluntary decision with no pre-conditions.
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The important drivers of economic growth were not correlated with LA boundaries (eg 
Trafford Park stretches across several) and growth patterns are determined by 
transportation more than any other factor.

The regional focus did present challenges to traditional town centres, and has forced radical 
reassessment of what is needed locally compared to elsewhere.

The formation of the region came after clarifying relationships internally and externally, 
capability to deliver, review of public/private networks, a clear strategy with a clear narrative 
and determined leadership. A political independence within the UK has been defined, 
Manchester is itself.

Recognition of the linkages within and to the rest of the UK was important to understand the 
role of the region and its dependencies.

In summary, best practice shows:-
 . Supportive national context? = Hardly
 . Strong technical capacity to deliver at appropriate scale? = yes
 . Significant influence at regional & national level? = yes
 . Strong horizontal networks with key public & private institutions?= yes
 . A compelling and broadly shared ‘narrative’? =yes(ish)
 .Strong leadership and co-ordination capacity?=emphatically
 .Ability to recognise and deal with environmental and social implications of realising its 
strategic ambitions?= getting there

VANCOUVER CASE STUDY
- Gordon Campell 

Vancouver region represents 18 municipalities, and is governed by a council of councils 
with 120 members.

Vancouver city could not do it all, and sought to form a grouping of local authorities to 
decide what to be and which way to go. The views of outsiders were important to value 
what you are.

We live with constraints, we can do anything but not everything. Imagine the future and be 
bold.

Agreement was first to a vision of what the region could do or become, structures would 
come later.

The focus is on agreement, do what is agreed first- “you run out of resources before you run 
out of agreement! “
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The example of the development of the airport in Vancouver was given; the surrounding 
authorities did recognise that all benefitted from it and it was not just a Vancouver thing.

PLANNING DILEMMAS IN SE WALES - A CARDIFF PERSPECTIVE
– Prof. John Punter

Cardiff has ample capacity to grow on land to the NE and especially in the NW (Waterhall). 
The delay to the LDP is unnecessary.

The 2009 LDP failure was due to an unbalanced provision of housing, with an oversupply of 
apartments and a lack of family and affordable housing.

Neighbouring authorities have for years absorbed the overspill from Cardiff, characterised 
by urban sprawl, edge-city, ribbon development. Dispersal will continue for another 10 years 
as people seek affordable accommodation.

Transport arrangements into Cardiff are poor, SEWTA is under-resourced. We must rethink 
old style car dependence.

Cardiff should not export its housing; it is not the way to regenerate the Valleys. The jobs 
are in Cardiff, we should shift the focus to exemplary and quality development in the city 
with preservation of green wedges and linear parks, and adequate transportation. 
Sustainable urban extensions are vital to achieve a critical mass.

PLANNING DILEMMAS IN SE WALES-A VALLEYS PERSPECTIVE 
– Roger Tanner ( Caerphilly council)

Cardiff is the employment centre, the surrounding areas are great places to live. A regional 
strategy would focus on affordable good quality development outside Cardiff, with a good 
transport network.

Cardiff is unusual in that the poorest areas are outside the city; the cost of travel is an issue. 
Only 4% of workers travel from Bl. Gwent, 11% from Merthyr, both areas of high 
unemployment.

The country has probably got 5 city-regions:- North Wales with Chester, Swansea, Cardiff 
and the Valleys, Newport and Cwmbran, Bristol(!).

Cardiff cannot grow for ever; a dispersed development model must start now. Llantrisant  
was put forward as a planned growth area for Cardiff, but never implemented; it is now an 
unplanned growth area for Cardiff.

Local retail centres have re-established themselves in response to Cardiff, quality of life and 
leisure opportunities are excellent.
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The priority has to be the transport network. The Metro proposal is a good basis. The 
priorities are enhanced N-S corridors and a new E-W corridor.

TRANSPORT=CONNECTIVITY
– Mark Barry

Wales economic performance overall is poor. Cardiff is 108% of UK GVA, Valleys 
performance is 54% and the difference is growing, this is shocking. 

Why do big employers come to Cardiff?  Good journey to work times are declining, roads 
are full, and the rail system is antiquated and relative journey times are increasing. Admiral 
would not relocate to Cardiff today.

 A statutory Welsh Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) is needed, which would present a 
unified face to London DofT for funding and renovation of the network.

Valley Lines Electrification (VLE) is the first step, supporting 10% annual growth. The main 
franchise for ARRIVA is due for renewal in 2018.

The Metro proposal is for a ‘turn up and go’ network to deliver a service into/out of Cardiff, 
within the city and to Bristol and surrounding towns in Wales. This can be with any means of 
transport (bus, rail etc) but must be integrated to ensure minimal wait, fastest transit. Towns 
such as Pontypool would be regenerated and revalued with such a network.

SUSTRANS
- Lee Waters

Sustainability is at the heart of development policy yet is poorly defined and poorly 
understood.

Small changes (the Nudge principle) can make worthwhile and inexpensive improvements 
to travel patterns. The Sustainable Travel Towns initiative.

Green transport is a local and personal decision, and characterised by low cost easy to do, 
good payback programs.

HOUSING THE REGION
-  Nick Bennett

As well as an age of austerity we face a supply side crisis, a demographic time bomb, and 
increasing poverty and financial exclusion.

Solutions include evaluation of private as well as public sector risk, Welsh Bond(?), rent 
benchmarking, use of empty properties and housing benefit reform.
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THE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
- Richard Thomas, Cardiff & Co.

A city-region should be defined as the economic footprint of a city. It is not necessarily 
related to the LA boundaries.

Economic efficiency is associated with density. 

4 models of relationships within a city-region were offered without definition i.e. 
Independent, Interdependent, Dependent, Isolated. These are worth expansion.

The private sector has a region approach, people have a region approach, it’s the 
administrative structures that do not.

Note that the attempts in England to develop regional identities based on geography only 
has failed, yet city-region groupings are working as they can identify common interests.

Cardiff has a strong established brand, by virtue of major events and global TV coverage, 
build on it.

CITY-REGION POLITICS
- Steve Thomas WLGA

The Welsh Spatial Plan is dead, a new strategic focus is needed.

The test of a city-region is involvement, and listening. Political buy-in is vital.

We can build on the examples of Stuttgart, Manchester and Vancouver but we do not have 
the luxury of the decade it took them to develop the concept.

We must look to the future, and be attractive to inward investment.

Quality of life for inhabitants is important to attract business.

CITY-REGION POLITICS

- Jon House

There are tensions between Cardiff and the Valleys that exist in all regions; this is the case 
in Bristol and Sheffield. The examples discussed have similar tensions.

The Cardiff city-region is at last on the agenda. It needs time to listen to all players, and 
ensure a win-win outcome.

First priority is the transport network, both road and rail, to/from and within Cardiff (including 
the Eastern Bay Link). The council has borrowing powers that should be applied.

The LDP has been delayed by a year to ensure the lessons from the TYM report are learnt, 
and new growth figures validated.
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We are on the cusp of change, all 10 LAs in the region recognise the moment. The SEWTA, 
SEWEF, SEWSPG groups are not adequate to manage this future.

CITY-REGION POLITICS 
- Dr Calvin Jones

Cardiff growth areas are in consumption sector and public sector, all declining areas.

The economy is over-dependent on hotels and restaurants, and we need to diversify away 
from the financial sector, which represents 25% of jobs.

The city-region can choose to improve on business as usual or to improve welfare, which 
will the new CBD support?

Beware the changing demographics, with the number of retired people set to increase 
dramatically, and the real effects of climate change on a coastal city.

CITY-REGION POLITICS- Cllr. Neil McAvoy

Cardiff needs WG to develop joined up policies between the economic and environment 
ministers.

WG is a block to progress, the LDP process is inept.

The Cardiff city-region is real now and needs help to encourage the region to support the 
city.

There are many examples of business development, including sport and culture.

CLOSING REMARKS 
– Prof. Kevin Morgan

We observe a poverty of ambition in SE Wales.

There is a lack of political leadership to move to a different way of running our affairs.

The examples of Stuttgart, Manchester and Vancouver and the model in Scotland 
demonstrate the possible, we need leadership to use this advice.

The new Task Group is a good idea, illustrating that we are on the cusp of change; but it is 
action that counts.

Wales is a laggard in terms of planning. The city-region must be a discussion topic for all 
the cabinet, an evidence base for the region is essential to avoid and resolve conflicts, and 
the principle of a shared destiny must be articulated

DAVID & JEANNE-HÉLÈNE EGGLETON  Cardiff Civic Society 7th November 2011 







21 June 2011

John Griffiths AM
Minister for Environment and Sustainable Development
Welsh Government
5th Floor
Ty Hywel
Cardiff Bay
CF99 1NA

Dear Minister, 

The Cardiff Civic Society have been engaged with Cardiff Council on the development of the Local 
Development Plan for over 2 ½ years, and we have reached a point in the evolution of the latest 
plan where we need your guidance and support. The current consultation exercise entitled “Growth 
Options and Strategic Sites” is trying to plan for growth of 42% in Cardiff, when growth in 
neighbouring Valley communities is around 5% over the same period. We believe that such a plan 
will have devastating consequences on neighbouring communities, and is at odds with policy 
statements about regional development. It is this subject we wish to ask for your help and 
guidance.
 
Before proceeding any further, I would like to introduce the background documents we have used 
and prepared. I have enclosed these documents, to help explain how we have arrived at this 
conclusion. I also enclose a copy of the excellent report “ Regional Cities East “ prepared by Urbed 
for the cities of East Anglia. This report has been a source of inspiration for us and uses extensive 
research throughout Europe to propose solutions for this region. Its conclusions are immediately 
relevant to the city-region around Cardiff.

The current LDP guidelines allow for co-operation between local authorities in plan development, 
but insist on each authority producing its own plan. Thus we have RCT and Newport in final stages 
of plan approval, and Caerphilly with an approved plan. Cardiff’s plan is some way from 
completion, and picks up the outstanding growth for South East Wales as the basis for its plan. We 
are faced therefore with options for growth that will consume the capacity of the construction 
industry for decades, at the expense of Valley development, and would result in most of Cardiff’s 
green space being lost. The process used by the council has asked developers to suggest the 
growth pattern for Cardiff and they, not surprisingly, have opted for Greenfield sites in preference 
to sustainable infill and brownfield developments.

One of the principal success criteria for sustainable development is the transport network, and we 
are supporters of the Metro proposals from Mark Barry prepared for the Cardiff Business 
Partnership. To facilitate such a network, with the funding consequences (also referenced in the 
Urbed report for Cities East incidentally) we need a coherent regional growth strategy; clearly 
impossible with the current LDP arrangements. 

continued ..
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Minister for Environment and Sustainable Development  /2

The Civic Society believes that an urgent regional co-operative effort now could enable second 
generation LDP’s to reflect such a regional approach. It would seem that the Welsh Government is 
the only player that can initiate such a programme, and we would like to ask your help in 
establishing a forum of the regions AM’s and local authorities to move this forward. The IWA is 
planning an Autumn conference on this topic, but to be successful it needs support and assistance 
from the Government.

We would be delighted to have the opportunity to discuss this further, if you find merit in this 
proposal, and look forward to your reply.

Yours Sincerely
David Eggleton
Secretary & LDP team leader
Cardiff Civic Society

The following documents are enclosed with this letter
CCS Green Paper No 1, in which we identify the 5 key challenges we believe need to be 
addressed in Cardiff’s LDP.
CCS Green Paper No 2, in which we identify 24 strategic outcomes which need to be specifically 
targeted in the LDP.
CCS Green Paper No 3, in which we suggest a transport solution for Cardiff, using the Metro 
proposal from Cardiff Business Partnership, that would make dramatic progress on reducing 
Carbon emissions, improve quality of life and provide a first class system for movement around 
Cardiff and the Bay appropriate to a capital city.
Urbed report “Growth Cities: local investment for national prosperity. Prepared for Regional 
Cities East in June 2010. We have used this report extensively, in combination with the published 
work of Professor John Punter at Cardiff University.
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Cardiff Civic Society
Local Development Plan: 
options for growth; preferred sites

I. Introduction

1. This document is Cardiff Civic Society’s response following the public consultation held 
9 May to 10 June 2011 on the local development plan options for growth and possible 

development sites

2. Cardiff Civic Society has previously published a response to the consultation draft on the 

Delivery Agreement (23 July 2010) and three Green Papers: Our five key challenges 

(16 February 2011), A vision for Cardiff in 2026 (3 May 2011); and Towards a zero carbon city: 

a radical approach to city–region transport (25 April 2011).

3. In line with the advice given by the Wales Government Planning Inspectorate ( "Local 

Development Plan Manual" June 2006), we continue to  highlight the lack of  development 

'strategic objectives' in the proposed delivery agreement.  Instead the public consultation 

process has focussed on just two distinct issues - options for growth and identifying 

development sites.  The dangers of so narrow an approach are discussed later in this paper.  

4. In considering the options for Cardiff’s growth, we have been mindful of a recent presentation 

by Prof John Punter of Cardiff University called “The future growth of Cardiff and region: 

towards a sustainable urban extension”. Whilst there is not agreement with all of the detail of 

his presentation, he set out very clearly two issues that need to be repeated here.

5. Firstly, the example of a past mistake in planning: Pontprennau. Professor Punter describes 

this with poor public transport, a coarse grain of uses, car oriented, with poor walk ability, 

disconnected green space, low biodiversity and ‘anyplace’ house builder layouts and 

designs. We seek to avoid these mistakes in future planned development.

6. Professor Punter usefully illustrated the kinds of issues that should be strategic in considering 
of future plans for the city-region, including:

• Rapid transit served, regionally linked 	

• Link medium-high density sub-centres 	

• Walkable/cycle able local communities

• Compact development: 50-100 du/ha 	

• Mixed housing tenure/types/affordability

• Low carbon homes: renewable energy	
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• Integral CHP/waste recycling

• Integral, accessible employment	

• Generous green frame, biodiverse linear park system	

• Sustainable drainage systems

• A public-private-community partnership 	

• Participative ‘Enquiry by Design’ process

• A Sustainable Design Code	

• A national sustainable exemplar for Wales

7. In the absence of a list of strategic criteria by the LDP team, we take the above as a good 

basis for discussion of how the delivery of managed housing growth for the capital city 
should be assessed.

II. Growth Options
8. The council has published three growth options but has also said that it has commissioned a 

consultant to develop and substantiate a further growth option.1 We find it difficult to give a 

considered and evidenced response to the question “please tick your preferred growth option 

and then provide details of any advantages and/or disadvantages of each of the levels of 
growth”. 

9. The three options provided each identify a level need for new homes in total for the period to 

2026 with suggesed corresponding number of new jobs required. Each of the new homes 

options is based on assumptions which are debatable and require evidencing. Whilst in 

consultation meetings council officers have attempted to explain the correlated jobs figures, 
the logic for these is difficult to understand. No data has been provided on past economic 

growth achievement for Cardiff. It is our view the correlation given between housing need and 

employment requirements is not yet demonstrated or proven. Furthermore there is no 

evidence so far provided, if any of these options were to become housing or job targets, of 

how they could be met within the timeline of this local development plan.

10. Before considering future need, we need to be clear about current housing supply, the 

landbank of homes with planning consent; the so-called “windfall sites”; change of use to 

housing from other uses; and the potential housing loss over the LDP period. The council’s 

estimate of this number - net - is 23,807 homes. This estimate is, of course, based on the 

over-riding assumption that the current developer-led model of housing provision is the only 
model and that it continues without any intervention to meet the needs of the city and that 

low-cost housing will be met by commercial developers. 
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11. Two further factors also influence any strategic consideration for the growth of new homes 
and jobs: the current economic downturn and the past performance of developing housing 

and jobs in the city. In terms of jobs as noted above, we have no data. 

12. Could the developer-led housing industry deliver the homes required in the mix and to the 

standard required and could the Welsh Government, the council and the private sector 

between them achieve the parallel estimates of required new jobs? 

13. In terms of housing, the lowest annual need indicated in the council’s three growth options is 

1,825 homes per annum with the highest 2,976 homes pa. The housing growth needs in 

terms of build per annum may also increase for each year of the plan as its timeline 

progresses and as developers deliver – or fail to deliver – the target numbers of houses. The 

highest house build achievement identified to date is 2,368; last year that figure was just 867. 
There seems to be little point in suggesting ‘a preference’ for growth targets for either jobs, or 

the supporting houses they need, if there is no evidence base for suggesting that either 

homes or jobs could actually be delivered.

14. We suggest that the current economic difficulties should be turned to Cardiff’s advantage in 

terms of long-term planning. The council says that the land bank could provide nearly 10 
years housing needs even based on its largest requirement figures. This gives a planning 

breathing space of at least five years which, in our view, should be used to identify more 

clearly and accurately the job growth that Cardiff needs in the context of a capital city in the 

region – not in isolation. The ways in which housing development can be planned to improve 

and add value to the whole city, not just new speculative developments can be explored in 
detail.

15. Of course in the current commercially driven, developer-led housing market there would be a 

preference by developers to undertake what Professor Punter described as “‘anyplace’ 

layouts and designs” on greenfield sites because they are the most profitable. Cardiff Council, 

through the LDP, needs to provide long-term strategic leadership for developing the city. This 
means using planning policy for the needs of the city and its citizens to create quality of life, 

sustainable economic growth and meet challenging environmental targets.

16. In summary therefore we do not think it is necessary to immediately accept any of the three 

proposed growth options but to continue to assess the city’s future needs based on 

developing evidence of need and capability of delivery for both housing and jobs.

III. Ways of providing growth
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17.  Given that the known housing supply can meet the city’s 10 years projected needs at even 
very high growth rates, we feel that strategic planning should now concentrate on the period 

from 2017 onwards. In the immediate term the focus should be on the way Cardiff should 

grow in conjunction with other planning authorities in the region. This would lead to a revised 

LDP to set out more precisely the last 10 years until 2026. It is possible to create a roadmap 

for the period until 2026 without the necessity at this stage to agree detail which is either not 
supported by research, or may be considered undesirable.

18. The first phase of this roadmap should be to prioritise the release and use of all brownfield 

sites and small-scale extensions and infilling of existing communities to enhance and develop 

local sustainability. This should obviously be integrated with the council’s other priorities in 

education, healthcare provision and sustainable transport. This phase would probably last 10 
years and contain a plan for up to 25,000 homes and supporting jobs. Even this will be 

challenging: a completion of 2,000 plus dwellings a year has not been consistently achieved 

in Cardiff in the past 20 years.

19. During this period it is important that key natural, scientific, historic and heritage resources 

are protected and vital infrastructure sites identified: this is dealt with in the next section.

20. The council should commit to robust and very public bilateral discussions with neighbouring 

authorities to agree future developments of new communities on or close to its boundaries 

and within the range of proposed transport networks (see CCS Green Paper 3). We should 

anticipate that these communities would be models of 21st-century provision (see 6 above).

21. With the help of the Wales Government, the city needs to ensure that second-generation 
LDP’s of south Wales’ planning authorities incorporate co-ordinated and agreed plans. All 

Cardiff’s neighbours have completed, or are in the final stages of completing their LDP’s, this 

can be achieved with the normal four-year review timescale.

IV. Comments on specific sites

22.  Cardiff Civic Society has the gravest reservations about considering specific sites at this 

stage (see 3 above). We believe that the council - not housing developers and speculators - 
should be setting the strategic agenda for the city. Given that it has embarked on this process 

however, we suggest that detailed consideration of sites should be split into two stages 

during the ldp that correspond with the proposals made earlier.

23. For the first period of this local development plan, until 2017:

• the council should only include infill and brownfield sites and those which have existing 
permissions for housing development where it can be varied to more readily meet the 

city’s real housing needs

• the LDP should identify and formally protect all the river corridors and designate them as 

open space: a detailed study of these corridors should be urgently undertaken
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• similarly, identify and protect SSIs, public green spaces, parks, recreation grounds, playing 
fields etc in order to give policy protection from either speculative or local authority 

development during the period of the plan

• justify the need for, and identify the location of “green belt’ areas on the perimeter of the 

city and protect them

• formally identify and protect potential routes/sites for the proposed metro for a capital city 
plan based on the current best ideas. This will ensure that important infrastructure 

developments are not unduly delayed by inappropriate developments

• designate and protect sites for future park and ride provision

• ring-fence the perimeter of a large pedestrianised city centre area

• designate and establish a legal basis for stringent planning in the city’s existing 
conservation areas.

24. We believe it is possible through planning policy to ensure that housing needs until 2017 are 

met without any large-scale developments or incursions on current green spaces.

25.  During this first period the council should be aggressively identifying potential sites – in 

agreement with neighbouring authorities – for large-scale new community developments. It is 
important that this process is not ad hoc, piecemeal and, worst of all, unplanned and simply 

left to developers. We do not know yet (see 16 above) how many such sites will be required 

but the general criteria can already be established: 

• the transport infrastructure must be in place

• the infrastructure support needed (schools, libraries, medical services, shopping etc) must 
be defined and developed prior to housing

• there must be a direct benefit to existing local communities

• there should be a defined ratio of public realm and open green spaces of at least 30% –

this would include the creation of new ‘Victorian scale’ public parks, country parks and 

recreation spaces.

26. Each of these community developments should take place as required, the second only 

begun as the first is completed etc. Such a plan will allow the development of transport 

infrastructure etc to proceed apace in parallel.

27. The council has invited developers to propose sites for inclusion in the deposit plan. All the 

remarks above can be applied to the six largest conglomerations of development which have 
been proposed. Notwithstanding the following comments, none of these sites should yet be 

included in the LDP as preferred sites at the present time except for the purposes of 

excluding development, for example as “greenbelt” land, protection of river corridor etc.
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28. Sites around Creigiau this should not be included because transport and infrastructure 

issues have not been dealt with. It could however be a future community development 

particularly if the needs of existing communities are taken into account and it is planned with 
Rhondda Cynon Taff to include a much larger area around Llantrisant than has been identified 

by these developers.

29. Fairwater this should not be included at present because transport and infrastructure issues 

have not been dealt with. The quality of the agricultural land is not defined and its potential 

loss needs to be measured. Longer term this could also be a new distinct and viable 

community area which would benefit the existing community. There would be good 

opportunities to develop new parkland and leisure spaces but it is essential to have a long-
term master plan based on need, high-quality development, and community benefit.

30. Thornhill this should not be included – the site is highly visible from the city and an important  

amenity setting for large areas of the city. There is no justification for establishing a precedent 

for development in this area. It is difficult to see how transportation issues could ever be 

resolved.

31. Lisvane area this is an area where protection of the Nant Fawr River corridor is essential, 

leisure use of land towards Cardiff is desirable creating a linear green park. Some minor 

residential development around Cardiff gate may be appropriate in the first 10 years of the 

plan but other areas need protection.

32. Areas between the M4 and the A48 this should not form part of the current first period of the 

plan since there is no consideration of transport. Protection of the Rhymney River Valley is 
essential. This is an area between two motorways that may be appropriate for substantial, 

mainly business, growth, but this has to be in collaboration with the adjoining local authority. 

33. Trowbridge area there is no evidence of discussion with the adjoining local authority or 

consideration of transport issues. There is clearly scope for some development for business 

use in the second half of the planning period but there are serious flood and ecology issues.

Cardiff Civic Society

Final version 14 June 2012
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Press release

A Vision for Cardiff in 2026

- and a transport plan to achieve a zero-carbon city

at the heart of a connected city-region

The Cardiff Civic Society (CCS) today (3rd May 2011) publishes two “Green Papers" 
which set out its vision for Cardiff in 2026 and an approach to transport and a zero carbon 
city. These green papers – like an earlier one on the key challenges facing Cardiff – are 
aimed at influencing the city council as it puts together a new local development plan 
(LDP). The council's previous LDP was withdrawn in April 2010 under pressure from the 
Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) Planning Inspectorate.

Green Paper 2 expands on the council’s own recently proposed LDP vision, and the 
society suggests that it should be more defined and “explicit in its aims and measurable in 
achievement". The CCS proposed vision is that: “By 2026 Cardiff will be recognised as 
offering citizens, workers and visitors an exemplary quality of life and for sporting, 
innovation and cultural excellence in a sustainable, carbon free environment. Cardiff will 
be in the top three cities measured by the Centre for Cities surveys in key indicators, 
particularly for health, culture, business and employment. It should be the leader in the 
City of the Valleys initiative to ensure economic and social well-being is shared by all 
citizens.”

“We think that vague terms like “world-class" and “European city" need qualification and if 
possible measurement," said CCS chair, Peter Cox.

“The green paper sets out how we should compare ourselves with other similar cities and 
provides for discussion 24 key objectives that the society believes the LDP must deliver in 
order to meet the city's key challenges. These challenges were set out in our February 
Green Paper 1 and cover: climate change, quality of life, economic growth, growth of the 
built environment and transportation”.”

Simultaneously, CCS has published a green paper setting out its ideas for a zero carbon 
city and a transport system that integrates the whole city region.

“It is clear to us that transportation is the most single important aspect that will affect 
Cardiff, its growth, its quality-of-life, indeed it's very sustainability, by 2026," said David 
Eggleton who leads the society's LDP team.
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“We think it is necessary to make realistic proposals to address not just the needs of the 
immediate population of the city, but to contribute to the well-being of our neighbours in a 
city region. What we propose is a six phase plan that builds on the best experiences of 
other cities and work already undertaken by organisations such as Cardiff Business 
Partnership,” said Eggleton.

“Our plan would see completion of the city's peripheral route, extension of the park-and-
ride network, the implementation of a metro system across the region (based on the recent 
“A Metro for Wales’ Capital Region” report), road-pricing access to a car free city centre 
and an integration of all these factors with a re-established all-Wales rail franchise”.

Such a concept, he argues, will place Cardiff so that it is accessible from throughout Wales 
- and the UK. “It also offers the chance to transform the quality of life in the city itself -  for 
residents, commuters and visitors. It would release substantial areas of land for new public 
spaces, parks and key developments. The Civic Centre could become just that, a new, 
car-free zone where the city meets and manages its life.”

Eggleton acknowledges that such proposals will demand ambitious political leadership as 
well as support of people across the region. “The discussion about funding such ambitious 
schemes has already begun," he said. “But we can find no credible argument that such 
proposals could not be delivered by 2026 at an affordable cost. Taken together these six 
proposals would make a lasting contribution to the well-being of Cardiff and the whole city 
region - nearly half of Wales’ population.”

Cardiff Council has recently passed a motion saying that the LDP process is “not fit for 
purpose". On the contrary, these two green papers by Cardiff Civic Society articulate the 
belief that the LDP process can be an effective way of planning the city.

“Not only can it work, as has been shown by neighbouring local authorities, but the LDP 
can – and in our view should be – an historic contract for the citizens of the city,” said 
Peter Cox.

“It provides politicians and citizens with a unique opportunity to plan for a quality-of-life 
change that will impact across the whole city region. And whilst politicians, and political 
views may change, we believe that the LDP should look beyond short-termism and 
political expediency. Only with such a far reaching plan, delivered by competent and 
visionary leadership, can Cardiff be assured of its place as a city that delivers for all its 
citizens.”

ENDS
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MF -

Copies of all Green Papers are available online: GP1 http://tinyurl.com/ccsgreenpaper1, 
GP2 http://tinyurl.com/ccsgreenpaper2  and GP3 http://tinyurl.com/ccsgreenpaper3
The three CCS schematics for transforming transport in the city region are available here 
http://tinyurl.com/ccsgp3illustrations (as 3 zipped pdfs) and can be used in connection with 
this press release. The “A Metro for Wales’ Capital Region” report is only available from 
the Institute of Welsh Affairs iwa.org.uk Tel: 029 2066 0820. “Cities Outlook 2011”: 
download here http://tinyurl.com/ccsoutlook

Further information from Peter Cox 029 20 213 832 or text/mobile 07971183879 Email: 
chair@cardiffcivicsociety.org

Notes to editors:

Background to Cardiff Civic Society's involvement with the LDP
In May 2005, following agreement with the Welsh Assembly Government, Cardiff Council resolved to cease 
preparation of  the Cardiff Unitary Development Plan and commence work on a new Local Development 
Plan (LDP). 

Following Deposit of  the LDP in April 2009, the plan was submitted to the Assembly for examination in 
November 2009. However in view of  significant concerns raised by the Inspectors examining the plan, 
following agreement from the Welsh Assembly  Government, Cardiff Council withdrew the LDP from the 
examination in April 2010 and is now commencing work on the preparation of a new plan.

When adopted, the LDP will replace existing structure and local plans for Cardiff. The council has provided a 
Delivery Agreement and agreed it with the Assembly. The Delivery Agreement  includes: 
-  A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) - indicating how the Council will involve consultation bodies and 
the public in plan  preparation; and
 -  A timetable for preparing and adopting the LDP, currently planned for October 2014, and for preparing 
and publishing the sustainability report, the Annual  Monitoring Report and supplementary planning guidance 
(SPG). 

CCS responded to the delivery agreement and a copy of this document is available.

About Cardiff Civic Society (CCS)
The CCS is a charitable trust which strives to conserve, sustain and develop the natural and built 
environment of the city for the benefit of current and  future generation.  Its objectives are to improve the built 
and natural environment of the city. Its role is to provide information and  support, research and debate and, 
where necessary, to lobby local authorities, government and private interests to ensure  the achievement of 
its aims. It runs conferences, workshops, education events and acts as a catalyst for other organisations  
with similar objectives to exchange ideas and develop skills. 

From 2008 until 2010 CCS provided input into the now withdrawn Cardiff LDP, submitting evidence that the 
proposed plan  was unsound on a number of grounds. 

What is an LDP? 
A  Local Development Plan is key to effective planning of an area, but it is much more than the 'old' Unitary  
Development Plans that focussed on land use. At the RTPI Conference on 8 June 2010, Wales Assembly 
Government Environment Minister, Jane Davidson, set out the Assembly Government's commitment to the 
process, and the fact that it was  essential for economic renewal. The WAG Director of Planning for Wales in 
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the Planning Inspectorate, John Davies, also set  out how an LDP should reflect the needs and aspirations of 
communities and not be just a land use plan. 
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Towards a zero-carbon city: 
a radical approach to city-
region transport
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Pre-amble

Cardiff Civic Society is a charity with specific aims that relate 

directly to the city: to preserve and enhance the built and 

natural environment for its citizens, and to ensure that future 

developments of that environment lead to a good quality of 

life for those who live here now and in the future. It does not, 

because of its charitable status, take political views, but it 

does seek to develop views on behalf of all the citizens of 

the city about issues that affect it now and in the future. For 

that reason the society has been prominent in assessing 

Cardiff City Council’s attempts to develop a Local 

Development Plan (LDP) (see here1 for background here2 for 

Green paper No 1) the next iteration of which will be the 

most important strategic planning document to map the 

city’s future until 2026 and beyond.

Many of those involved in this process of review and 

assessment may not necessarily benefit from this future 

Cardiff. By taking a long-term view - not one governed by 

short-termism or political expediency, for example - we will 

help to ensure that Cardiff’s very considerable assets are 

developed for the benefit of future generations. We hope 

too, that through the LDP Cardiff can become an exemplar 

not just for Wales as its capital, but for the rest of the world, 

in meeting the challenges of the 21st century. 

A Cardiff Civic Society Green paper: City region transport by 2026   Page 2
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This is the third of  a series of  
Green papers. The first paper set 

out for discussion the CCS 
approach to engaging with the 

challenges to be faced - and met - 
by Cardiff ’s Local Development 

Plan, the second offered a vision for 
Cardiff  in 2026. 

Agreeing these challenges enables 
the establishment of  a framework 
for judging the success of  policies 

developed in the LDP.

Cover picture shows cyclists in 
front of  Cardiff  City Hall. Photo 
by kind permission of  Alex Lodge 

and Welsh Green Dragon 
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Introduction
The Civic Society argued, in Green Paper 1(16th February 

2011)3 that there were five key challenges that the Local 

Development Plan must meet:

Climate Change, where we believe the risks to the city are 

not fully understood or evaluated; Quality of Life where we 

argued for a distinctive and challenging approach that would 

help make Cardiff an attractive place in which to live and 

work; Economic growth to be enabled by creating the 

conditions for success in the 21st century; Growth of the 

built environment, which we argued required a public 

debate and clear exposure of the pros and cons of various 

growth options before decisions are made; and 

Transportation, which must meet a challenging set of 

criteria to reduce CO2 emissions and congestion by offering 

a fully integrated and information led system that makes 

public transport the mode of choice after walking and 

cycling have been prioritised.

In Green Paper 2 (25 April 2011)4 we set out our own 

ambitious and measurable vision for Cardiff in 2026 as a 

city-region:

“By 2026 Cardiff  will be recognised as offering citizens, workers and 
visitors an exemplary quality of  life and for sporting, innovation and 
cultural excellence in a sustainable, carbon free environment. Cardiff  

will be in the top three cities measured by the Centre for Cities5 surveys 
in key indicators, particularly for health, culture, business and 

employment. It should be the leader in the City of  the Valleys initiative 
to ensure economic and social well-being is shared by all citizens.

This paper addresses the overarching and underpinning 

issue of transportation for the Cardiff city-region.
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5 Cities Outlook, January 2011 http://tinyurl.com/ccsoutlookafter

The success of  city region 
economies is becoming increasingly 

dependent on high capacity, high 
quality, intra and inter regional 

public transport systems

Cardiff  is a changing, dynamic 
and growing city within a wider 

city region that contains nearly half 
the Welsh population. Its recent 

economic performance demonstrates 
that it has the capability to 

improve the economic fortunes of  
the entire city region. However, 

some new, imaginative and perhaps 
ruthless policy interventions are 

required to exploit this potential.    

Now is the time, therefore, to put 
the opportunity presented by 

Cardiff  and its connectivity, both 
within the city region and 

internationally, at the heart of  
economic policy.

all quotes from  “ A Metro for 
Wales’ Capital Region” see 

footnote 6 
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Towards a zero-carbon city: a 
radical approach to city-region 
transport
In all submissions, analyses, comments and opinions we have read relating to the city Local 

Development Plan it is clear that transportation is the single most important aspect to affect 

the challenges of 2026. In seeking to make realistic proposals to address these we have 

considered how transportation can help to deliver both the goal of a zero-carbon city (a legal 

and moral imperative) and help to deliver a high quality of life as envisaged in our vision, not 

just for an immediate population, but to contribute to the well-being of our neighbours in a 

city-region. We have concluded, taking into account wide-ranging advice and the experience 

of comparable cities, that nothing less than a radical, wholesale, integrated approach is 

required. It will require substantial - but affordable and achievable - investment in 

infrastructure and - even more challenging perhaps - a complete re-appraisal by citizens of 

their relationship with their car.

We are grateful to the Institute for Welsh Affairs (IWA) for running a conference in February 

2011 on transportation to help clarify the issues, and explore the alternatives, and we take 

inspiration from the plans of other cities that can provide practical experience (“don’t re-invent 

the wheel”) to help Cardiff achieve its ambitions to be an exemplar for Wales and the world.

The zero-carbon goal

The One Wales One Planet6 policy addresses the imperative need to reduce Carbon 

emissions, Cardiff and the city region have half of the population of Wales and is responsible 

for the majority of Carbon pollution; the LDP must respond to this challenge and lead the 

way.

Our analysis of the sufficient conditions for success in the transport network for Cardiff, and 

other cities, argued that the reduction in Carbon emissions and congestion must be given 

priority to complement the effectiveness and affordability criteria that must clearly be met by 

any solution. We are conscious that overcoming the effects of climate change cannot be 

perceived as more painful than the consequences themselves and we are encouraged to 

look for solutions that deliver gains on all fronts.
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Having had the benefit of an excellent proposal by Mark Barry, “ A Metro for Wales’ Capital 

Region”7 that is summarised in appendix 1, and taking inspiration and example from the 

determination of Denmark to take steps towards a zero carbon future, the following is an 

outline of a conceptual proposal for Cardiff. This not only describes a system for Cardiff that 

enables access to and movement around the city, whilst connecting the Valleys to Cardiff, but 

considers the whole pattern of movement and interchange between modes of transport. The 

recent decision to move ahead with electrification is a critical enabler, and allows a 

comprehensive picture of the possibilities to be put forward.

A six-phase implementation

The following six phase implementation of a system for Cardiff is proposed as a formal 

contribution from the CCS to the LDP. These are:

Complete the link road (A4232) to the east of Cardiff

This would allow traffic from M4 westbound to access the Bay, and thence the city, without 

entering the city centre. It would link the Bute tunnel with the A48 Llanederyn junction. 

Crucially, this would complete a ‘peripheral‘ route around Cardiff that forms the crucial basis 

of other phases. This ring route would comprise the A48 to the north, and the A4232 to the 

west, south past the Bay and eastwards. All vehicular traffic into Cardiff must intersect this 
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ring, allowing transfer to other modes of transport as described below.

Extend and complete a comprehensive park and ride network

Adding four new/upgraded locations at Culverhouse Cross, Leckwith, the International 

Sports Village and Cardiff Docks would provide an easy and rapid transfer to alternative 

means of access to the city centre for car and coach visitors. Diagram 1 Overview above 

shows the whole scheme.

Implement a metro system

We concur that broadly as recommended by Cardiff Business Partnerships (and explored in 

the  recent IWA conference  and summarised in appendix 1) that 

the city should drive the extension of the public transport 

network, add new rail lines and introduce trams, trolleys etc in a 

light rail network.  This would include a major rethink of links to 

the Bay to ensure coordinated growth across the city.

The alternatives of a rapid transit system or a monorail idea 

are all relevant for consideration.

Such a transport infrastructure needs to be implemented 

alongside/in parallel to a comprehensive, real time 

information system to allow users to determine their journey 

through the city region easily, whether before or whilst en route to Cardiff.

Introduce road access pricing

Inside the ring described in illustration 1 all vehicular access would incur road use charges. 

The charges would need to be set with reference to the experience of other cities, but should 

aggressively encourage use of public transport alternatives. 

All visitors to the city would be offered two alternatives: easy, effective transfer to the Metro 

system for fast and frequent access to and from the city centre; or charged-for vehicle 

access to the city with limited and - relative to park and ride and public transport options - 

costly car parking. 

The experience of other cities is already extensive, both in implementation and acceptance by 

users. There may be a need need for exemptions for residents and reductions for taxis and 

maybe electric or other low-carbon vehicles. Suitable arrangements would need to be made 

for access by service vehicles and hotel parking, as already planned during major events at 

the Millennium Stadium. Drastically reduced traffic flow makes it even easier to implement the 

desirable ‘shared space’ concept with its immediate gains in improved traffic flow, diminished 

street signing and traffic control systems.
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Establish a car free zone across the entire city centre

The changes would allow a complete, universal car free zone across the whole city centre.  

This would include  Castle Street ( so no car traffic in front of the castle and the Castle Area) 

and Cathays Park (southern end) , running down Lower Cathedral Road and Clare Street 

then left along Penarth Road through Callaghan Square, left under the railway, along past the 

Big Sleep hotel and the prison, left into 

Fitzallen then left into Dumphrys Place 

returning to the museum.  The proposal 

to include the right bank of the Taff 

alongside Clare Road/Corporation Road 

opens up substantial opportunities for 

public space developments, but would 

need extensive consultation with 

residents for access and parking. 

Additionally, parking at the North Road/

Corbett Road access point of the car free 

zone would be needed, this could be 

achieved by continuing to accept meter 

parking  at the northern end of King 

Edward VII Avenue, leaving the majority 

of Cathays Park free of traffic completely.

Parking facilities on the edge of this 

central zone would allow access to WAG 

and council offices, the legal quarter,the 

new Central Business District, retail 

centres etc. 

Re-establish the all-Wales rail franchise

We believe it is essential for Wales to have control of the entire rail network and this should be 

a pre-requisite in negotiations  beginning in 2015 for the new franchise to start in 2018.  

There needs to be a new franchise start based on electrification, extension and service 

enhancement of the heavy rail network coming into Cardiff from the Valleys. This would help 

to facilitate a meaningful planning for sub-regional growth options. Diagram 3 below shows 

how traffic would intersect the ring route and transfer to Park & Ride shuttles to the centre, or 

pay and drive.
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How would this plan deliver carbon emission reductions?

The reduction in Carbon emissions would derive from elimination of car traffic in the city 

centre and a 25%-30% reduction in the charged access area, offset by the increased use of 

public rapid transit  means at one third or less pollution. The documented experience of other 

cities and the ‘A Metro for Wales Capital Region’ proposal suggest that it can be achieved 

through:

Reduced traffic: The Metro proposal suggests a 14% reduction

Less pollution The traffic reduction alone represents the possibility of a reduction of about 

20%, the car free zone would contribute a further 10%. Less traffic entering the city due to 

road charging, the experience of London suggests a 25-30 % reduction. So a reduction of at 

least 50% in CO2 emissions from transportation is feasible, contributing one third of the total 

reduction required in the period.

What other benefits could be realised?

Secondary benefits of such a scheme are many, and encourage a new look at old ways of 

doing things. Amongst the additional benefits are:

Reduced parking space in the city: would release land for constructive development, 

open spaces, amenity buildings

Revenue:  switch from fares to road pricing and central parking charges. Transport charges 

per se should be relatively inexpensive.

Creating new public spaces: such as the square in front of the museum, by eliminating 

traffic ( other than public transport ) from St. Mary’s Street, Tudor Street, Wood Street and the 
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two Taff road bridges. This scheme appears to be consistent with the council’s Callaghan 

Square proposals.

River transport: further options opened up

Efficiency: combination of infrastructure developments,; using the A4232 Eastern Link as an 

opportunity to combine flood prevention schemes and the light rail link towards Newport

Improved transport for commuters: services to Cardiff and the Valleys, in terms of both 

time and cost

Road safety: experience in other cities shows that such a plan leads to significant 

improvements in road safety and health with cross-structural saving eg health service.

Timescale

We acknowledge that such a massive investment and change of use of city landscapes 

would require the whole of the LDP period to 2026.

Funding

This is clearly a significant and major issue, but an ambitious scheme with political leadership 

and the support of citizens across the region would attract WAG, Westminster and European 

money, and crucially, private and local business funds to build and operate such a system 

and public bond issues (following in the spirit of our Victorian forebears ). Such an effort 

would require the cooperation of all neighbouring authorities and WAG and needs the 

leadership of city politicians and officers. 

The Metro for Wales Capital Region proposal suggests a £2.5Bn investment, to which 

substantial road and public space costs need to be added. The example of Crossrail 

suggests that, with strong leadership from Cardiff and neighbouring authorities and WAG, this 

is well within the capacity of the region to finance over a 15 year period. Such a scheme also 

provides welcome infrastructure investment to give South Wales a favourable, post-

recession, advantage and would bring jobs and prosperity to the region whilst construction 

takes place.

The discussion about funding such ambitious schemes has already begun. We find no 

credible argument that these proposals cannot be delivered in time at a credible cost and 

that they would make a lasting contribution to the well-being of Cardiff and the whole city 

region. The 2026 Local Development Plan for Cardiff could - and should in our view - be an 

historic new contract with and for its citizens. One single document could deliver a legacy for 

21st century Cardiff citizens’ exceeding those of our city’s greatest forebears.
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Appendix 1

Summary of the report by Mark Barry for Cardiff Business Partnership “A 

Metro for Wales’ Capital City Region ”

This summary has been prepared by Cardiff Civic Society as a first reference for readers not 

familiar with the proposal. The summary has been based on the original report issued jointly 

by Cardiff Business Partnership and the IWA, and notes taken by the author of this summary 

at the IWA conference on February 10th 2011 on Economic Regeneration and 

Transportation. The comments recorded below are to be attributed to the Civic Society, and 

not to the originators of the report.

Background

The main line electrification, anticipated by the author but actually confirmed after the 

publication of this report, offers a major opportunity to rethink the transport network for South 

Wales. In the past well meaning interventions and subsidies, based largely on social needs, 

have left a legacy of poor quality transport links, empty business parks and failed initiatives 

that have not delivered the attractive business environment needed for South Wales to 

compete economically in the new century.

This report is more than a transport plan, and addresses the economic needs and prospects 

of the region. Economic growth can only succeed where there is a good transport 

infrastructure; a point confirmed by Admiral in their contribution to the 10th February IWA 

conference. European cities have shown the way;  medium and small French cities 

connected by the TGV network have recorded above average growth; remember how hard 

Lille fought to secure a TGV line. Examples abound also in the UK, notably in Greater 

Manchester, where the Passenger Transport Authority has succeeded in co-ordinating local 

authority investment in a regional solution not dissimilar to the Cardiff Metro proposal, and 

serving a similar area and population. The Cardiff City Region is home to 1.4 million people, 

almost half of the Welsh population, within 20 miles of the city centre; an area that accounts 

for 70% of the transport movements in the whole of Wales.
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Main features of the proposal

Building on the electrification of the GWR main line to Cardiff, there are three main elements 

to the proposal:

• An increase in the number and the electrification of the rail links into the Valleys. The 

franchise currently held by ARRIVA Trains Wales is due to be re-tendered in 2018, with the 

negotiations due to start in 2015. This revised network would bring Heads of the Valleys 

towns within 40 minutes of Cardiff.

• A new Rapid Transit network, with bus and tram components throughout the city, with 

frequent service and short wait times at hubs on the periphery.

• New routes out of the city linking Cardiff to Bridgend, Llantrisant, Cardiff Airport and 

Newport/Severn Tunnel Junction

The benefits of the scheme are clearly associated with economic growth by opening up areas 

where business can succeed without subsidy. In addition, the rail network legacy from the 

coal industry is largely in place, and its re-use is an attractive part of this plan. Secondly, 

transport infrastructure is an efficient way of creating local employment, and the example of 

Crossrail shows opportunities for apprentice training facilities with a contribution beyond the 

life of the project. Thirdly, the availability of efficient and effective alternatives to car travel 

enables a more carbon efficient system to be in operation, part of the subject of this Green 

Paper. Fourthly, included in the proposal is a substantial extension of services to Cardiff Bay, 

reconnecting the city to its waterfront and enabling changes to Lloyd George Avenue that 

should give it life.
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Cost/Funding

The main headings of cost ( in £M ) are given in the report as:

Electrification of the GWR to Swansea £300

Upgrade and extension of Valley lines £450

New Rapid Transit network, including new links to Beddau, Roath Basin, Pontyprydd, 

Taffs Well and Newport/Severn Tunnel Junction £1,000

Station and Park&Ride facilities £250

IT system for ticketing and travel information £100

New rolling stock £150

The total is quoted in the report as around £2Bn, covering a 10 year programme. This could 

be funded from a number of sources, including WAG annual budget and loans, European 

grants, Business Rates (as Crossrail ), loans backed by Tax Incremental Funding(TIF), road 

pricing and, in a return to methods pioneered by Victorian entrepreneurs, public bonds. This 

was confirmed as feasible by delegates at the IWA Economic conference on 11th March 

2011 and responds well to calls for priority to be given to investment over current spending in 

the post-recession period.
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Why should we do this?

Recent history of the region is a trend of gradual economic decline, and a resultant GVA per 

head lower than the UK average. It is unacceptable to us that this decline should continue, 

and action to reverse the trend must be taken. Inward investment to replace lost heavy 

industry has not materialised because the region is poorly connected, and journey times are 

long and unreliable. Cities like Manchester have succeeded, galvanising the support of 

regional local authorities, to get a single Passenger Transport Authority. Cardiff should do 

likewise, to secure funding, political agreements and to drive implementation. As a business 

risk we should be regarded favourably, “punching above our weight” thanks to world 

renowned sporting and cultural excellence, with corresponding media coverage. A first class 

transport system, building on the experience of others and exploiting latest technologies, will 

allow ‘quality growth’ and ensure Cardiff is a destination of choice for business and visitors.

Next steps

Taking such an innovative project forward requires leadership and imagination, well within the 

capability of Cardiff Council as leader of local authorities. Following Manchester’s example, or 

indeed the London Olympic Organising Committee or Crossrail, a single delivery body with 

sufficient delegated powers should be established and tasked with producing a plan, getting 

support and funding and ensuring implementation. The report’s author suggests a 10 year 

timetable, well within the timescale of the LDP for Cardiff.

David Eggleton      23rd April 2011
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The illustration below is a Wordle (www.wordle.net) of  the contents of  
this Green Paper illustrating word use and frequency.
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Pre-amble

Cardiff Civic Society is a charity with specific aims that 

relate directly to the city: to preserve and enhance the built 

and natural environment for its citizens, and to ensure that 

future developments of that environment lead to a good 

quality of life for those who live here now and in the future. 

It does not, because of its charitable status, take political 

views, but it does seek to develop views on behalf of all 

the citizens of the city about issues that affect it now and in 

the future. For that reason the society has been prominent 

in assessing Cardiff City Council’s attempts to develop a 

Local Development Plan (LDP) (see here1 for background 

here2 for Green paper No 1) the next iteration of which will 

be the most important strategic planning document to 

map the city’s future until 2026 and beyond.

Many of those involved in this process of review and 

assessment may not necessarily benefit from this future 

Cardiff. By taking a long-term view - not one governed by 

short-termism or political expediency, for example - we will 

help to ensure that Cardiff’s very considerable assets are 

developed for the benefit of future generations. We hope 

too, that through the LDP Cardiff can become an exemplar 

not just for Wales as its capital, but for the rest of the 

world, in meeting the challenges of the 21st century. 

This is the second of  a series of  
Green papers. The first paper set 

out for discussion the CCS 
approach to engaging with the 

challenges to be faced - and met - 
by Cardiff ’s Local Development 

Plan. 

Agreeing these challenges enables 
the establishment of  a framework 
for judging the success of  policies 

developed in the LDP.

A number of  sources are 
acknowledged in footnotes to his 

document but in particular we 
credit “Growth Cities: local 

investment for national prosperity” 
published by Regional Cities East 
(www.rce.org.uk) for many of  the 

quotations credited thus ✣.

Cover picture shows Cardiff  Docks 
that in the 1920‘s (just a 100 years 

in 2026) suffered a catastrophic 
decline in trade

Picture: Wikimedia Creative 
Commons licence  
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Introduction
The Civic Society argued, in the first of our Green Papers 

issued on 16th February 2011 that there were five key 

challenges that the Local Development Plan must meet:

Climate Change, where we believe the risks to the city 

are not fully understood or evaluated

Quality of Life where we argued for a distinctive and 

challenging approach that would help make Cardiff an 

attractive place in which to live and work

Economic growth to be enabled by creating the 

conditions for success in the 21st century

Growth of the built environment, which we argued 

required a public debate and clear exposure of the pros 

and cons of various growth options before decisions are 

made, and 

Transportation, which must meet a challenging set of 

criteria to reduce CO2 emissions and congestion by 

offering a fully integrated and information led system that 

makes public transport the mode of choice after walking 

and cycling have been prioritised.

When considering the vision and strategic outcomes for 

the LDP we look therefore to changing the way the city 

functions. These changes should be identified and 

addressed in the LDP to meet the challenges and ensure, 

not just encourage, success.

✣ “It is not the strongest of  the 
species that survive, nor the most 

intelligent, but the ones most 
responsive to change’

-Charles Darwin

✣ “Cities have the capacity of  
flourishing because, and only when, 

they are created by everybody’ 
-Jane Jacobs

✣ “But it should be obvious that 
mere abstinence is not enough by 

itself  to build cities or drain fens.’ 
-John Maynard Keynes
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A vision for Cardiff in 
2026

Cardiff City Council have adopted a vision for Cardiff that 

says:

“ By 2020 Cardiff  will be a world class European city with an 
exceptional quality of  life and at the heart of  a thriving city region”

Cardiff Civic Society concur with this straightforward and 

ambitious vision and would like to build on it. We believe 

that the LDP is the appropriate and fit-for-purpose vehicle 

to deliver this vision, but it must recognise, define and 

create the necessary and sufficient conditions for achieving 

such a vision. This involves clarifying what the terms ‘world 

class’, ‘European city’, ‘quality of life’ and ‘thriving city 

region’ mean, and giving direction to the implementation of 

strategies to deliver a vision that is clearly understood by 

all, explicit in its aims and measurable in achievement.

Cardiff can be a world class city in many ways: but do we 

really mean “ranking among the foremost in the world; of 

an international standard of excellence; of the highest 

order”? If so, against what criteria or other cities? Can a 

young capital that is a small city - less than 350,000 

people - really aspire to be compared favourably with 

Paris, New York - or its nearest capital neighbour, London?  

This aspiration needs careful qualification. Only by 

recognising and building upon its strengths and creating 

an environment that responds to the challenges of the 21st 

century could Cardiff begin to set its aspirations at an 

international level. We suggest that 2026 goals are 

essential in the areas of culture and sport which are 

already recognised as world class, and must remain so. 

We also suggest that no city will be able to claim world 

class status in the future unless its environment/
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living places and sustainable 

neighbourhoods.
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sustainability credentials are of the highest order: the future 

is carbon free, not carbon light.

The same qualifications obviously apply to the notion of 

being a European city with an exceptional quality of life. 

This is more easily measured by being  recognised as such 

in independent surveys, specifically the Eurobarometer3 

survey of the European Commission. To be seen as a 

leading European city, we must accept judgement from a 

European perspective. The 2009 results from this survey 

show that Cardiff performs poorly in many important areas, 

such as health services, education and training, 

employment, public transport, urban safety and housing. 

The LDP process has sufficient scope to include all these 

areas in its strategic response and to target dramatic and 

equitable improvement for all its citizens.

These comparative aspirations should however be qualified 

to ensure that we seek only recognition of those qualities 

which actually deliver direct benefit for Cardiff’s citizens: 

success in these aspirations means changing lives, not 

achieving recognition for its own sake (or for the 

satisfaction of politicians).

Cardiff can only prosper at the heart of a thriving city 

region. The LDP must show leadership in developing a 

plan with neighbouring Valley authorities to ensure that the 

region and city growth is managed in order to deliver all the 

strategic outcomes without compromising the very 

environmental aspects of the city that will enable it to 

deliver the other aspects of this vision. The vision should 

be expanded in the following way measured against other, 

comparable cities (the list in the side bar might be an 

appropriate start):

  “By 2026 Cardiff  will be recognised as offering citizens, workers 
and visitors an exemplary quality of  life and for sporting, innovation 

and cultural excellence in a sustainable, carbon free environment. 
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Cardiff  will be in the top three cities measured by the Centre for 
Cities surveys in key indicators, particularly for health, culture, 

business and employment. It should be the leader in the City of  the 
Valleys initiative to ensure economic and social well-being is shared 

by all citizens.

Finally, in all analyses and submissions - and in the 

council’s own consultation report last year - we have seen, 

transport as the single most important aspect of city life 

and its improvement will bring major benefit to all the 

challenge areas. So, improvements to the transport system 

must be at the heart of the LDP, this is discussed in the 

section below but will also be the subject of Green Paper 

3. We recognise that ‘A Metro for Wales Capital region’4 by 

Mark Barry for the Cardiff Business Partnerships, provides 

an inspiring and achievable example of what could be 

done in this timescale.

To deliver such a vision a small number of vitally important 

or key strategic outcomes need to be specifically targeted 

for the City by 2026. We have presented 24 objectives that 

the LDP must deliver under our five key challenges.
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Key Strategic
objectives for 2026

Climate Change

1.1 To show leadership by delivering by 2026 a 50% 

reduction from its current level of carbon emissions of 7.4 

tonnes per capita5. The best cities in the UK are almost 

achieving this target level in 2008.

1.2 To establish a pioneering programme to develop a 

green industrial base in Cardiff utilising the natural 

resources of Wales and particularly by integrating with 

existing university competences.

1.3 To incorporate the introduction of renewable energy 

sources into all new development, and encourage energy 

efficiency improvements in existing buildings to prepare 

Cardiff to be a Zero-Carbon city by mid century. This will 

require new methods of control over planning to an extent 

not currently attempted.

1.4 To become the top recycling city in the UK.

1.5 To have implemented flood prevention strategies in 

conjunction with WAG for sea and river flooding, and by 

city agencies for surface water and drainage that together  

deliver assured levels of protection in increasingly adverse 

climatic conditions.

Quality of life

2.1 To be recognised as a leading city by the European 

Commission Eurobarometer survey No 277, last published 

in 2009. Cardiff is ranked as average in most areas, but is 

first rank for cultural facilities,  and thirteenth for 

commitment to action against climate change. The five 

most pressing problem areas identified in this survey which 
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are critical for achieving exceptional quality of life rankings 

are Health, Education, Employment, Public Transport, 

Urban Safety and Housing. 

 2.2 To complete the set of sporting facilities in the city to 

attract international competitions in all sports, and grow 

participation rates  substantially by encouragement of 

healthy living schemes, for example, ensuring that facilities 

are available to support the Wales Community Chest 

Scheme.

 2.3 To have implemented one exemplary, state of the art, 

eco-regeneration scheme as a pilot for use in the city.

2.4 To have published a Green Network strategy that 

recognises the role of Cardiff’s greatest assets - its rivers, 

their corridors and associated parks, and ensures that they 

are given both protection and access. This should also 

include extensive greening of the city.

Economy

3.1 To be recognised as a pioneer in delivering a business 

communication and computing infrastructure with city 

region-wide coverage of wifi, super-fast broadband and 

mobile capability to support 4th/5th generation technology.

3.2 To have established Centres of Excellence and facilities 

for industries of the highest design standards in which 

Cardiff is or wishes to be world-class. Examples would be 

green industry/ renewables, financial services, film & TV, 

arts and new media. This is best done by building on and 

developing existing strengths and links with universities 

and leading businesses. The proposed Central Business 

District is an ideal place for such schemes, and we are 

delighted that attention has been moved away from the 

unsustainable proposal for a business park at junction 33 

of the M4.

3.3 To have established Enterprise Zones if appropriate.  

The goals are the reduction of barriers to start-up 

businesses through provision of appropriate facilities and 
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the promotion of inward investment in jobs and skills in 

ways that encourage genuine new business and student 

retention. This must avoid the relocation of existing 

businesses simply seeking short term public investment 

gain.

3.4 To maintain and improve our leading position as 

offering a skilled workforce. The Cities Centre report places 

Cardiff eighth in the UK out of 64 cities.

3.5 Improve access to the city by road, rail and air. The 

transport proposals must ensure business and workers 

can come to Cardiff efficiently and effectively by all 

appropriate means.

3.6 Substance needs to be given to the Gateway to Wales 

offering for tourists, establishing Cardiff as the point of first 

call for cultural, sporting, family and activity holidays 

throughout South Wales.

Development of the built environment

4.1  To be the leader of sub-regional cooperation for 

growth and development by establishing a common 

position with the leaders of neighbouring authorities, and 

working with WAG to establish the essential legal 

framework for a regional plan. This must be then reflected 

in second and third generation LDPs of all the region’s 

local authorities.

4.2 To improve the provision of, and maintain the quality of, 

green and leisure spaces. New public and private 

development must make positive contributions to green, 

public space. Particular focus must be maintained on the 

management of river corridors and the wetlands.

4.3 To accommodate growth related development in 

brownfield sites and rehabilitated contaminated land to the 

maximum extent possible, in-filling and reusing redundant 

buildings where feasible. This must be a major feature of 

the proposed Central Business District.

4.4 New development should demonstrate that it will 

minimise car use and be fully integrated with the public 
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transport network.

4.5 Promote good design through public competitions for 

all major developments. Cardiff should strive to avoid being 

a ‘clone’ city and aim to combine our architectural legacy 

with imaginative development fit for 21st century use.

Transportation

5.1 To have an integrated transport system representing 

the best available technologies in place around the city that 

enables a 50% minimum reduction in road traffic. The 

Metro for Cardiff promoted by the Cardiff Business 

Partnership is an excellent starting point for the LDP, and 

should be implemented over the lifetime of this LDP.

 5.2 To have a first class road and rail service for access to 

the city that minimises through traffic and services work 

areas and transport hubs within the city efficiently. The 

system must have connectivity and real time information at 

its heart.

 5.3 To have extended the priority of pedestrians and 

cyclists to all the city centre, with priority given to physical 

separation and ‘shared space’ policies to ensure they 

become the modes of choice.

5.4 To have secured, in conjunction with WAG, the 

electrification of Welsh rail services as part of the re-

franchised deal currently held by ARRIVA Trains Wales, in 

2018.

Conclusion

The ambition of the LDP to set a challenging vision for the 

city is warmly welcomed. Our analysis above suggests that 

delivery of the vision will require a number of key strategic 

outcomes to be established, as a framework for policy 

development and project implementation planning. We 

identify 24 such strategic outcomes to ensure that the LDP 

is able to manage the growth and qualitative development 

of the city during a period of unprecedented economic, 

technological and climatic challenges in the 21st century.
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The illustration below is a Wordle (www.wordle.net) of  the contents of  
this Green Paper illustrating word use and frequency.
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Introduction

Introduction
Cardiff Civic Society is a charity with specific aims that relate directly to the city1: to preserve and 

enhance the built and natural environment for its citizens, and to ensure that future developments of 

that environment lead to a good quality of life for those who live here now and in the future. It does 

not, because of its charitable status, take political views, but it does seek to develop views on behalf 

of all the citizens of the city about issues that affect it now and in the future. For that reason the 

society has been prominent in assessing Cardiff City Council’s attempts to develop a Local 

Development Plan (LDP) (see here for background2) the next iteration of which will be the most 

important strategic planning document to map the city’s future until 2026 and beyond.

Many of those involved in this process of review and assessment may not necessarily benefit from this  

future Cardiff. By taking a long-term view - not one governed by short-termism or political expediency, 
for example - we will help to ensure that Cardiff’s very considerable assets are developed for the 

benefit of future generations. We hope too, that through the LDP Cardiff can become an exemplar not 

just for Wales as its capital, but for the rest of the world, in meeting the challenges of the 21st century. 

Background to this paper

This first Green Paper sets out for discussion the CCS approach to engaging with the challenges to 

be faced - and met - by Cardiff’s Local Development Plan. Agreeing these challenges enables the 

establishment of a framework for judging the success of policies developed in the LDP. We regard it 

as crucial that such discussions take place before any attempt is made to identify the strategy and 

long terms goals which the LDP must set.

In May 2005, following agreement with the Welsh Assembly Government, Cardiff Council resolved to 

cease preparation of the Cardiff Unitary Development Plan and commence work on a new Local 

Development Plan (LDP). Following Deposit of the LDP in April 2009, the plan was submitted to the 

Assembly for examination in November 2009. However in view of significant concerns raised by the 

Inspectors examining the Plan, following agreement from the Welsh Assembly Government, Cardiff 

Council withdrew the LDP from the examination in April 2010 and is now commencing work on the 

preparation of a new Plan. When adopted, the LDP will replace existing structure and local plans for 

Cardiff. From 2008 until 2010 CCS provided input into the now withdrawn Cardiff LDP, submitting 

evidence that the proposed plan was unsound on six grounds3. 

The council has since had its “Delivery Agreement and Community Involvement Scheme” (CIS) agreed 
by WAG  and this:
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-  indicates how the Council will involve consultation bodies and the public in plan preparation; and

-  has the timetable for preparing and adopting the LDP, and for preparing and publishing the 
sustainability report, the Annual Monitoring Report and supplementary planning guidance (SPG).

Cardiff Civic Society comments on the council’s first draft of this document can be read here4: the 

society proposed, inter alia, a process where the council should publish a series of ‘Green Papers’, 

followed by draft policy proposals. The council did not accept this suggestion, therefore this 

document is an attempt  by the CCS - within our limited capability - to provide such discussion 

papers to further the debate about the principles of developing a local development plan.

We welcome any comment and contributions and all will be considered and published on the website 

here 5.

Background articles by local politicians
In December 2010 and January 2011 The South Wales Echo published a series of articles by Cardiff 

Council political leaders outlining their thoughts on Cardiff 2026 and the Local Development Plan and 

its process. Cardiff Civic Society has been given permission to reprint these and they are attached to 

this document as appendices. They set a useful political background to the debate. 

Assessing the challenges: a way of measuring success
This first paper attempts to set out what Cardiff Civic Society sees as the key challenges that the LDP 

must meet and these will set the standard by which the success of the policies in the LDP can be 

judged. This paper builds on our previous published work and we now propose five main challenges 

based on extensive conversations, including useful discourse with council members and officers. 
There has been a welcome change to the council's approach to consultation and we look forward to 

results and outputs from their process being shared as soon as possible. 

We introduce in this paper two terms which may need explanation: necessary, and sufficient. What 

ever the vision of the LDP, the policies proposed in it must be necessary for the vision to be achieved: 

if they are not necessary, then by definition they are redundant. Furthermore, the policies proposed 

must be sufficient for the purpose: if they are not, then they need to be rethought or expanded in 

order to guarantee success. 
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Challenge 1: Climate change

The LDP is required by the One Wales One Planet6 

initiative to contribute to the reduction in 

greenhouse gases at the rate of 3% per year, a 

cumulative reduction of 50% over the life of this 

plan up to 2026. 

The most recent data by consultants GVA7 reveals 

that Cardiff is the worst carbon polluting city in the 

UK, and our recent reductions of 9.6% between 

2005 and 2008 barely meet the 3% target. Cardiff 

has a published objective of a 20% reduction by 
2020, compared to Bristol at 40% and Manchester 

at 41%. We are clearly not doing well enough to 

contribute to this national effort to help make the 

world safe for our children. 

So, the first challenge that the Civic Society believes the LDP has to meet relates to climate change 

response. A necessary condition of a successful LDP is a solid plan to achieve this; we are after all 

the capital city and home of the Welsh Government and a leadership role is essential. The LDP must 

identify what we will do to ensure that the reduction is achieved, not based on hope but by doing 

things differently and helping us all change our lives towards a low carbon one.

Also, the known effects of climate change (observable over the last 25 years) are: greater variability in 

weather patterns, including more extreme weather events; flooding risks increasing from sea and 
rivers; increasing urban temperatures; and increasingly long periods of drought and heavy rain. 

A sufficient condition for success of the LDP is therefore a thorough risk analysis of these factors 

and a set of protective measures for the city that provide insurance to residents and businesses. This 

should include physical protection, procedural measures associated with the emergency services, 

design of buildings and streets, the introduction of renewable energy schemes and energy security. A 

city that can demonstrate a serious, measured and robust plan for its environmental security will 

attract investment in the future.

Challenge 2: Quality of life
The last LDP put the quality of life for its citizens, workers and visitors at the top of its agenda, aiming 
at an ‘exceptional’ quality of life. Although little substance was offered as to how this might be done, 

we supported, and still do, this goal. We expect quality of life to be a dominant theme in this new LDP. 

There are many topics that need to be addressed in pursuit of this goal, including safety, community, 

libraries, local economy,  green space, parkland, markets, allotments, facilities to support respect for 
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the vulnerable, cultural diversity, 

public space that enhances civic 
pride, public health, equality, 

education, energy security, energy 

efficiency, sustainability etc,etc. The 

only published data we are aware of 

that documents quality of life 

progress is the European 

Commission study entitled 

‘Perception survey on quality of life 

in European cities’8 dated 

November 2009. This latest report shows Cardiff is only distinguished by its cultural facilities, and its 
ambition to be a green city( see above). 

A necessary condition of the new LDP is therefore a frank assessment of strengths and weaknesses, 

with an action plan to be perceived as a leading city in quality of life. This plan needs to aspire to be 

the best, to make Cardiff an appealing, safe and friendly city as well as functionally efficient and 

economically viable and sustainable. 

A sufficient condition is to set the out objectives that would show Cardiff achieving improved - if not 

number one - position in a selection of European City quality of life categories. This would bring 

benefit to existing residents and workers as well as visitors and immigrants to the city, and encourage 

businesses to relocate here to take advantage of the city and the natural, cultural, intellectual and 

business resources we have around us in abundance. Such a measurable quality of life would make 

Cardiff a location of choice for business, study and tourism.  

Challenge 3: Economy

It is clearly important that the economy of the city grows to 

match or exceed the growth in population (see below). The 

Echo vision articles all make suggestions as to which 

industries, what jobs, with skills to match, are needed. 

Whichever choices are made, the Civic Society believes that a 

necessary condition of success in managing economic 

growth by providing enablers for success in the 21st century. 

We are pleased to see that the point we made for the last LDP 

has been confirmed, that business thrives best in the city not 
on the outskirts; with the corollary that connectivity in both 

communications and transport are vital. Similarly, to support 

changing work patterns associated with mobile, electronic 

and internet utilisation the design of the urban environment 
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and access to reliable and fast communications is key. 

We observe that the model for business success today is a decentralised structure of expert 
components linked electronically. So the necessary conditions for success in bringing and keeping a 

thriving economy in Cardiff relate to transport efficiency and communications excellence, including 

super fast broadband, and wifi connectivity. Cardiff should set out to be the first UK city to have wifi 

access all through the city (see this reference to the US President’s plan for a ‘wireless USA’9). We 

note also that there are two distinct areas of economic growth, the centre and the Bay, each should 

have a character of its own, and transport links between them need to be urgently upgraded.

The sufficient conditions for economic strength lie elsewhere, and relate to the way Cardiff is 

perceived as an attractive place to be. The workforce is skilled to an exceptional level, we have 

internationally recognised universities and students stay if job prospects are good. The key to future 

success is to create a place that is conducive to business innovation and where people want to live. 

The creation of centres of competence and innovation, allied with university research and knowledge 
bases, can encourage start-up businesses. The provision of small workshops, studios and offices 

with high tech specification and flexible use in low cost facilities would allow small enterprises - 

especially those in target sectors like new media, the arts and technology - to get started. 

To attract relocation of large employers into Cardiff we have learnt that a rapid transport network for 

workers and access to UK and global markets is key amongst the top deciding factors. So the key to 

long term success of the economy in Cardiff is to use the LDP to create an environment that makes it 

easier to start up businesses, and gives incentives to stay in the city and its region. This should be 

underpinned by market research with businesses large and small in whatever are the targeted 

industries, to confirm the importance of each element.

Challenge 4: Growth of the built environment

The future growth and shape of the city 

has not been determined yet, although 

WAG projections of 42% growth in 

population have fuelled a violent 

reaction in the Echo letters pages; 

developers want more easy-to-build-on 

greenfield sites, the council have 

preferred a brownfield only solution and 

residents are split between the desire to 
retain the ‘green lungs’ of the city, and 

get improvement of housing quality and 

availability. 

Cardiff is not under pressure to adopt 
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any particular forecast and is a free agent to determine its own growth. (See letter10 from WAG’s chief 

planner that says, inter alia, “On the issue of “pushing” the council to build on more green fields, the 
Welsh Assembly Government does not dictate housing levels, nor does it pressurise local authorities 

to build on open spaces or greenfield sites.”)

Indeed, Caerphilly argued in its LDP a case for lower growth projections than WAG recommends, and 

this was accepted by the Inspectors. We would expect the scale and rate of growth in Cardiff in the 

LDP to be the outcome of a reasoned public debate on the options available. This represents the 

necessary conditions for LDP success. We are note that the case for expansion of the city within its 

boundaries has been initiated by Professor John Punter in December112010. There are, however, at 

least five possible options for growth consideration:

1) Nil net inward migration, essentially the natural growth of the existing population

2) Trend rates of development, around 1500 or so dwellings per year

3) Capacity growth respecting existing policies and boundaries. (This is essentially the case put 

forward by Professor Punter, and could accommodate the WAG projected growth for the LDP 

period but not beyond it)

4) Promotional development, designed to create a large dense city requiring changes to planning 

policy on height and density but within city boundaries

5) Sub-regional growth, where development is based on an agreed strategy for distribution of housing 

and business growth. This would require the cooperation of neighbouring authorities and the 

establishment of a quasi-regional strategy so far not explored in depth.

Any of of these options will require an assessment of locations, capacities, infrastructure needs, 

improving the housing mix and presumes an ambitious policy of improved design and eco-criteria fit 

for the 21st century. 

The sufficient condition for success of the LDP is an agreement between citizens of Cardiff and 

neighbouring authorities that the option chosen represents the best way forward: this is best achieved 

by consultation supported by models and maps and public exhibition. It also requires the 

strengthening of planning policies and controls to ensure development happens as desired.

Challenge 5: Transportation

The main subject commented on by the contributors to the Echo articles on a vision for Cardiff 
relating to transport, and it occurs in all the other challenges above as the most important single 

factor for the success of any city. A transport system must be efficient, effective and affordable. It 

must be integrated between road, rail, cycle and pedestrians and be easy to use helped by an 

integrated information system that is readily available to all travellers. It must meet, a priori, the 

challenges of climate change and contribute to CO2 reduction. It must be conceived as a whole: 
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fragmentary development will never deliver a connected system covering the whole of the city and 

across the region. This represents the necessary set of 

conditions for a successful transport network. 

There are many options for the technical solutions to this 

subject, and we should be able to utilise the experience of 

others12 to develop progressively an integrated modern 

network, whether using trams, light rail, trolleys, buses, taxis, 

cycles, or any combination. Analysis of the way people arrive 

into Cardiff, and the effective transfer from car to the city 

network must be done that will in turn lead to changes to the 

road network.  These changes will in turn have an influence 

on the potential development of areas that are not currently 

well served by the transport network.

The sufficient conditions for judging the success of a 

transport solution are not related to the operational 

performance of the system, but how it contributes to the 

reduction in CO2 emissions. As the single biggest contributor to green house gas emissions the 

transport network must facilitate major changes to the way we access and use the city. 

There is widespread public support for pedestrian and cycle friendly environments, but until public 

transport offers a complete and viable alternative it is difficult to make progress. The system designed 

must enable a rapid transition from cars to public transport and lead towards the goal of a city free 

from conventional petrol/diesel engine cars, with preference for electric vehicles, cycles and 

pedestrians.

Conclusion and proposals
Cardiff Civic Society hopes that these five topics will be widely examined, that organisations and 

individuals will share in the debate and report their findings to us. Within our resources we will facilitate 

that debate so that we have a solid basis to assess the policies that the council may propose in future 

LDP documents. In particular, we believe it is necessary for local councillors (and Assembly Members 

and MPs) to continue the dialogue that council leaders have started in the Echo articles so that 

people in Cardiff are widely engaged in this debate: the arguments are as much about building a 

better city for its current residents as for planning pockets of new development for the future.

Feedback we receive as a result of this dialogue will be consolidated on our LDP website and fed into 
the formal LDP consultation process.

CCS will publish further Green Papers, including one on ‘Vision and Strategic Goals’, as soon as 

possible.
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Appendices

In December 2010 and January 2011 the 

South Wales Echo asked Cardiff Council 

political leaders to write about their ideas for 

Cardiff in relation to the LDP. Their articles are 

reproduced by kind permission and printed here 

in the order in which they appeared originally, © 
Media wales Limited. 

Why Cardiff can be an economic 

powerhouse in 2020
Conservative leader and Lisvane councillor 
David Walker says Cardiff can become an 
economic powerhouse

IN 2020 Cardiff should have become the 
powerhouse for south-east Wales.

Its many historical advantages and size mean it 
should be recognised as an attractive location for 
business, leading to the creation of a high 
employment economy.

That will benefit the city but also its Valleys 
neighbours who already send over 70,000 of their 
citizens to work in the city each day.

This new 2020 prosperity would be based mainly 
on the “knowledge economy”.

Knowledge-intensive industries range from 
information and communication technologies to 
media and advertising, and from universities and 
hospitals to building aero engines.

The way forward is to proactively encourage and 
build a high-tech, knowledge-intensive economy. 
Our local universities are already European leaders 
in knowledge economy research and initiatives. 
They have a huge contribution to make to that 10-
year journey and work has already started.

The Cardiff of 2020 should have capitalised on this 
know-how and grown its own technology and 
knowledge-based industries, attracting high-tech 
international companies to the city.

Rising levels of prosperity should reach into lower 
income or unemployed households offering 
opportunities for gainful employment and a rising 
share of the city’s wealth.

Education will be one of the keys to unlocking this 
potential.

A highly educated city

To become a city renowned for its knowledge 
economy our young people will need to be capable 
of taking the future jobs which such an economy 
would create. That means continually raising 
school standards and providing children with an 
education which compares with the best in the UK.

In order to reach the highest education standards by 
2020 we can offer schools more freedom but also 
expect even higher outcomes for children.

Comparing our approaches and results with those 
of equivalent English and Scottish cities, perhaps 
also European ones, and importing the best 
educational practices from the highest performing 
schools can only be a positive strategy where 
everybody wins.

A safe city

Cities acquire reputations. A strong reputation is an 
asset and public order and safety, since they attract 
so much media coverage, are vital ingredients in 
giving Cardiff a positive image.

As important as this external reputation is the 
feeling of security of our citizens in all parts of the 
city. Cardiff in 2020 should be a safe city where the 
police are able to deploy resources swiftly and 
where anti-social and criminal activity is dealt with 
firmly.

A caring city

Perhaps the most important measure of our 
achievement as a city in 2020 will be our success in 
protecting and caring for the vulnerable. Where the 
elderly are concerned, most wish to be self-
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sufficient and home-based for as long as possible. 
Care services which help that to happen must be 
widely available, well run and monitored for 
quality. Our residential care homes should be of a 
standard where residents and their families are 
prepared to recommend rather than criticise them.

Facilities and opportunities for those with 
disabilities should be a priority over the next 10 
years. There still remain huge gaps in the quality of 
provision for the disabled.

Cared-for children available for adoption or 
fostering would be placed with loving families 
without bureaucratic delay and others supported, 
protected and educated so that they can take their 
place in society.

A city with thriving communities

We should trust our local communities to make 
more decisions about matters which directly affect 
them. The centralising tendency needs to be 
reversed so that by 2020 people have a much 
greater say in how services are delivered and 
money is spent.

The voluntary sector would also be an even greater 
contributor to city life and wellbeing than it is 
today. Citizens with the time and energy to 
contribute would be encouraged and be provided 
with structures through which they can volunteer 
and make a difference.

An efficiently run city

In 2010, Cardiff council employs almost 20,000 
people and spends over £0.5bn each year of public 
money. For that investment, people have the right 
to expect first class services.

The council of 2020 would have had 10 years of 
continuous improvement where first class 
leadership from the top and imaginative 
transformational change would provide us with a 
benchmark local authority regarded with 
admiration and respect across the UK.

Read online at http://tinyurl.com/4jfggzg

Striking the right balance for the 

future of Cardiff
Cardiff Council and Liberal Democrat group 
leader Rodney Berman says Cardiff must 
balance growth with sustainability

OVER the past 20 years Cardiff has been 
transformed.

The city is now one of the most economically 
competitive and culturally vibrant in the UK and 
has grown into its role as the political, commercial 
and cultural capital of Wales.

As we move towards 2020, Cardiff is entering a 
new economic era. Globalisation will continue but 
public and private investment will be restricted.

Climate change will affect everyone. Ultimately, a 
country’s success will depend on the proper 
functioning of its cities, and Wales is no different.

Cardiff is one of the most competitive cities in the 
UK and people who live and work here enjoy a 
good quality of life. The city’s population has 
grown considerably and there are more than 37,000 
more people living in Cardiff today compared with 
15 years ago. This growth is expected to continue 
and by 2020 we need to make sure the city has 
responded accordingly, while retaining Cardiff’s 
character.

This includes the need to provide new homes and 
offer a range and choice of opportunities so that 
family needs and affordability issues can be met. 
One of the key challenges is reducing the gaps in 
inequality across the city – especially in the area of 
health.

Overall, general health in Cardiff is a little better 
than the all-Wales average but the city still has an 
estimated 60,000 people living in deprivation, with 
a shocking 11.6 years gap in life expectancy 
between geographical areas.

We need to work closely with partners across the 
city, from health services to the voluntary sector, 
through to the city’s businesses to make sure that 
not only do we have the best healthcare but we are 
also at the forefront of preventing ill health. It is 
also important we all work together to meet the 
needs of the growing numbers of senior citizens 
and help them live independently.

Cardiff is uniquely positioned to lead recovery in 
Wales, but we know we need to make some 
changes to meet these new challenges. Heading 
towards 2020, a new Central Business District 
(CBD) will be a key project in this new era of 
development, creating in the city centre a 
sustainable investment location for UK and 
international businesses.

This new CBD will put in place the business 
infrastructure to complement the existing city 
centre leisure and retail assets and create Wales’ 
most sustainable and accessible business location. 
This will allow Cardiff and Wales to attract 
investment as a smart alternative to London.
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In addition, developments like the new drama 
production village at Roath Basin and Cardiff 
University’s “knowledge campus” at Maindy Road 
are pointers to a new economy based on ideas and 
creativity. This will require the city to have super-
fast broadband and the council will need to work to 
achieve this.

We need to be working towards ensuring the city 
has the skills required by businesses, as well as 
giving our residents the education and training that 
enables them to reach their full potential. At the 
moment Cardiff has more graduates per head than 
any of the English Core Cities. However, at the 
same time, almost 30,000 people of working age in 
Cardiff have no qualifications. We need to make 
sure that over the next 10 years those people with 
low or no skills are given the platform to develop.

Another area which is central to the city’s vision 
for the future is sustainable development. Reducing 
our carbon emissions has all sorts of benefits for 
Cardiff and by 2020 the city should be reaping the 
rewards in the push to make our businesses energy 
efficient. Local energy generation will be 
increasingly important and steps in this direction 
are already being taken. By 2020 the city will be 
well on its way to achieving a recycling rate of 
70% of municipal waste.

Councils will also need to look at how they spend 
their money to secure services more locally. This 
has a huge impact in terms of sustainability and 
business efficiency.

I also hope that by 2020 we will be much closer to 
seeing the introduction of high-speed rail and 
improvements to public transport will not only 
have improved the environment, but also enhanced 
quality of life.

Having seen the progress that Cardiff has made 
during my time as leader I am very excited for the 
future. At the moment we are in the very early 
stages of preparing a new Local Development Plan 
(LDP) for Cardiff that will contain a vision, 
together with a framework to deliver it, that will set 
out what sort of city Cardiff will be by 2026.

We are consulting on what the LDP should be about  
and so to pre-empt that consultation by setting in 
stone at this stage a fully-detailed vision would be 
wrong. I want to take on board what people are 
saying. However, the Cardiff of the future must 
strike the right balance by meeting evidenced 
economic and social needs but in a way that is co-
ordinated, sustainable and has full regard to 
Cardiff’s environmental qualities, including by 
giving consideration to the protection where 
practicable, of the green lungs on the edge of the 
city.

By 2020 we hope to achieve the right balance that 
creates sustainable neighbourhoods within a 
sustainable city lying at the heart of a sustainable 
city-region, with a degree of future growth and 
prosperity being shared with surrounding 
authorities.

Read online at http://tinyurl.com/ldplibdem

‘Trams could bring a lot of benefits 

to our city’
Independent group leader and Rhiwbina 
councillor Jayne Cowan argues transport is the 
key to the city’s future

WHEN I was asked to write a piece for the 
Independent group’s vision for 2020, I re-read 
paperwork I had gathered over the years on 
leadership and how to bring people with you when 
you consult and discuss changes which would 
affect them.

One quote I recall was attributed to Ronald Reagan. 
It said: “Surround yourself with the best people you 
can find, delegate authority and don’t interfere as 
long as the policy you’ve decided upon is being 
carried out.”

For a city to move forward I see its constituents as 
being the major factor in the consultation process.

We need to deliver what is in the best interests of 
the residents we seek to serve.

The Independent group has a clear focus for the 
future. We want to see the basics working well. 
That’s important.

Many residents don’t use many council services but 
the few they do, they want to see perfected.

We want to see roads and pavements fit for 
purpose, street lights fully operational and at more 
locations. In this, we want consultation with 
residents and businesses.

Schools should have state-of- the-art facilities in 
order to give opportunities for all, with smaller 
class sizes and more opportunities for children with 
exceptional abilities and children who need extra 
support.

The council must give back power to the elderly 
who need care and support. Service users need to 
be able to choose their own service providers and 
play a full part in the consultation process for 
change.
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We need a joined-up public transport network 
which needs to be focused around the needs of our 
communities while being linked to integrated 
transport information systems.

These need to include a plan for clear signage and a 
traffic management system that aims to reduce 
congestion on our city roads.

Some key road schemes, such as the Eastern Bay 
link road need to be completed and the closures of 
key routes through the city need to be monitored 
carefully.

We would also like to see bus routes linked to park-
and-ride schemes in our suburbs which are safe, 
well lit and fit for purpose.

In the long-term we would like to see trams 
introduced into Cardiff. They come with many 
benefits, including the fact that they hold around 
three times more people than buses.

People really enjoy using trams and they would 
bring new shoppers and residents into the area.

Research undertaken on trams has demonstrated 
that businesses want to open close to the sites of the 
trams. This needs to be developed alongside an 
excellent public transport system.

There is no way that any city can dramatically 
reduce its carbon footprint by taking cars off the 
road if they don’t provide an affordable, reliable 
and comfortable alternative.

Cardiff has an excellent civic centre, one of the best 
in the United Kingdom and a jewel in our crown. 
We need to work with other agencies to ensure that 
many empty attractive buildings are restored to 
their former glory and used to further develop the 
city.

We need to further develop technology, with the 
council providing free wi-fi for their citizens in 
council buildings, leisure centres and libraries.

Politicians from all tiers of government need to be 
fully IT literate and act as ambassadors in their 
communities to encourage and motivate people to 
learn new skills.

There is a strong need and desire to protect our 
green spaces and to protect our conservation areas 
to ensure they remain places of excellence.

Various tiers of government need to provide actual 
support to further promote these areas of the city 
and make them more accessible.

The council has a duty to encourage strong 
communities. We need to further promote farmers’ 

markets and allotments, working in conjunction 
with local shopping centres.

Local events, such as neighbourhood concerts and 
meetings should be encouraged – not only are they 
a great afternoon or night out, but they mean the 
community is more aware of people and their 
needs.

We must also ensure we have enough grave space 
for our future generations. This needs to be planned 
now so that all our deceased can be laid to rest 
respectfully and in an appropriate location.

These are just a few ideas on how we would like to 
see Cardiff develop in the next decade.

Much work is needed to improve our city, but little 
can change without having our residents work with 
the council on the changes.

The council needs to learn from previous mistakes 
with consultation and needs to engage councillors 
from all groups in order for real and dramatic 
changes to take place.

Read online at http://tinyurl.com/ldpindependent

I want Cardiff to be the most 

outstanding city in Europe
Deputy council leader and Plaid Cymru group 
leader councillor Neil McEvoy argues for greater 
diversity in the city and a bit of wishful thinking 
for Cardiff City’s future

IT IS quite a challenge to forecast how Cardiff will 
be in 2020.

I will concentrate here on how Cardiff could be. I 
remember as a young student I went away to study, 
embracing and living in new cultures in France, 
Spain and England.

Our city was always in my heart though, and I 
always wanted to come back and settle in the great 
place we call Cardiff or, more colloquially, “the 
Diff”.

It is a great privilege and honour to serve the 
capital city of Wales as its deputy leader. So where 
could we be in 10 years and, more importantly, 
where do we want to be?

I want Cardiff to be the most outstanding city in 
Europe, making the most of our assets: our people 
and our natural environment.

In an economic sense, Cardiff has been the success 
story of Wales. Over the past 10 years the capital 
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has accounted for around half of all Wales’ 
economic growth, and 40% of all private sector 
growth.

Today, 70,000 people travel to work in Cardiff 
every day. Presently, the city region economic 
capital role is not recognised enough by powers or 
structures. This must change.

For example, Cardiff politicians should never be in 
the position of having to withdraw the local 
development plan on the say so of a team of 
planning inspectors.

Cardiff should be allowed to retain its green lungs 
buffering the borders of the city. Housing 
developments should be planned, not local 
authority by local authority, but region by region. 
We need to see the wider picture.

The Welsh Assembly Government needs to help the 
city and give us the power to plan our own city; 
that is why we were elected.

If they came with us more, grasping the nettle, 
Wales and Cardiff could be much better places.

Cardiff is Wales’ biggest economic hitter and we 
need to be doing everything we can to attract jobs 
and businesses to the area. We need to create new 
business districts in the city, with good transport 
links, and make sure business is drawn to the city, 
and not to the surrounding area.

The key to all our economic success should be 
connectivity, with the Valleys railway lines being 
electrified at a cost of £200m, backed up with an 
upgrade to the A470 and finishing off the Ely 
bypass. Connectivity to a busier airport is also 
important.

A new business district around Dumballs Road, 
giving space to creative industries is a must. A 
convention centre, ideally with an indoor arena, is 
now a pressing need.

The site of Cardiff Prison also presents an exciting 
opportunity in the longer medium term. The prison 
should be moved along the M4, giving the 
opportunity for a Women’s Prison in Wales.

The remaining real estate could be a fantastic 
mixed development for business and residents, 
right in the heart of Cardiff. The planning gain from 
such development could be used to restore 
Cardiff’s canals, which still run under the ground. 
What a city we could then have, more vibrant, 
more attractive with millions more tourists flocking 
here to sample South Walian hospitality.

This year will see the first week-long St David’s 
Day festival. It is my plan to take a leaf out of 

Dublin’s book, using our patron saint to market 
21st-century Wales in the world. The expat 
communities around the world are a tremendous 
resource. We need to use them, reconnecting 
patriots with the land of their mothers and fathers.

In 2012, we will be moving the Capital Cardiff 
event for business to the St David’s Day festival 
week. I want synergy in culture, business and 
leisure.

Let’s get monied expats back into Wales for a great 
national celebration while giving them the 
opportunity to invest in indigenous business.

Around the city, I want to see all our parks 
improved, giving our children more opportunities 
to be active.

In schools, I would like to see non-contact boxing 
on the curriculum to instil discipline and improve 
fitness. As a committed educationalist, I want the 
capital building plan of schools to continue and 
prosper.

I would also like to see the creation of a modern 
language academy in Cardiff. We have a generation 
of bilingual children growing up in Cardiff, the 
percentage of which is increasing year on year. This 
gives us a tremendous competitive advantage over 
the rest of the UK. Why not give talented linguists 
the opportunity to speak five or six languages? In 
some places around the world, this is often the 
norm.

We are lucky in Cardiff to be blessed with such 
diversity; why not lead the way in putting 
Mandarin, Hindi, Bengali, Urdu and Arabic and 
other non-European languages on the curriculum?

Such expertise in languages would pay huge 
economic dividends. All we need to do is give 
tomorrow’s youth the opportunity. That should be 
our role as decision makers.

No article about 2020 would be complete without 
mentioning that 2020 could be Cardiff’s 10th 
season in the Premier League. What an 
achievement that would be, with Aaron Ramsey 
captaining Wales to become European Football 
Championship winners in 2020 and Plaid Cymru 
winning outright control of Cardiff council in May 
2020. It’s all about what could be – power to the 
imagination and never say never.

Read online at http://tinyurl.com/ldpplaid
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Labour councillor wants mature 

approach to LDP
In the last of our series on Cardiff’s Local 
Development Plan, Labour councillor CERYS 
FURLONG, argues for a more grown-up 
approach

CARDIFF’S Local Development Plan is one of the 
most important documents, if not the most 
important, that Cardiff council is called upon to 
produce.

It lays the foundations which will shape our city for 
a generation or more. It determines where people 
are going to live and work and how they travel 
between the two. More importantly, it dictates how 
people live, influencing lifestyles and landscapes 
which impact directly on jobs, educational 
achievement, crime and future economic prosperity 
as well as on issues of place, community and the 
environment.

Rodney Berman’s Liberal Democrat council, 
propped up by Neil McEvoy’s small group of 
Welsh nationalists, have managed to spend years 
putting together a plan that was fundamentally 
flawed. They knew that it had to be pulled even 
before it got near the planning inspector. They were 
prepared to cobble together a plan, so important to 
the future of our children and grandchildren, on the 
altar of short-term party political gain and against 
the best advice of their own professional planning 
officials.

This is a disgrace. The result is that the capital city 
of Wales is without an approved strategic planning 
framework, leaving the development of the city at 
the mercy of property developers and speculators 
and its reputation in tatters.

You can’t play politics with such important matters. 
Planning for the future requires a degree of 
maturity on the part of decision makers who 
understand that difficult and often unpopular 
decisions are unavoidable. It’s called leadership.

The discredited Berman/McEvoy plan pretended 
that Cardiff’s future could be secured without the 
need to build on any greenfield sites despite their 
officials explaining that such an ambition could not 
be delivered. Instead, the basis of their plan was to 
overdevelop existing communities making every 
piece of open space a candidate for more 
development, even in the most densely populated 
inner city areas.

Berman’s solution for the inner city is to force 
families to live in flats – he’s on record saying so. 

Simply continuing to build flats risks creating the 
slums of the future.

Anyone with experience of family life will know 
that we’ve moved on since the 1960s, that planners 
have learned from those mistakes and that modern 
families deserve a house with a garden and other 
open spaces in which they can grow up an flourish.

Labour argues for a more balanced plan. 
Concentrating on brownfield development where it 
is possible but releasing some greenfield land to 
help preserve important open spaces in established 
communities. Labour believes we should identify 
opportunities to locate employment sites closer to 
where people live to help reduce the burden on 
inner city roads.

But above all, Labour believes that a more strategic 
approach to planning for the needs of a growing 
population is needed if we are to get things right. 
Not everybody who works or studies in Cardiff can 
live within the artificial boundaries of the city.

The expected growth in population numbers needs 
to be planned across the much wider Cardiff travel-
to-work area, creating dormitory communities in 
areas economically challenged by the retreat of coal 
and heavy industry.

The key is to exploit the potential of Cardiff – 
Wales’ most significant economic dynamo – to 
attract new investment, jobs and opportunities for 
the people who live and work here and, in tandem, 
to attract significant additional private investment 
in public transport systems to serve the capital, to 
ensure that those opportunities are available to all 
those who live across the entire city region.

The Assembly has an important role to play. It must  
help create the conditions that will facilitate sub-
regional planning across a network of Welsh city 
regions. In the meantime, Labour in Cardiff will 
continue to press for a grown-up approach to the 
preparation of its belated LDP, making sure that it 
is people that count most in the planning process.

Cerys Furlong is the Labour councillor for the 
Canton ward

Read online at http://tinyurl.com/ldplabour
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Cardiff Civic Society

response to Cardiff Council’s

Draft Sustainability and Environmental Impact Assessment

Introduction
The Draft Sustainability and Environmental Impact Assessment is comprehensive and 

written in plain English but presented in an overly complex sequence making access 
difficult. Our comments on the content of draft are set out below.

Our major concern is the lack of importance given to climate change.

The recognition in section 4 that “climate change is probably the greatest long-term 
challenge facing the human race, and is a serious and urgent issue” is welcomed, and 

suggests that sustainability and environment policies will be central to the LDP. However it 
is defined, we regard sustainability as a destination not just a direction of travel, and the 

period to 2026 is a critical one in this context. 

The One Wales One Planet policy states that we must take action to ensure that within 
one generation, we only use our fair share of resources. If Cardiff as the capital city and 

home of the Welsh Assembly is to be a driving force behind this, then concrete and 
ambitious action is needed in this LDP. This is further underlined by the recent report from 

the Environment Agency that “we must plan for a world where temperatures could steadily 
rise” and warns that the Severn estuary is an area of flood risk. 
This drive for a sustainable city must be central to any assessment of the LDP.

The baseline: where is Cardiff now?
Our detailed comments are as follows (with reference to the indicator concerned given in 
appendix 2):

• 4.2  Cardiff ecological footprint data is dated 2001: an update is needed to quantify the 
target ”Reduce growth in footprint”.

• 4.7  As stated, there is no data on affordable housing, despite this being an area of 

failure last time.

• 4.8  As stated, there is no data on renewable energy sources. This is a remarkable 

omission especially since Cardiff’s potential was showcased in the Government Office 
for Science report “Powering our Lives” published in 2008.

• 4.9 to 4.11 These relate to flooding risk, see above. This was also specifically mentioned 

by the Inspector, and data is essential to ensure a prudent response in the LDP.
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• 6.2  The assessment of Cardiff’s competitiveness is misleading. Our position is at best 
average, and it is not with other Welsh cities that we are in competition. If this 
assessment is not frank, policies to attract business and jobs will be inadequate.

• 7.3 and 7.4  The poor state of public health is recognised and is an LDP issue, but 
without targets action cannot be effective. 

• 9.2  A total of 1410 ha of contaminated land is identified, but is not  accompanied by an 
analysis of its capability for development. This is sufficient, if appropriate for construction 
once decontaminated for all Cardiff’s housing needs in the plan period (1410 x 30 per 

ha). The model and experience of the Olympic Park should be examined.

• 9.3  As stated, the latest farmland data used is dated 1976, so at least 15 years old. This 

lack of up to date data will prevent effective planning for careful use of greenfield sites if 
this proves necessary to support chosen growth plans.

• 11.1 and 11.2  The data indicates that the recycling of commercial and construction 

waste is not adequately managed. As the main sources of waste this should be an LDP 
focus.

The omission of data from the European Commission report Perception survey on Quality 

of Life in European Cities, published in November 2009 should be rectified. The quality of 

life objectives were a major feature of the vision for the last LDP, rightly so, and this report 
shows Cardiff has much to do if our desire to be seen as a major European city is to be 

achieved.

What should Cardiff plan to achieve in terms of sustainability by 2026?
This analysis of the implication of the challenges ahead has many positive features, but 

despite the clarity and precision of some of the targets established, both within the city and 
by WAG, there is a disappointing softening of the words and contribution when the 2026 

objectives are mentioned. 
The following specific comments apply to Appendix 1, with reference to the subject 
headings in the table.

1) Transport: The implications of the goals on transport must be based upon extensive 

modelling of the options available, and requires data on actual and projected traffic 
flows into and around the city. The proposals are too weak, and radical alternatives 
must be professionally examined to ensure solutions are suitable for 2026 and the 

climate change goals. 
2) Air quality: Improvements must be specific and delivered, it is not sufficient to 

minimise travel and consider the location of polluting industry.
3) Biodiversity: We have no competence in this area and therefore no comments.
4) Climate Change: Vague statements about promoting, helping, supporting and 

encouraging must be replaced by positive and action oriented words like providing, 
ensuring and delivering. The introduction above refers. Flood protection schemes are 

insufficiently in evidence, the risk is understated.
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5) Cultural heritage and historic environment: we concur with the implications identified in 
the draft.

6) Economy: The list of things the LDP must do lacks supporting and justifying data from 

external sources and market research perspectives. If Cardiff is to offer a distinctive, 
innovative and attractive location for business and jobs, it must identify and create an 

environment appropriate to these goals. More of the same will not give Cardiff a 
competitive advantage. More help should be sought from our universities and 
business leaders. 

7) Health and wellbeing: We see no specific reference to the facilities for small children 
and our youth to support and encourage active participation in sporting activity, 

essential for good health and one of our recognised world class capabilities. This 
would be done by play/activity areas and the active support of clubs and leagues. 
Further, marginal quality farmland on the outskirts of the city could be seriously 

considered for allotments, or local food production as an alternative to housing. 
8) Landscape: we concur with the implications identified in the draft.

9) Natural resources: We have no competence in this area and therefore no comments.
10) Population: The section on housing needs reinforcing by policy on standards, design 

(space, design standards and especially eco), mix and regeneration/green deals; it is 

not enough to ‘indicate’ or ‘support’ good development. For example, all new 
development should be carbon neutral and incorporate renewables. We also believe 

that a zero net growth option for the city must be thoroughly analysed, as well as the 
recent projections of large growth, so that pros and cons can be clearly identified. It is 
difficult to both grow and preserve open space/ecology.

11) Waste: Recycling goals must be achieved, not just given help. There is no reference 
to energy from waste schemes.

Conclusion
• This report is an update on the 2006 document, and many of the data elements missing 

last time are still absent. 

• The extended period of the plan adds force to the need for an ambitious approach that 
has not yet been fully grasped. 

• There is a notable lack of benchmarking information and models of best practices so we 
can learn from the work of others. We commend to the council the work undertaken in 
Seattle on sustainable cities1: in our view this should form a core to a revised 

sustainability plan for the LDP.

• The brief is still stated to be ‘land use’ although it is clear to everyone that the LDP is 

much more than this. A high level master plan covering growth and transportation should 
be given pride of place, and the LDP must not be shy of identifying major infrastructure 
projects that help both Cardiff and the region achieve its potential. 
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Prepared by the Cardiff Civic Society LDP working group, led by David Eggleton

Contact 12a Fairleigh Road, Pontcanna, Cardiff CF11 9JT 
Email jh.eggleton@ntlworld.com
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Council’s LDP proposals still fall drastically short says society

Cardiff Civic Society (CCS), the charitable organisation committed to improving the 
city’s natural and built environment for the benefit of its citizens, says that Cardiff 
council is still failing in its task of creating a viable Local Development Plan (LDP).

In April 2010, under pressure from the Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) 
Planning Inspectorate, who deemed it unfit for purpose, Cardiff council was forced to 
withdraw its LDP.

It is now in the process of preparing a new plan, the first stage of which, the ‘Delivery 
Agreement’,  has been submitted for public consolation, but the council’s response to 
which is not yet available.

As part of this process, CCS has produced a detailed document highlighting what it 
believes are serious flaws in the council’s proposals for the way the LDP is to be 
produced.

Peter Cox, CCS chair, comments,

“The ‘Delivery Agreement’ is unlikely to deliver an LDP that meets the guiding 
objectives set out by legislation and WAG advice - it is still overly focussed on land 
use, not strategic development, and it shows insufficient recognition of changed 
environmental and economic drivers and legislation.”

“Furthermore, the entire process will take too long - not before October 2014, 
exacerbating the  planning hiatus that exists. This planning gap will allow developers 
to rush in with yet more inappropriate developments that fail to meet the needs of the 
population, and will further erode the city’s character.”

The CCS also believes that the council’s Community Involvement Scheme - which is 
how people become involved in shaping Cardiff’s future -  is ‘deeply flawed’.

“Put simply, the Community Involvement Scheme does not actively engage with the 
citizens of Cardiff,” asserts Mr Cox. “It therefore removes any opportunity for the 
people of Cardiff to have meaningful input and arrive at a consensus for what is 
needed in terms of Cardiff’s vision and strategies to achieve that.”

The CCS believes that a different model, more in keeping with WAG’s guidelines, 
would drastically shorten the production  time for a new LDP and radically increase 
community engagement so that a genuine consensus could be claimed for the LDP. 
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This must involve transparency through development and active involvement with 
Cardiff’s citizens.

“Such an approach involves a complete rethink. The LDP is so much more than a 
land use plan, how it pans out will define Cardiff and the quality of life it provides for 
the 21st century. A  much more collaborative and flexible approach is needed to 
genuinely engage with communities and to ensure that their views are incorporated 
into the LDP,” explains Peter Cox.

CCS also says that the new LDP needs to confront and address three potentially 
conflicting areas.

• Manage growth

• Make Cardiff a better place 

• Fulfil the wishes of its residents

“The fact that Cardiff is likely to grow may conflict in some cases with the wishes of 
its residents,” says Peter Cox. “But this  difficult issue cannot be ignored if an 
acceptable outcome  is to be achieved.”

“If we are to make Cardiff a better place, we need to set design standards to deliver 
high quality public space and buildings, as well  as ensure that our parkland, open 
spaces and heritage are protected properly.  A bold vision is needed,  as the plan will 
set the base for the rest of the century.”

Notes to editors:

A printed copy of Cardiff Civic Society’s response to the Delivery Agreement 
Consultation is available by contacting Peter Cox, chair Cardiff Civic Society 
(chair@cardiffcivicsociety.org) or downloaded here http://tinyurl.com/
CCSdaresponse . Other background documents can be found here: http://
cardiffpartnerships.wikispaces.com/LDP+2+Delivery+Agreement+and+CIS

Background to Cardiff Civic Society’s document.

In May 2005, following agreement with the Welsh Assembly Government, Cardiff 
Council resolved to cease preparation of  the Cardiff Unitary Development Plan and 
commence work on a new Local Development Plan (LDP). 

Following Deposit of  the LDP in April 2009, the plan was submitted to the Assembly 
for examination in November 2009. However in view of  significant concerns raised 
by the Inspectors examining the plan, following agreement from the Welsh Assembly  
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Government, Cardiff Council withdrew the LDP from the examination in April 2010 
and is now commencing work on the preparation of a new plan.

When adopted, the LDP will replace existing structure and local plans for Cardiff. 
The council is required to provide a Delivery Agreement and agree it with the 
Assembly. The Delivery Agreement must  include: 
-  A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) - indicating how the Council will involve 
consultation bodies and the public in plan  preparation; and
 -  A timetable for preparing and adopting the LDP, currently planned for October 
2014, and for preparing and publishing the sustainability report, the Annual  
Monitoring Report and supplementary planning guidance (SPG). This document 
responds to a request for comment and is given by Cardiff Civic Society (CCS). 

About Cardiff Civic Society (CCS)

The CCS is a charitable trust which strives to conserve, sustain and develop the 
natural and built environment of the city for the benefit of current and  future 
generation.  Its objectives are to improve the built and natural environment of the 
city. Its role is to provide information and  support, research and debate and, where 
necessary, to lobby local authorities, government and private interests to ensure  the 
achievement of its aims. It runs conferences, workshops, education events and acts 
as a catalyst for other organisations  with similar objectives to exchange ideas and 
develop skills. 

From 2008 until 2010 CCS provided input into the now withdrawn Cardiff LDP, 
submitting evidence that the proposed plan  was unsound on a number of grounds. 

What is an LDP? 

A  Local Development Plan is key to effective planning of an area, but it is much 
more than the ‘old’ Unitary  Development Plans that focussed on land use. At the 
RTPI Conference on 8 June 20102, Wales Assembly Government  Minister For 
Environment, Jane Davidson set out the government’s commitment to the process 
and the fact that it was  essential for economic renewal. The WAG Director of 
Planning for Wales in the Planning Inspectorate, John Davies also set  out how a 
LDP should reflect the needs and aspirations of communities and not be just a land 
use plan. 

Further press information: Nerys Lloyd-Pierce 02920 343 121/07701 007 128
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Cardiff Civic Society is a membership organisation and charity that aims to 

conserve, sustain and develop the natural and built environment of the city for the 

benefit of current and future generations.

It is a charity whose objects are improving the built and natural environment of the 

city. Its role is to provide information and support, research and debate and, where 

necessary, to lobby local authorities, government and private interests to ensure 

the achievement of its aims. It runs conferences, workshops, education events 

and acts as a catalyst for other organisations with similar objectives to exchange 

ideas and develop skills.

It also runs a programme of informal and social events. for its members in 

buildings and places that demonstrate concern for the built environment.

This page is intentionally to enable double sided printing:  please do not print unless necessary and then print double sided. 
Thank you
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Introduction

Background to this paper
In May 2005, following agreement with the Welsh Assembly Government, Cardiff Council resolved to cease 

preparation of the Cardiff Unitary Development Plan and commence work on a new Local Development Plan 

(LDP). Following Deposit of the LDP in April 2009, the plan was submitted to the Assembly for Examination in 

November 2009. However in view of significant concerns raised by the Inspectors examining the Plan, following 

agreement from the Welsh Assembly Government, Cardiff Council withdrew the LDP from the examination in 

April 2010 and is now commencing work on the preparation of a new Plan. When adopted, the LDP will replace 

existing structure and local plans for Cardiff.

The council is required to provide a Delivery Agreement and agree it with the Assembly. The Delivery Agreement 

must include:

-  A Community Involvement Scheme (CIS) - indicating how the Council will involve consultation bodies and the 

public in plan preparation; and

-  A Timetable for preparing and adopting the LDP, and for preparing and publishing the sustainability report, the 

Annual Monitoring Report and supplementary planning guidance (SPG).

This document responds to a request for comment and is given by Cardiff Civic Society (CCS). The CCS is a 

charitable trust which strives to conserve, sustain and develop the natural and built environment of the city for 

the benefit of current and future generations. Its objects are improving the built and natural environment of the 

city. Its role is to provide information and support, research and debate and, where necessary, to lobby local 

authorities, government and private interests to ensure the achievement of its aims. It runs conferences, 

workshops, education events and acts as a catalyst for other organisations with similar objectives to exchange 

ideas and develop skills.

From 2008 until 2010 CCS provided input into the now withdrawn Cardiff LDP, submitting evidence that the 

proposed plan was unsound on six grounds. 1

What is a LDP?
It is clear that a Local Development Plan is key to effective planning of an area, but it is much more than the ‘old’ 

Unitary Development Plans that focussed on land use. At the RTPI Conference on 8 June 20102, Wales 

Assembly Government Minister For Environment, Jane Davidson set out the government’s commitment to the 

process and the fact that it was essential for economic renewal. The WAG Director of Planning for Wales in the 
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Planning Inspectorate, John Davies also set out how a LDP should reflect the needs and aspirations of 

communities and not be just a land use plan3.

There has been criticism, not least from leaders of Cardiff Council, that the LDP process is ‘not fit for purpose’. 

CCS does not share that view. We have relied on advice from the WAG Planning Inspectorate: a useful guide to 

the intended process can be found in a presentation by Mark Newey 4.

What is Cardiff’s LDP for?
In a briefing note for our members, we have set out the following principles, we think they serve well for any 

discussion to frame the soundness of the Delivery Agreement. We see the LDP needing to confront and reach 

conclusions about three potentially conflicting issues:

• Manage Growth

. understand  the growth, clarify it’s components

. map out the city in terms of capacity to grow, outline of expansion zone, recognise limits

. co-ordinate with neighbouring  authorities, it’s not a competition 

. set policy for development, to both constrain and encourage

. identify  market research needs for job growth enablers

. give the planning process the power to deliver the growth plan

. site selection is a planning issue not a LDP issue

• Make Cardiff a better place

. map transportation needs of the evolving city and region

. look for best practice in other cities, learn from others

. survey carbon emissions, set clear goals

. set the highest environmental standards: this is the future

. define what will make Cardiff different to other cities

. ask what attracts business/visitors in the 21st century

. amplify strengths, overcome weaknesses

. set design standards to deliver the quality required, both public space and buildings

. be bold, the plan will set the base for the rest of the century

. encourage good things to flourish eg  public health, safety, cleanliness, environment responsibility

• Fulfil the wishes of its residents

. go out and ask what a good quality of life means

. display the options, seek input from all stakeholders

. use maps and models, make it live

. preserve the good, change to improve

. where tradeoffs are needed, give opportunity to understand

. respect Welsh Assembly Government policy: no politics over process, just the choices

Delivery Agreement,Consultation Draft response by Cardiff Civic Society
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Principles of process
The “Local Development Plan Manual, June 2006”, published by WAG Planning Inspectorate, sets out clearly 

the way in which a LDP should be arrived at. For those unfamiliar with the document it is worth setting out its 

guiding objectives for a LDP:

1. informing LDP production through Sustainability Appraisal, incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment 

(referred to in this Manual as SA), to bring together evidence and consider the long-term implications of strategy 

options and policies in LDPs;

2. basing LDP production on effective community involvement, to consider a wide range of views, with the aim 

of building a wider consensus on the strategy and policies for LDPs;

3. ensuring policy integration by producing LDPs that are internally consistent and integrated with other main 

policies and strategies at national, regional and local level (without unnecessary repetition);

4. delivering a faster and more responsive approach to plan-making, with published timetables for preparation, 

fewer iterations of the plan before adoption, and regular strategic monitoring and review to enable plans to 

better reflect the changing circumstances in contemporary Wales; and

5. making plans that are more strategic, concise and distinctive in setting out a strategy for how an area will 

develop and change, based on a robust understanding of interdependencies between places (within and across  

administrative boundaries) and drivers for change.

Represented schematically, it is clear that this is intended to be an iterative process, not a longitudinal task-and-

finish one, since work on any of the objectives may (indeed, almost certainly would) lead to rethinking, re-

appraising conclusions already reached.

12

Local Development Plan Manual June 2006

2.3  LDP Themes

The new LDP system aims to achieve the following objectives: 

• informing LDP production through Sustainability Appraisal, incorporating 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (referred to in this Manual as SA), to bring 
together evidence and consider the long-term implications of strategy options 
and policies in LDPs;

• basing LDP production on effective community involvement, to consider a wide 
range of views, with the aim of building a wider consensus on the strategy and 
policies for LDPs; 

• ensuring policy integration by producing LDPs that are internally consistent and 
integrated with other main policies and strategies at national, regional and local 
level (without unnecessary repetition);

• delivering a faster and more responsive approach to plan-making, with 
published timetables for preparation, fewer iterations of the plan before 
adoption, and regular strategic monitoring and review to enable plans to 
better reflect the changing circumstances in contemporary Wales; and

• making plans that are more strategic, concise and distinctive in setting 
out a strategy for how an area will develop and change, based on a robust 
understanding of interdependencies between places (within and across 
administrative boundaries) and drivers for change. 

This section introduces each theme, identifying the main issues for LDP production 
which are relevant throughout the process. Part B relates these themes to the tasks 
and issues that will be considered at each stage in the LDP process.

Figure 2.1: Key Themes in LDP Preparation

LDP Preparation

Community
Diaglogue

Focus on
Delivery

Integral SA/SEAPolicy Integration

Faster and More
Responsive Plans

Strategic, Concise
and Distinctive Plans

The manual further describes a process at Figure 3.1 (See Appendix for copy) where “Plan preparation, SA and 

consultation should be undertaken in an integrated manner”. This integration is a key test to be applied to the 

Delivery Agreement timetable and Community Involvement Scheme (CIS).
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Cardiff Civic Society conclusions on the Delivery Agreement and the CIS

We set out in three sections following our detailed (as time has allowed) comments on the 

Consultation Draft. These are entitled:The Plan Development; The Community Involvement 

Scheme; and Alternative Approaches.

In summary:

• The Delivery Agreement is unlikely to deliver a LDP that meets the guiding objectives set 

out by the legislation and WAG advice - it is (still) focussed on land use, not strategic 

development; it shows insufficient recognition of changed environmental and economic 

drivers and legislation and the need for sustainability; it will take too long, exacerbating the 

planning hiatus that exists; the process planned is not iterative, it works in task silos with 

little opportunity for iterative development of strategies and policies

• The CIS is deeply flawed - it proposes a system of engagement that falls short of active 

engagement with the citizens of Cardiff; it removes any potential for advice/discussion/

discourse with the ‘expert’ officers; it incorporates many of the features of the previous CIS 

which CCS was to argue was unsound

• CCS believes that a different model, in keeping with the WAG advice, would drastically 

shorten the production time for a new LDP and radically increase community 

engagement so that a genuine consensus could be claimed for the Plan. Such an 

approach involves a complete rethink of both attitudes (it is not just a land use plan), 

processes (a much more collaborative, flexible one based on clearly identified evidence, 

discussion about options and agreement), and methods of engagement with citizens and 

other stakeholders.

We propose that the current consultation be extended so that these options can be 

effectively explored. It is not the Cardiff Civic Society’s responsibility to draw up in detail a 

new Delivery Agreement, but we do believe that it is possible to produce what is needed and 

will engage in whatever way is necessary to achieve what the city needs and deserves.
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Detailed responses

Plan development

• The plan process continues to give precedence to land use, and the needs of developers. The vision and 

strategic goals should be agreed before any discussion of sites is initiated. (We suggest ways of doing this 

below).

• The process does not allow for the major options for change and the key outcomes to be exposed to the 

public. The options on growth, zoning, density, transportation, climate change, heritage, renewal, car access, 

electric vehicle priority, congestion charging, shared space etc,etc need to be explored by public exposure 

and input. A period of expositions , models, seminars, charrettes and discussions need to be included in the 

CIS in order to do this. 

• If possible, pilot exercises should be tried. The redevelopment of cul-de-sacs to provide play areas as 

reported 8 July 2010 Echo is a good example. Voluntary groups and universities should be used to contribute 

to and organise such forums much as the Cardiff Civic Society did before and has done for this consultation.5

• Above all, the issue of growth will dominate discussion. The use of objective measures of Cardiff’s capacity to 

grow must be included. This would allow the role of green space and parklands to be seen and discussed, 

and the development of existing village type communities to be put in context.

• Information from market research on the enablers for the success of a city must be clear. The recent European 

City study is not included, and our research shows that the target businesses require super fast broadband, 

interconnectivity and mobile applications to support distributed work patterns; the future cannot be a business  

as usual approach. For Cardiff to attract high skilled jobs we must offer a first class business and social 

environment. Similarly, the expectations of visitors and residents need to be understood. Cardiff must be 

distinctive for the city to attract the desired people. Benchmark studies should indicate best practice for us to 

emulate. 

• The database must be brought up to date, information prior to 2009 is worthless.

• Further to the above, an assessment of skills available and needed in the 21st century must be made to 

ensure our education system is capable of delivering .

• The issue of climate change requires an assessment of carbon and particle emissions, an evaluation of the 

impact of sea level changes and the challenge to achieve reductions must be explicit. The importance of this 

issue will not diminish, and it is important that Cardiff is seen as a leader in Wales.

• There is insufficient detail in the plan to suggest that it meets the need to consider nationwide, regional issues 

and develop a truly collaborate plan with adjoining or other affected local authorities.

• Above all the CCS believes it is essential to shorten the timescale of the LDP drastically. For the city to go a 

further 4 years without an agreed plan, with all the risks of inappropriate development, is unacceptable. 

Experience of business situations of similar complexity suggest a 1 to 2 year timeframe is reasonable, if the 

process is reduced to the essentials.  Our final comments provide ideas as to how this might be achieved.
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Consultation
Para 1.7 of the Delivery Agreement Draft sets out the aims of the Plan that state it should “Reflect local 

aspirations for the City, based on a vision agreed by the local community and other stakeholders”, and at  1.8,  

“The new system is intended to make LDPs more relevant, inclusive and engaging to local communities and to 
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encourage a partnership approach to plan preparation involved the public, private and voluntary sectors which 

should result in a strategy based on wide consensus.”

• Consultation is a skilled and active process of seeking, valuing and harnessing opinion.  It is not enough to 

give general notice that the LDP exists on the Council’s website and a note that anyone can proffer an 

opinion, with an email address or the team’s address in County Hall.  The series of Consultee conferences is 

inadequate in reaching ordinary citizens.  These methods of consultation are not inclusive but passive; the 

observation from the leader of the Council that people don’t care nor want to be involved perpetuates a 

traditional culture whereby many of Cardiff’s residents express a state of learned helplessness with no real say 

in what happens to their city and that the process of consultation is lip service. We cannot develop a 

consensus of a modern vibrant city of the future unless this changes. 

• The feedback from voluntary groups is overwhelmingly clear that there is little trust that input will be listened to 

even when asked, and there is a reluctance to engage in what is seen as a fruitless exercise. This inertia 

needs to be overcome by serious attention to the way in which the public, especially, are engaged.

• We welcome the appointment of a steering group of councillors, but it is not clear what their role will be and 

how they will ensure consultation will be effective. It appeared that the previous LDP draft was not well 

understood by councillors and their level of knowledge about the process and what was proposed, was, in 

general, low.

• Although the CIS in the last LDP was not tested by the inspector we feel that our observation that the citizen’s  

panel was an inadequate way of obtaining input from the community still holds. Understanding of the options, 

proposals and issues with the opportunity to comment can only be done through active engagement, 

through, for example, well facilitated workshops and seminars at weekends and in evenings where members 

of the community can feel able to participate. The use of simple Y/N questions does not get to the issues. The 

CIS only identifies consultees if people explicitly engage with the process: this implies an already high level of 

knowledge and understanding in order to have a voice in the process. “Opting-in” is not a truly consultative 

process.

• The main method of consultation proposed  is via conferences each of which is discrete and unconnected 

with other issues. This is not consultation: it may be educative, it may be informational; it is not consultation if 

there is not discussion/feedback loop. In the last LDP process consultation outputs mixed all shades of 

opinion in a raft of post-it notes from which no coherent conclusions could legitimately be drawn. This method 

allows any desired result to be drawn, rather than identifying the options and preferences of each stakeholder. 

This method has very limited application to the LDP process.

• The sequence of activities prioritises developers and site examination before the vision, strategic goals and 

key policies are set .This sequence will not produce a balanced output unless sites can be assessed directly 

against the strategic goals.

• The plan shows the LDP evolving directly from the preferred strategy to deposit stage without going through a 

draft stage as before. This means that groups have really only one 6 week period to comment on the whole 

document before submission. It is not necessarily a six-week period that is the issue, but what is required to 

be accomplished during that time. If it is required merely to consider an already widely discussed document, 

based on previously published drafts, then this is sufficient, otherwise not.

• The 6 week consultation periods proposed would not allow any groups to understand or comment on 

complex proposals. An alternative of publishing a set of ‘ green papers ‘ with real time access to project team 

input would overcome this problem. The idea of a central  office  (in a city arcade, for example) for easy 

access was among the suggestions raised in a CCS workshop of voluntary groups on 12 July 2010.

• Holiday periods must be avoided for statutory consultation periods.
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• The main output of the CCS workshop was that the only way that residents could be reached satisfactorily 

was via a series of roadshows, in each ward and for each topic. Our ward councillors should act as facilitators  

and as conduits for input, their involvement is crucial to the ongoing success of the plan. Schools and clubs 

should also be included to ensure our young , and disadvantaged communities are included. The changes to 

the waste management system are a model for this.

• The ways in which the plans are presented do not utilise the benefits of today’s technology. Virtual maps, 

walk-throughs and interactive screens are commonplace in all business environments, and would ease and 

encourage input. The use of computerised ‘trade-off’ methodologies is another excellent way of allowing 

people to understand and make decisions about complex issues that are difficult to envisage.

An alternative iterative - and quicker - approach to deliver meaningful consensus
We have tried to visualise the proposed timetable in a schematic way in order to show how limiting the process 

is to meaningful consultation. We also believe that - as above - the consultation periods are too short, and do 

not allow an iterative consideration of complex, often inter-related, options.

This schematic shows an alternative iterative approach which has the possibility of reducing the time taken to 

Draft Plan.

The key steps in LDP development are 

• agree vision and strategic outcomes, use seminars and public display to encourage input

• map out the city and identify growth capacity and potential, distribute information widely

• provide policy framework to ensure the planners can deliver the LDP, e.g. control over permitted development, 

design, minimum standards, renewable energy self-sufficiency etc

• coordinate with neighbouring authorities to ensure cooperation and coherence of plans

• identify options for each strategic outcome, use roadshows  and models in easy access city locations to allow 

exploration of the alternatives and trade-offs where appropriate. The transport consequences are a vital 

element. This should use the latest methods of visual display and manipulation of models.

• publish ‘ green papers ‘ of proposed approach to each outcome, with formal input requested  over a short 

period to all contributors

• identify main areas of growth in dwellings and business, and invite developer and resident input . This will 

require site based resident meetings

• publish Draft LDP integrating all proposals into one document. Conduct major education programme to 

ensure understanding and identify gaps

• publish Deposit LDP with final brief consultation period.

The LDP site evaluation process could then be left to the planning process, external to the LDP. The final 

document need not extend to the 252 pages previously compiled, but be a much slimmer, more strategic and 

accessible document based on outcomes and enablers. The importance of evidence is paramount, and clear 

analysis of options and reasons for selection must be documented. 

This approach, with continuous and overlapping consultation could be completed in 2 years .
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Appendix

19

Local Development Plan Manual June 2006

Figure 3.1: Main Stages of the LDP Preparation Process

N.B.   Plan preparation, SA and consultation should be undertaken in an 
integrated manner.
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Mr Gareth Harvey
The Planning Inspectorate
Crown Buildings, Cathays Park
Cardiff CF10 3NQ

7th January 2010

Dear Mr Harvey

Cardiff Deposit LDP Examination 
We have received from the LDP Examination team programme office 

(Tracey Smith) the guidance notes for the Examination into the soundness of the 
Cardiff Local Development plan. 

We would like to address a number of points about the process and the way 
in which we can be involved and contribute to the Examination. As such we 
would be grateful if you could confirm that you can share with the inspector the 
requests below.

First and foremost we note from the guidance notes point 4.2 page 4 that 
the Council will need “to clarify the position in respect of the community 
involvement”  at the pre-hearing meeting of the 28th of January. In our analysis 
of the LDP we make the case that the consultation and community engagement 
failed the test of soundness.  We would like to understand if the Council scheme 
for community engagement conformed to the statutory regulations. Will we be 
able to present in some detail the case that the Council have failed to meet the 
soundness principle in this area on the 28th? Will we be able, if appropriate, to 
bring expert witness/es to assist in making our case? We would appreciate your 
urgent advice on these points.

Secondly, the Inspector may have seen how we have summarised our input 
to the Deposit LDP under six headings each covering a strategic subject area. 
and we are conscious that our input format might by its complexity compared 
with other submissions require more Examination time. Before receiving the 
guidance notes we had therefore been planning to present our arguments and to 
bring expert witnesses to support in depth assessment of the LDP and to explore 
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alternative proposals for each strategic area. Is it the Inspector’s view that as well 
as an “across the table” format our approach can also be met? 

Our six strategic areas, and some of our concerns are:
Housing

• we would wish to explore the reasons for the selection of the high dwelling 
growth objectives. These are not clearly set out and justified in the context of 
the Wales Spatial Plan and the economic recession already underway at the 
time of the draft LDP. We believe what is proposed is not sustainable.

• we would seek to develop an analysis of the consequences of the brownfield 
site limitation in terms of development concentration on medium and high rise 
dwellings already available in abundance

• we would like to highlight the apparent lack of provision of family housing

• we would want to make a particular focus on the need for proposals for 
regeneration of Victorian terraced housing, to contribute to affordable housing 
and improve existing housing stock

• we would seek to understand the Council’s analysis of (or lack of) the capacity 
and willingness of existing communities to expand and resolve infrastructure 
gaps  

• we do not see in the LDP any identification of models of medium to high density 
urban development for 21st century living relevant to Cardiff

• we are unconvinced that there is explicit clarification of way in which the LDP 
delivers an exceptional Quality of Life - one of the key deliverables

• we would seek to understand the detailed plans for dwelling growth that takes 
account of the student population and provides a mixed demographic solution.

Economy - office development

• we would like to test any market research data that has been produced (if any) 
that demonstrates the need for more large scale out of town business parks 
and that this has been revisited in particular in the light of current economic 
conditions and environmental concerns

• we would present an analysis of 21st century business and work practices, 
which we believe should be based upon mobile and digital technology, and a 
move away from static large scale offices - all areas unexplored in the Deposit 
Plan LDP

• we would seek clear justification of the failure to reference WAG’s Technium 
concept and why it is not relevant to Cardiff

• we would review and assess market research (if any) showing the specific 
needs of the high-tech industries it is hoped to attract to Cardiff in competition 
with all other cities in the UK and Europe.
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Economy - employment

• we wish to test the data and assumptions showing the reasons for the selection 
of the high jobs growth option, with reference to WAG policies for distribution of 
work to areas of low employment, and the economic recession

• we would like to submit market research and other evidence of the 21st century 
business model. Our research indicates a strong move to decentralised , small 
units networking from urban locations with ready access to skills, information, 
research facilities  and technology infrastructure as well as offering easy access 
and high quality public/work spaces. 

• we would seek further analysis of the centres of excellence already in existence 
and capable of growth. It is our contention that Wales and Cardiff have a first 
class “brand “ image and many world class industries and products that should 
be identified as major growth opportunities and as a magnet for expansion and 
inward investment.

• we would seek to test the analysis of skills and expertise in the population that 
could form the basis of future job growth and the needs of employers in the 
21st century, and in terms of the quality of the working environment that would 
attract skilled staff for the targeted industries

• we would wish to understand the role of the universities in Cardiff as providers 
of skills, training expertise and a potential workforce to support the objective of 
nurturing industries it is desired to attract and how the LDP will support them.

Transportation

• we would seek expert analysis of traffic flows (actual, projected and desired) 
that are said to support the plan. We would focus specifically on 
interchangeability between modes and between traffic coming in/out of Cardiff 
and internal circulation between areas of housing, work, services and retail

• further to the above, we would seek a reasoned argument for not planning the 
Eastern Bay Link as part of an holistic approach to traffic management and an 
analysis of the links required between city centre and the Bay, between 
business centres and government centres

• we would present of models of successful urban transit systems throughout 
Europe and their relevance to Cardiff

• we would seek to understand why the LDP has no recognition of the concept of 
shared space, currently being extensively piloted throughout the UK and to 
present its potential for Cardiff
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• we would seek to understand why the LDP makes no reference for the need or 
use (or not) of traffic management schemes, congestion charging, or Oyster 
Card type public transport payment schemes

Environment
This topic is the most difficult to examine as the contributions to the 

environment and climate change are to be found in all sections of the LDP. But 
we still feel that specific clarification is needed on:

• providing a clear statement of progress towards WAG targets for carbon and 
particle emission reduction over the lifetime of the plan

• show plans for the elimination of hydrocarbon fuelled transportation from the 
city centre, with the positive consequences on release of land from parking, and 
recovery of public spaces for pedestrian and cycle use

• explain the absence of plans for small/medium scale renewable energy 
generation schemes

• seek to understand how plans for the renewal of existing housing and industrial 
buildings will meet targets for energy conservation, and why the current plan 
relies so heavily on new build for such savings

• present plans for the extensive greening of the city to reduce temperatures and 
provide medium term provision of carbon sinks.

Consultation and community engagement

• we seek an explanation of the strategy for engagement of the various 
stakeholders in the city, and explanation for the poor response from residents 
and businesses

• we seek publication and review of the output of public debates and workshops 
which are claimed to illustrate the level of constructive dialogue

• we seek an evidence based explanation of how representational opinion was 
sampled and analysed.

Our view here is that the plan fails test P1, and is thus not sound.

Overall we wish to produce the evidence that the LDP is unsound in the six 
areas of policy development we highlight, as it is not consistent with the declared 
strategies, not based on adequate research, and is not sufficiently flexible in the 
face of demanding environmental and economic circumstances that were quite 
well understood at the time of the draft LDP. The vision statement on which the 
plan is based is satisfactory, but the level of strategic analysis and development 
of key objectives  is deficient. This has led to a plan focussing on detailed policy 
development with no adequate framework to assure the delivery of overall goals. 
The plan’s sole objective is to support unjustifiable high levels of growth in a 
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“business as usual” manner. Thus the plan fails tests CE2 and CE4, and is 
unsound.

We wish in our presentations to be positive in our approach: we believe that 
there are sound, viable ways of addressing the needs of Cardiff for the future and 
are prepared to assemble the experience and evidence of other cities and 
communities for you to consider.

We would be pleased to contribute the expertise of the Cardiff Civic Society 
in analysing and probing these issues, and look forward to your invitation to do 
so. 

Yours sincerely

David Eggleton
Cardiff Civic Society LDP team 
A copy of the CCS submission is enclosed
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Prepared by: Cardiff Civic Society (CCS) Editors: David Eggleton, Jeanne-Hélène 
Eggleton and Peter D Cox

Delivered: Saturday, 6 June 2009

Summation:  CCS finds the Deposit LDP Unsound in six key areas: Housing; 
Economy - office development; Economy - employment; Transportation; Environment 
and Consultation. The failure of the Deposit LDP to address the circumstances of a 
globally changed economic climate and the global environmental issues are fatal to its 
usefulness as a plan for Cardiff for the next 15 years.
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Cardiff Civic Society 
- who we are
Cardiff Civic Society - formed in 1964 - is a registered charity with the following 
objectives:

To encourage the highest standards of development and environment in the 
capital city of Wales and support appropriate new development and 
enhancements schemes

To promote civic pride and community action as a mean to encourage 
sustainable development and quality of life

To promote high standards of planning, architecture and environment in or 
affecting the City of Cardiff.

Considering the LDP
Early in 2008, the Society became aware it had missed the Preferred Strategy 
Consultation of autumn 2007 because it was not on the list of consultees included in 
the LDP Delivery Agreement.

From March 2008 CSS was in contact with the LDP team at Cardiff Council regarding 
its participation at a conference CCS was organising in October 2008 to discuss the 
LDP. In a June 2008 meeting with a senior member of the LDP team the Society was 
told our planned conference was well timed because the Council were considering a 
fresh Preferred Strategy consultation for autumn 2008 due to the significant increase in 
the level of housing now being written into the plan and the inclusion of the 
International Business Park (IBP), and that we would therefore have our chance to 
comment on the Preferred Strategy. A decision on this was due in July 2008.

CCS subsequently learnt that at their meeting of 2nd October the Council’s Executive 
had after all decided a fresh consultation was not necessary. CCS never received an 
explanation of the basis for their decision and submitted this question in writing at the 
Stakeholder Briefing event of 22nd October 2008. The question was omitted from the 
response document circulated after the meeting. (The specific purpose of that 
response document was to answer all questions raised at the Stakeholder Briefing). 
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In October 2008 the CCS set up a team to analyse and respond to the Draft LDP, 
despite not being included in Cardiff Council’s consultation list. This response (see 
appendices) delivered to the council in early January 2009 was based on a mapping of 
the policies and plans in the draft onto the declared vision and objectives. No 
response to this document has been received.

Although some recognition of the economic and environmental issues that have 
emerged or been clarified since the plan was drafted are now included in the Deposit 
LDP, much of this analysis is still relevant and useful pre-work for this final consultation.

The Deposit Plan
Seven members of the CCS attended the presentation made by Cardiff City and 
County Council on 28th April 2009. The working group considered how to respond in 
the six weeks allowed and set up two open workshops and issued a widespread 
invitation to local universities, community groups and associated organisations.

Two evenings of workshops
CCS ran two evenings of workshops on 18th and 20th May 2009 attended by over 
100 participants.  Each took the same format: a presentation of the key subject 
findings from the LDP itself (these are substantially reproduced in the pages that follow 
“What the LDP says1”); a ‘keynote’ presentation on the topic by an authority in the 
field; a moderated discussion from which propositions, concerns and proposals were 
generated and a record of key inputs and observations which provide the framework 
for the writers of this document.

The status of this document
This is a considered response by the Society to the Deposit LDP. Individual members 
have also made personal responses, as have other organisations who have 
contributed their thoughts to this response.  This document represents an extensive 
critical analysis if the strategic proposals and their potential to deliver the LDP’s vision. 
The process employed requires us to highlight not its positive features - where they 
may exist - but aspects where it is unsound.

In summary
In summary CCS finds the Deposit LDP unsound in six key areas: Housing; Economy 
- office development; Economy - employment; Transportation; Environment and 
Consultation and community engagement.

Additionally, the failure of the Deposit LDP to address the circumstances of a globally 
changed economic climate and the global environmental issues (particularly as now 
set out by the Wales Assembly Government in One Wales: One Planet, a New 
Sustainable Development Plan for Wales) are fatal to its usefulness as a plan for Cardiff 
for the next 15 years. 
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Housing 
- what the LDP says2

High growth housing targets to match projected employment growth; 40% affordable, 
full range/mix; attention to safety; predominantly using brownfield sites. Housing 
growth: 27,442 new dwellings average 1,829 pa; this is higher than 5 year average 
1,811; significantly higher than 10 year average of 1,513; “Current evidence suggests 
a significant decrease in units to be completed due to economic downturn”; proposed 
growth is: below level in Cardiff 2008 LHMA - higher than SE Wales Regional 
Apportionment Exercise

Community safety and creating a safe environment:  all new development shall be 
designed to promote a safe and secure environment and minimise the opportunity for 
crime: maximise natural surveillance of areas which may be vulnerable to crime such 
as publicly accessible spaces, open space, car parking areas and footpaths; have well 
defined routes, spaces and entrances that provide convenient movement without 
compromising security;  maintain perceptible distinction between public and private 
spaces through well defined boundaries and defensible space; provide a good 
standard of lighting to public spaces and routes while minimising light pollution; be 
designed with management and maintenance in mind, to discourage crime in the 
present and future.

2021 - housing will be

at increasing high density

more affordable

give attention to design - layout - safety

based on a Regional Apportionment Exercise

Housing - why the LDP is unsound
because the combination of the two policies of high dwelling growth and brownfield 
land leads immediately and irrevocably to development consents that will meet neither 
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the mix of housing desired by the plan nor resolve the social housing waiting list 
issues. It will also lead to further collapse in the value of existing apartment stock and 
create a shortage of family housing which will increase its cost. This is divisive and will 
enlarge the gap between rich and poor that the LDP wishes to reduce. Over 
intensification of high-rise development also denies opportunity for effective design of 
public and private space, and creates issues for urban transport network design.

the evidence is visible in unsold apartments (across the UK, this is not unique to 
Cardiff) and retrospective conversion of small un-saleable units into larger family 
accommodation. The lack of family accommodation in the urban area forces workers 
to move out of town in mid career with consequential impact on transport and social 
infrastructure.

the solution is to reduce the number of dwellings planned, coupled with a major 
regeneration scheme contributing towards affordable housing growth, and only relax 
the prohibition on greenfield sites close to existing communities where those 
communities can be enhanced and family housing could also be located. In addition, 
improved liaison with neighbouring authorities may find alternative sites, given a 
satisfactory transport and social infrastructures. Models for such urban development 
are plentiful in continental Europe, and have been addressed in the Rogers report in 
2001 and in CABE studies.

Economy - office development
 - what the LDP says
Jobs are 88% service sector - 25% business & financial; Planned city office 
development for 20k jobs; Retain ‘urban village’ feel at city sites; IBP to attract creative 
- bioscience - IT - HQ for air links; small, green technology site; Focus on high skill 
jobs 

There could be 400,00 sq m of office space developed in Bay and south Cardiff - for 
20,000 employees; three hectares at Cardiff Gate for business development; general 
industry and warehousing - Wentloog (28 ha), Pengam (10 ha), Leckwith (8 ha);  a new 
business park at junction 33 M4 (131 ha); there is sufficient land to accommodate 
projected employment

2021 business environment will be:

high rise in city centre

urban village mixed economy

IBP HQ at junction 33, M4

growth focussed
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Office development - why the LDP is unsound
because the proposals for new, ‘traditional’ office accommodation at the IBP and in 
the Bay are inconsistent with 21st century working practices and the needs of the 
businesses that are targeted to be attracted to Cardiff. Neither junction 33, nor access  
routes to the Bay can cope with increased traffic. As such the solutions are already 
obsolete and unworkable.

the evidence is already visible throughout the UK in empty office blocks (predating 
the current downturn) and their conversion to hotels where this is feasible. Data on the 
needs of such businesses clearly demonstrates the mobile, technology dominated 
work styles that are already widespread. No data is offered in the LDP of which 
businesses have been consulted or of their needs. 

the solution is a change of LDP focus towards smaller units supported by digital, wifi 
and internet technologies and supported by facilities to assist family life from crèche to 
gym. Such developments need careful design to provide the “ in between “ working 
and interactive spaces consistent with modern needs. The need also exists for ready 
access to reference, research, technical support and centres of competence that can 
only be provided in urban and connected environments. 

Economy - employment 
- what the LDP says
The LDP would accommodate the 10.7% growth in jobs in Cardiff (23,200 jobs), 
forecast by Cambridge Econometrics between 2006 and 2021, if current trends 
continue;  this forecast forms the basis for the current Economic Strategy for Cardiff 
and would enable the city to maintain its role within the regional and national 
economies.

No retail growth - given the level of recent and current retail development in the city 
(90,000 sq m at St David's 2), it is not anticipated that there will be a requirement for 
substantial additional retail floor space over the Plan period.

Employment - why the LDP is unsound
because the focus on knowledge industries is too narrow in the face of an economic 
crisis. A city will remain competitive only if a wider range of premium employment 
opportunities is attracted, to use and need the network of small businesses that 
already exists. Large companies will decentralise work to units in cities associated with 
skills and competences , and with a high quality of life. Such a model requires a wide 
range of industries, skills and knowledge to avoid stagnation and over dependence on 
a limited range of employers.

the evidence is visible through the implications of changing work patterns, reduced 
travel and the need to acquire new skills. The strengths of Cardiff are many, and there 
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is insufficient attention paid to the potential growth in employment in food preparation 
(food miles)  and standards, materials technology, energy, culture and film/TV , sport 
participation and events, entertainment and tourism for example  .

the solution is to recognise the benefits of diversity in the economy, and invest in the 
facilities to encourage a broad range of business. The key differentiators are and will 
continue to be the quality of life (a key vision in the LDP but not addressed at all) and  
specialist facilities supported by centres of knowledge, competence and skill. There is 
a strong brand associated with Wales that should be at the forefront of Cardiff’s plans 
as the seat of government, and the first natural point of call of visitors.

Transportation 
- what the LDP says
Cardiff’s road network is at capacity; alternatives to car travel to be encouraged; park 
and ride (including to IBP) to be provided; bus corridors and frequency to be 
developed; interchange between modes to be easier.

Transport trends: if trends continue Cardiff will experience 11 to 18% increase in traffic 
flow over decade; roads already at capacity so congestion will occur; LDP proposes 
wide range of schemes and packages to encourage alternatives to car use

Success is critical to LDP implementation

2021 will be:

park and ride

improved bus network

encouragement of train, walk, cycle

Transportation - why the LDP is unsound
because, despite the stated recognition that success of the transport network is 
critical to the success of the plan, the LDP fails to identify or plan in any detail 
whatsoever an integrated, effective or efficient transport network. The measures to 
reduce car use are weak and the plan offers neither assistance nor compulsion 
towards alternative modes of transport. The solutions lack ambition, proposing ideas 
more relevant to the 1980’s, and fails to respond to the criticality of success for the 
rest of the plan to be successful.

the evidence is clearly demonstrated in the workshop submissions for both transport 
and environment. Models of successful systems abound throughout Europe, and 
Cardiff should refer to best practice for its solution. No alternative or state of the art 
systems are referenced in the LDP to provide feasible and cost effective schemes that 
could apply here. Previous studies for Cardiff in 1963 may have lessons for today but 
are not referred to. Further, the Bay remains remote from the city centre and neither 
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the need or the opportunity for an efficient and high profile link into the city are 
mentioned. No in depth analysis is offered of the reasons why the Eastern Bay Link 
Road is not included, nor its potential benefits.

the solution is to be found in the many examples of rapid transit urban transportation 
systems already implemented throughout Europe. The information on cost and 
effectiveness is in the public domain and would allow Cardiff to leap ahead of the field. 
The transformation of  the centre of Cardiff into a very large scale pedestrian and cycle 
only area (with arrangements for deliveries), coupled with a state of the art urban 
transit system would meet both transport and environmental needs and be very 
popular. The opportunity of an astounding futuristic and iconic link from the centre into 
the Bay would provide a landmark for visitors as significant as the Millennium Centre 
and Stadium have been. The integration of these distinct communities is essential for 
the social development of Cardiff.

Environment 
- what the LDP says
New development to be to high eco-standards including renewable energy; protect 
landscape/wildlife, develop carbon sinks; Improve waste handling and use eg 
incineration and composting; protect and enhance natural and built heritage; 
sustainable development principles; managing waste; landscape protection

2021 will be:

new development reducing carbon

protection of green space

waste handling initiatives to reduce landfill

less car use

Mitigate and adapt to climate change

Environment - why the LDP is unsound
because the plan fails to recognise or deliver the requisite reduction in climate altering 
gases and particles that are clearly and specifically identified in WAG and UK 
government commitments that must be met within the lifetime of this LDP. Current and 
planned reviews of the impact of climate change suggest that even more stringent 
reductions will soon be imposed and Cardiff will be required to respond as the major 
contributor. The contributions suggested amount to a tiny fraction of currently 
recognised reductions and it is vital to us all that leading cities like Cardiff play a 
leading role, this is not currently the case.

the evidence is  in the complete lack of recognition of the scale of change we must 
make, and no assessment of the impact of what is proposed. For example, the largest 
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contribution to CO2 reduction appears associated with new development, to be built 
to the highest standards. It is difficult to imagine that this could contribute more than a 
percentage point or two. Similarly, transportation in 2021 seems to rely on old 
technology operated more efficiently in a less congested environment, again 
contributing no more the a few percentage points. Despite having the freedom to 
initiate small scale local renewable energy schemes to support clusters of domestic or 
business users, there are no concrete plans to do so ; and the opportunities for 
renewable energy generation locally from tidal or indeed fossil fuels that can take 
advantage of emerging technologies. In summary the plan makes virtually no 
statement about what everyone in the population believes is the world’s most pressing 
problem.

the solution is to redesign and upgrade the transport proposals, extend the new 
development standards into the existing business, retail and housing stock, 
significantly “green” the city, insist on local renewable energy generation  and 
reconsider the capacity of the city to grow by increasing co-ordination with 
neighbouring authorities. In this way the difficult task of reducing CO2 can be resolved 
with positive and popular solutions.

Consultation and community engagement
- what the LDP says
 Actual consultation took two forms:

Seeking input from the Citizens Forum, a group of 1430 individuals 
representative of Cardiff population on the subjects of housing and employment 
growth

Seeking input from a list of 226 private companies, government departments 
and public bodies, plus charities and voluntary organisations.

Consultation and community engagement - why the LDP is unsound
because the actual consultation list as documented, is a small and unrepresentative 
sample dominated by developers and government/establishment vested interest. 

The Delivery Agreement for the LDP required the production of a ‘Community 
Involvement Strategy’ (required by WAG). The Community Involvement Strategy listed 
the organisations to be consulted and many relevant organisations were missing from 
it: it is lacking in length and breadth and there is a particular dearth of local Cardiff 
organisations. The “Cardiff Deposit Local Development Plan: Initial Consultation Report 
March 2009” lists the 237 organisations and individuals as ‘Consultees Notified of 
Consultation on the Preferred Strategy” 40 of these are named in the ‘Respondents to 
the Preferred Strategy’.

Despite the evidence of emerging concern on economic and environmental issues 
(immature and ill-informed topics at that stage) no effort was made to seek further 
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input via workshops or professional groups knowledgeable about future trends or best 
practice in a host of European cities.

It is perfectly possible to run, for example, successful workshops to engage a wide 
range of input apart from the ‘usual suspects’. This is perhaps illustrated by our efforts 
documented here or in the February 2006 work by the council’s parks department 
prior to the Heritage Lottery Fund application. Such methods - and there are many 
others -  can deliver thought out, integrated solutions to complex issues that individual 
surveys on a limited question list cannot achieve.

the evidence is:  that of 1430 members of the Citizen Forum, only 123 responded 
(>9%) of whom all but 4 were white, only 1 unemployed, 3 disabled/sick and 4 carers. 
This is not a representative sample.
Key messages emerged even from this flawed process which are not reflected or 
addressed in the LDP: “Support the growth in the valleys as a priority” ; Fix the 
transport issues ; Better housing mix; 62% found greenfields development necessary 
to provide adequate ; family and affordable housing (transport dependant); 83% 
wanted stronger employment enablers; 84% said access and transport were the keys.

Of the 226 businesses and organisations approached only 40 responded (>18%)3:

30% of whom were government or public funded bodies

35% were developers or agents

17% were professional pressure groups

17% were employers.

This bias leads - we suggest -  to a dominance being given to interests desiring 
maximum growth and development. There were no efforts documented to seek the 
input of urban planning professionals for unbiased advice and alternatives, no 
references to models of good and bad behaviour or best practices, nor are there 
efforts to seek input from the businesses that it is said are the target market for the 
proposed development; the lack of market research has led to the adoption of 
obsolete solutions to the business and working environment.

the solution: a completely rethought LDP should be created based on a meaningful 
dialogue with citizens, extensive and thorough research (not reliant on the authority’s 
own research teams), and a process that enables rather than deters genuine 
consultation in which all voices are valued.
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Conclusions
Unsound, inadequate policy formation
The Cardiff Civic Society believes that the process of developing this LDP has been 
followed in accordance with the guidlines: its implementation however has been 
unsound leading to inadequate policy formulation. Whilst the CCS concurs with the 
vision section of the LDP, our mapping of policy proposals onto that vision reveals 
patchy coverage and this leads, inexorably, to inadequate and inappropriate 
proposals.

We conclude therefore that the plan is unsound and thus has to be rejected in its 
entirety.

Risks of proceeding
The risks of proceeding with the LDP as it stands are:

1) Cardiff as a capital city and home to the Welsh Assembly should be a leader in 
spatial planning, embracing the challenges of economic and environmental 
change and working with neighbouring local authorities: growth in the valleys will 
fail - and economic deprivation increase -  unless radical steps are taken to 
integrate and share the prosperity sought in Cardiff - if necessary accepting 
lower growth, less expansion to benefit the valleys

2) enforced commuting for families with its social, environmental and economic 
cost

3) continuation/enlargement of homelessness issues

4) businesses will “follow the bandwidth” and locate in cities offering 21st century 
infrastructure (eg today, courts offer virtual justice and universities virtual degree 
congregations; Amsterdam has developed Smart Work Centres, Stockholm has 
reduced car use by 20% with its programme of controlled access)

5) obsolete empty offices will demonstrate the employment policy failures

6) skilled jobs will migrate to areas with skills, expertise, centres of competence 
and quality of life 
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7) sufficient reduction in carbon and particle emission will not be made; as shown 
in the Stern report the cost of inaction on carbon/particle emission is greater 
than the cost of action

8) transport will remain an issue as it has since the Buchanan report in 1968. this 
will curtail future development and put pressure on Cardiff businesses (some of 
which are world class now) to move away. Whilst costly investment is always 
given as the reason for not adopting innovative solutions, other cities have 
turned the problem on its head and generate income to support sustainable 
transport4

9) the experiences over the past 30 years of towns and cities in the UK that were 
over dependant on narrow economic base/wealth creating industry with 
inadequate social, technological, transport, expertise will be repeated in Cardiff

10) as a result of poor consultation during the LDP process, and - if this LDP is 
accepted -  the subsequent imposition of an inadequate planning strategy, the 
alienation of Cardiff population from its governing and political establishment will 
be complete.

... but it’s only planning
During the extensive process undertaken by the Cardiff Civic Society to write this 
document the planning experts amongst the group have continually reminded us that 
this is only ‘a land use plan’ not a document for social engineering to redress all of 
Cardiff’s ills. 

But, to recap on the document’s primary vision, it is: “to ensure that Cardiff is a world 
class European capital city with an exceptional quality of life”. 

That quality of life is - and will continue to be - structured around, focussed on, 
mediated by, the buildings, roads, open spaces and infrastructures that make the 
environment in which real people live and work. 

If we fail to create that quality of life, some - the most economically important - will be 
fortunate enough to vote with their feet and leave. 

For the rest, the LDP’s inability to frame the policies that will best deliver that ‘world 
class’ environment - or even something aspiring to be measured on those terms - will 
mean that the country’s capital will have failed its citizens, now and for decades to 
come.
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Appendix 1: expert advisors 
and contributors and their 
presentations
Professor Stuart Cole, Professor of  
Transport, Wales Transport Research 
Centre, University of Glamorgan

Neil Harris, Lecturer in Statutory 
Planning, Cardiff University

Peter Jones RSPB

Professor John Punter, Professor of 
Urban Design Cardiff University

The Work Foundation/Ideopolis - key 
findings (presented for them by Peter D 
Cox, managing director TMPL 
Consultants)

Appendix 2: documentary 
evidence cited:
Stern, P, 2009. A blueprint for a safer 
planet: How to manage climate change 
and create a new era of progress and 
prosperity. London, The Bodley Head

Welsh Assembly Government, May, 
2009. One Wales: One Planet: The 
sustainable development scheme of the 
Welsh Assembly Government. Cardiff.

Llywodraeth Cynulliad Cymru, Mai 2009. 
Cymru'n Un: Cenedl Un Planed: Cynllun 
Datblygu 

Cynaliadwy Llywodraeth Cynulliad 
Cymru. Caerdydd.

Labour Market Statistics for 
Cardiff: https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/
reports/lmp/la/2038432103/report.aspx

Connected Urban Development http://
www.connectedurbandevelopment.org/
connected_and_sustainable_work

Foresight: Sustainable Energy 
Management and the Built Environment 
Project Final Project report (2008).

Economist Intelligence Unit: Driving 
change: How policymakers are using 
road charging to tackle congestion . At 
http://tinyurl.com/trafficcharging
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Appendix 3: workshop outputs
Workshop 18th May 2009
Urban design and housing (verbatim)

• Influencing existing allocation
• Can distribution to the vale/valleys for 

family housing be sustainable?
• Family housing
• Essential to have private, communal, 

public space
• Longer term release of green fields
• Define minimum standards for flats eg: 

parker morris
• Design flats for families not elderly & 

single people  (as on continent)
• Mix appears to be wrong and is unsound
• Connections/pushing with other 

authorities
• Stronger design strategies needed
• Design not defined
• How will plan deliver high quality designs?
• Only tall buildings
• Promise is there but delivery not there
• Do we want brown fields only? Is this a 

sound strategy?
• Deterioration of housing stock
• Will those be included in future housing 

numbers?
• House builders want houses not flats
• Community infrastructure planned before 

release of land for build
• What is evidence for increased 

employment?
• Population projections are they 

unrealistically high?
• Will identified areas actually emerge

Workshop 18th May 2009
Work and the economy (verbatim)

• Digital divide issues
• Mapping digital infrastructure lacking in 

LDP
• LDP could identify wi-fi hotspots & 

lowspots
• LDP could use it to address pockets of 

unemployment
• Exponential growth in retail (internet 

shopping)

• Exponential growth in working from home
• LDP based on old model
• LDP should focus on infrastructure in 

technology not office block
• It content in LDP where?
• LDP lacks arts centres; “in between 

centres”, enhanced libraries
• It industries adequacy of infrastructures
• Attract industries by offering quality of life
• LDP should look towards food 

manufacturing: local food, local producing
• Food miles support/food niches facilitated
• The LDP can be the start of implementing 

social strategies. It could be but it is not
• Equalities issues
• What type and quality of jobs/

employment
• Does LDP address disadvantaged 

communities?
• Sustainable communities planning
• Transition (?)
• How many empty office blocks at 

present?
• Figures planned for m2 office space are 

astronomical
• Do we need a junction 33?
• LDP “unsound” because of junction 33
• Sporting and cultural industries are under-

represented.
• No recognition of these industries
• Not an economic downturn issue but a 

way of working
• Is an international business park totally 

obsolete?
• LDP is supposed to be sustainability 

neutral on biodiversity”!!! 

Workshop 20th May 2009
Transport (verbatim)

• Possible stick measures needed
• How will carrot measures be achieved?
• Cardiff connections out north but not 

across (Penarth)
• Joining the city not just the centre to the 

bay
• Frequency of rail runs to airport
• Operational and investment issues: bus 

stops shelters, bike racks location/safety 
as on continent
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• Issues of peak oil
• Plan has no connections with other 

authorities
• The whole of the LDP rests on the 

transport strategy and the strategy is not 
sound

• More walking, change of culture
• The world we have made, as a result of 

the level of thinking we have done thus 
far, creates problems we cannot solve at 
the same level of thinking at which we 
created them this quote applies to the 
LDP

• Impact of working from home on 
transport

• Transport involves hours defined by 
schools and work timetables

• LDP does not talk about the points made 
in presentation of professor Stuart Coles

• LDP torpedoed by the IBP
• IBM originally supported by transport 

route now taken away IBP even more 
unrealistic

• £500 m are needed for transport but only 
£14 m will be available

• What are the deliverables/
• LDP is more of the same
• Communities facilities lacking (children are 

bussed around the town’s schools
• Schools runs aggravate the traffic
• LDP has no steps to delivery
• LDP has no indication of future needs 

analysis
• Work from home not applicable to all jobs
• Flexi time has not proved popular due to 

behavioural/ family culture

Workshop 20th May 2009
Maintaining our environment 
(verbatim)

• Uk climate change act requires a 
reduction of 26/34% (unclear?) By 2020 
i.e. within the life time of the LDP

• WAG  legally committed to have 
sustainable development approach to all 
it does

• Need education and mild form of 
authoritarianism

• No funding available for organic 
horticulture

• No organic maintenance in parks
• Regulations and compulsion on way of 

life needed
• Ask Peter Jones what are the policies in 

his view which should be in the plan but 
are not

• Has CCCC done a sustainable appraisal 
of impact of LDP implementation on the 
ecological footprint of Cardiff?

• Plan is not explicit/ plan is not sound
• Growth extrapolation from statistics (given 

on Monday 18th session on housing) is 
unsound

• Lack of communications with council
• Communities input to council ignored
• Protection of rivers’ corridors
• Detailed designation of these corridors 

needed
• If this plan is unsound alternatives should 

be provided
• It is not sound to think that we can 

provide an alternative when the council 
has spent x man days and x years writing 
it

• The LDP does not match/fit the “One 
Wales “document

• LDP is for new developments it lacks 
things to do for existing developments

• What evidence can we bring forward to 
challenge the plan?
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Appendix 4: original (January 
2009) CCS submission
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Please reply to: 

Cardiff Civic Society  

c/o Karen Allen  

6 Jellicoe Court 

Atlantic Wharf 

Cardiff 

CF10 4AJ 

Registered Charity No. 517544 
www.cardiffcivicsociety.co.uk 

 

 ka.allen@btinternet.com 

 

4
th

 January 2009 

James Clemence 

Strategic Planning  

Cardiff Council 

County Hall 

Cardiff CF10 4UW 

 

Dear Mr Clemence 

 

LDP PREFERRED STRATEGY CONSULTATION 

 

We spoke to you shortly before Christmas to request a meeting at which a few members of 

Cardiff Civic Societies could talk to you about issues arising from the LDP Conference we held 

on 18
th

 October, and which was addressed by Stuart Williams.  The Conference was attended by 

60 representatives of local Civic Societies, Community and Cardiff Council members and others.  

All were grateful to Stuart for providing the briefing and, in subsequent discussions, all felt that 

they had not had the opportunity to participate as fully as they would have wished in the 

consultation exercise leading up to the publication of the preferred strategy.  The full conference 

report is specific in the main areas of concern. 

 

Rather than have a meeting, you asked for a written submission, which is given below and 

summarised in the associated diagram.  You will see that we have positive suggestions to make 

on a number of aspects of the plan.  However, we are very concerned that recent economic events 

have so skewed the ‘playing field’ that pushing ahead with the plan in its present form would, as 

‘Sir Humphrey’ might say, be “a very brave decision”.   

 

We hope you are able to consider the following comments fully at this time, and prior to 

continuing to the next stage of the process.  A number of our members attended the Stakeholder 

Briefing you held on 22
nd

 October and were concerned that too many of the issues raised then 

were deemed suitable to be resolved in the next consultation phase.  In our view, there comes a 

time when a suggested plan is sufficiently out of tune with current circumstances that, however 

uncomfortable, it is better to reconsider than plough on regardless.  

 

As well as providing this brief, we should add that we would still like to meet with you as soon as 

possible to carry the discussion forward. We trust our contribution will be constructive and 

helpful to the process, in order that we can achieve the best possible result for the future 

development of Cardiff. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Karen Allen, David & Jeanne-Hélène Eggleton, Nick Hawkins 

On behalf of Cardiff Civic Society - LDP Working Group  
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Copies to:  

Civic Trust for Wales, Llandaff Society, Radyr & Morganstown Association, Rhiwbina Civic 

Society, Penarth Society 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The LDP Process 

Prior to our conference of October 2008, we became aware that we had missed the Preferred 

Strategy Consultation of autumn 2007 - we were not on the list of consultees included in the LDP 

Delivery Agreement. We understood from our meeting with Stuart Williams in June 2008 that 

the Council were considering a fresh Preferred Strategy consultation because of the significant 

increase in the level of housing deemed necessary and the inclusion of the International Business 

Park, and we would therefore have our chance to comment on the Preferred Strategy. We 

subsequently learned that the Executive had decided a fresh consultation was not necessary at 

their meeting of 2
nd

 October, but do not know the basis for their decision. We raised this question 

at the Stakeholder Briefing event of 22
nd

 October but the question was not addressed in the 

response document circulated after the meeting. 

We are aware that we are not the only individuals and organisations to have missed out on the 

chance to comment on the Preferred Strategy. The Council’s record of consultation responses 

lists only 75 respondees (approximately), and there is an apparent lack of breadth in the 

individuals and organisations represented - a low proportion of the responses come from citizens 

of Cardiff or local organisations. During our recent conversation you mentioned that developers 

have also been in touch with you to express their concern at having missed the Preferred Strategy 

consultation.  

 

During our conversation we also talked about the importance of interested organisations and 

individuals getting into the process at the early Preferred Strategy stage, as the potential for the 

Inspector to overturn the Preferred Strategy is extremely limited under the new development 

plans legislation. This would tend to leave us feeling disenfranchised by not being selected for 

the original Preferred Strategy consultation but we are determined to make as much contribution 

to Cardiff’s LDP as possible and, as already mentioned, we would welcome the chance to meet to 

discuss how best we can do this.  

 

The Council’s LDP Vision 

We concur the LDP Vision and Objectives identified in paragraph 4 of the LDP Preferred 

Strategy document, the following questions and observations relate to the ability of the strategies 

identified within the LDP to deliver these essential goals. 

 

The first vision concerns the quality of life, and we see little in the LDP strategies to impact 

significantly on this difficult task. We would have expected to see contributions such as  

• sporting participation at grass roots level 

• green space and other outdoor recreation 

• artistic and cultural clubs and facilities 

• built environment quality /design 

• much greater focus on traffic free urban spaces 

 

The second vision relates to a skilled, creative and buoyant economy.  The main elements cover 

some but not all the areas expected and we ask if the following have been considered 

• Creation of nuclei of skills and research, by expansion of the University, in industries of 

the future such as alternative energy sources and a host of green technologies. 

• Expansion of training and education in skills in which Cardiff has been traditionally 

strong, such as engineering, mineral technology and power generation. 
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• Using your background survey data to identify key industries relevant to Cardiff’s 

perceived strengths, and prioritising development of infrastructure to encourage job 

growth where local skills and experience is strong. 

• Tourism has a major potential for Cardiff, this is barely mentioned 

• As far as housing is concerned, and recognising the above, we suggest a policy shift away 

from apartments to family homes, on brown field sites in preference or by sympathetic 

enlargement of existing communities with local input. 

 

The third vision relates to social issues, resolution of which is essential if major businesses are to 

be attracted to Cardiff.  We believe that the focus on training and skills above would be a large 

contributor, and in addition we would expect to see the following. 

• Growth in community support programmes especially in sporting, cultural and public 

health 

• A public safety strategy 

• Expansion of Housing Association activity to provide affordable and rental 

accommodation for essential workers 

• A realistic assessment of retail needs in the mid 21
st
 century, to avoid city centres 

becoming obsolete. 

• A bigger focus on improvement of existing homes and communities. 

 

The fourth vision is concerned with the environment. The LDP strategies do not in our opinion 

address the key issues with enough force, and appear to be very ‘last century’ ideas. In order to 

meet the demands of both citizens and governments a much-strengthened set of strategies is 

needed. Has the council considered the following? 

• A carbon reduction strategy (including contingencies that give consideration to peak oil). 

• Investment in a truly 21
st
 century urban transit system (e.g. tram, trolley) throughout 

Cardiff that would drastically curtail car use, rather than park and (bus) ride. 

• A proactive approach to relocation of inner city low added value industry to release land 

for appropriate development. 

• Improved design through open competition (as for much of the Bay development) 

• A serious flood prevention scheme 

• A power generation strategy for Cardiff to utilise alternative local energy sources, 

including carbon capture. 

• A city food strategy to maximise opportunities for local food provision via urban 

agriculture, safeguarding and expanding allotments provision, and development of 

community markets (which in turn reduces fuel consumption, emissions, etc). 

 

Further and perhaps even more critically, we observe that the underlying economic assumptions 

made by the LDP have been made obsolete by recent events in the financial markets.  Growth 

will be severely constrained, demand reduced in all areas of economic activity, unemployment 

will grow, and property values are unlikely to recover (according to many pundits) until 2016.  

We therefore fear that the present LDP is sustainable neither environmentally (as stated above) 

nor economically. 

 

For all the above reasons, we recommend that the plan is withdrawn and reworked, taking 

advantage of new data and strategic direction, and with much more effective local input. 

 

The attached diagrams* indicate, simplistically, our analysis of the vision/strategy relationships 

in the LDP and our independent assessment of what is needed. 

 

*Attached: LDP Vision analysis & alternatives 

 


